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1
Introduction and motivation

The fundamental question of what the world is made of has interested mankind for
millennia. Greek philosophers already suggested that the four elements air, water,
fire, and soil are the indivisible building blocks of everything. Albeit their imagination
turned out to be too simple, their basic idea of indivisible constituents of matter is
still being pursued.

With the advent of sophisticated measurement techniques our view of the world has
started to improve and ever more details about the structure of matter have been
gathered. Since Mendeleev has introduced the table of elements in the 19th century,
it has become obvious that the world consists of atoms. Rutherford deduced from the
results of his scattering experiments [1] that atoms are not fundamental, but made
of electrons and nuclei. After the discovery of the neutron in 1932 [2] it became
clear that nuclei consist of protons and neutrons. Later on, starting in the 1960s
[3, 4], measurements, where high-energetic leptons were scattered off nuclei [5], have
revealed their partonic substructure, quarks and gluons, which are still believed to
be point-like. These experiments have established the naive quark model proposed to
classify the large amount of hadrons and paved the way to our current understanding
of the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Quarks carry
fractional electric charge of − 1

3 and 2
3 , and each quark flavour is a colour triplet in the

fundamental representation of QCD.

Quantum chromodynamics can be unified with the electro-weak theory of Glashow,
Salam, and Weinberg in the standard model [6] of particle physics leading to an
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) group structure. The spin- 1

2 fermions can be grouped into
three families, each with two quark flavours, a charged lepton and a neutrino. The
strong, electromagnetic, and weak forces between the elementary fermions are medi-
ated by the exchange of spin-1 gluons, photons, and W and Z bosons, respectively.

Up to now there is no consistent quantum theory of gravity, which could be incorpo-
rated into the standard model of particle physics. Some precision experiments, like the
measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment g−2 of the muon [7], and conceptual
theoretical problems give further hints that the standard model might be incomplete.
Therefore, several extensions have been proposed in the literature, among them string
theory [8], supersymmetry [9], and the possibility of a forth family of fundamental
fermions [10–16]. We have investigated the latter possibility in [12–14], which is, how-
ever, beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the newest results indicate that a forth
family is nearly ruled out.

Instead, we focus on the production of heavy charm and bottom quarks belonging
to the second and the third family, respectively, in the framework of QCD. A solid
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1 Introduction and motivation

understanding of the theoretical framework for heavy quark production is of utmost
importance for several key measurements both ongoing or taking place in the very
near future. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, heavy flavour production
by genuine QCD processes is an important background in searches for Higgs bosons
within the standard model and beyond as well as for new physics. Moreover, several
signatures have been proposed, how production and decay of heavy quarks are modified
in the presence of a quark gluon plasma (QGP) [17], which is investigated, e.g., at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) in Au + Au collisions. Furthermore, of topical interest is the production of
heavy flavours in longitudinally polarised proton-proton and lepton-hadron collisions,
which is the subject of this thesis. At present, it is experimentally studied at RHIC
[18, 19] and COMPASS at CERN [20–22]. Together with the theoretical calculations
provided here, these experiments should help to improve our understanding of QCD
as the theory of strong interactions, and, in particular, how the spin of the proton is
carried by quarks and gluons, which is one of the fundamental questions in nucleon
physics. In addition, heavy flavour production is part of the physics case for new
facilities like GSI-FAIR [23–25] in Germany, J-PARC [26] in Japan, and a possible
electron-ion collider (EIC) in the US [27, 28].

In the naive quark-parton model one expects that the spin of the proton is carried en-
tirely by its three constituent quarks. After taking relativistic corrections into account,
their contribution is reduced to about 60 percent. This is in striking contrast to all
measurements in the last 25 years which found that quark and antiquark spins summed
over all flavours provide only about 20 to 30 percent of the proton spin [29–33].

This discrepancy between the parton model and experiments was first dubbed “proton
spin crises”, but it was quickly realised that the result implies that sizable contributions
to the nucleon spin should come from the polarisation of gluons and/or from orbital
angular momenta Lq,gz of quarks and gluons. This view is summarised in the proton
spin sum rule [34]

Spz =
1
2

=
1
2

∆Σ + ∆G+ Lqz + Lgz, (1.1)

where

∆Σ =
∫ 1

0

dx
∑

q=u,d,s

[∆q(x) + ∆q̄(x)] (1.2)

and

∆G =
∫ 1

0

dx∆g(x) (1.3)

denote the total intrinsic spin contribution of quarks and gluons, respectively [35].
The polarised parton density functions ∆q(x),∆q̄(x), and ∆g(x) in equations (1.2)
and (1.3) are defined as

∆f(x) = f+(x)− f−(x) (1.4)

with f = q, q̄, g. f+(x) [f−(x)] is the probability to find a parton f carrying a fraction
x of the momentum of the nucleon and having its spin [anti]aligned with the spin of
the nucleon. For simplicity, the dependence of the parton distribution functions on
the resolution scale is not explicitly indicated. It will be discussed in detail in chapter
2.

We note that in an interacting field theory the decomposition of the spin in equation
(1.1) depends on the gauge and the choice of the reference frame. The sum rule in
(1.1) is only valid in the infinite momentum frame and the light-cone gauge, where
parton distribution functions are naturally defined [36].
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A gauge-invariant decomposition was given in the Ji sum rule [37], where only the total
angular momentum Jg enters, which cannot be decomposed any further. This version
of the sum rule is, however, relevant for computations within lattice QCD. Only ∆Σ
is common to both sum rules.

Currently, the best information on ∆Σ comes from polarised deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) experiments performed at different laboratories [32, 33]. They constrain the
sum of quark and antiquark densities through measurements of the polarised structure
function

g1(x) =
1
2

∑
q

e2
q[∆q(x) + ∆q̄(x)] +O(αs). (1.5)

Similar experiments with an identified hadron in the final state (semi-inclusive DIS)
have provided crucial information on the difference between quarks and antiquarks
and have tested different assumptions about the flavour structure of the polarised
sea. Both inclusive and semi-inclusive DIS give only very limited information on the
polarised gluon distribution function ∆g(x). The latter contributes only indirectly via
scaling violations, which are not very pronounced in the kinematic regime covered by
the experiments.

To learn about ∆g(x) one has to consider observables where it contributes dominantly
already at the tree-level approximation of QCD. Here, first results on pion and jet pro-
duction in polarised pp scattering at RHIC [38–46] have led to a significant constraint
on the size of ∆g in the range x ∈ [0.05, 0.2]. The best way to extract information about
parton densities from experimental data is to analyse all available results from DIS,
semi-inclusive DIS, and pp scattering simultaneously in a global QCD fit. A first such
analysis with longitudinally polarised data was performed by the DSSV group [30, 31].
It turned out that uncertainties are still sizable, in particular for the gluon distribu-
tion ∆g(x) such that reliable results for its first moment ∆G still cannot be obtained.
Further experimental probes for ∆g(x) are urgently needed to reduce extrapolation
uncertainties from the small x region.

Among the most promising channels are direct photon and heavy quark production
at RHIC [47] and two-hadron and charm production in polarised lepton-nucleon scat-
tering at HERMES [48, 49] and COMPASS [20, 21, 50, 51]. In the latter case data
already exist, but could not be included in the DSSV analysis since a proper theoret-
ical framework was not available. For two-hadron photoproduction, some theoretical
progress was made, see, e.g. [52]. For polarised heavy quark hadro- and photoproduc-
tion flexible Monte Carlo codes up to the second non-trivial (next-to-leading) order
in the strong coupling αs of QCD are presented in this work. These are essential
to include current and future data into upcoming global QCD analyses of polarised
parton distribution functions.

Our theoretical calculations are performed perturbatively as a power expansion in the
strong coupling constant up to O(α3

s) and O(αemα
2
s) for hadro- and photoproduction,

respectively. Perturbative calculations for the scattering of quarks and gluons are
made possible by the property of asymptotic freedom, which states that the strong
interaction becomes weak at short distances, i.e., high momentum transfers. This
peculiar energy dependence of αs is due to the self-interactions of the QCD gauge
bosons, which carry a colour charge. Experimentally relevant hadronic cross sections
are then obtained as a convolution of the computed hard scattering cross section and
non-perturbative functions characterising the parton- and spin-content of hadrons,
which is the essence of the factorisation theorem. At typical hadronic scales below
1 GeV, the strong coupling gets large and therefore momentum distributions of quarks
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1 Introduction and motivation

and gluons inside the nucleon can only be calculated with non-perturbative methods
such as lattice QCD. This is also related to the phenomenon of confinement, stating
that free quarks or gluons can only be observed under extreme conditions as they
existed in the early universe and in heavy ion collisions.

Heavy quark production follows rather different underlying QCD hard scattering dy-
namics than pion and jet production currently used to determine ∆g.

For instance, no collinear emission off a heavy quark is allowed due to its mass, in
contrast to massless final state particles, where non-perturbative parton-to-hadron
fragmentation functions or elaborated jet definitions have to be introduced to absorb
divergences associated with particle splittings with zero angle. However, relating the-
ory and experiment for heavy flavour production is not at all an easy task. Experiments
usually detect heavy flavours by reconstructing heavy meson decays, e.g., semi-leptonic
decay lepton spectra. To avoid unwanted bias from deconvoluting experimental results
back to the heavy quark level, all theoretical calculations should be done as close as
possible to the observational level. Therefore, we implement in our parton-level Monte
Carlo codes also the hadronisation of the produced charm and bottom quarks into
D and B mesons and their subsequent decays. Both can be modelled by additional
non-perturbative functions extracted from experimental data [53–57].

In the spin-averaged case, next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations for single-inclusive
heavy quark hadro- and photoproduction have been available for quite some time [58–
61], and partial results at the next-to-next-to-leading order level have been obtained
recently [62–70]. In order to calculate also phenomenologically interesting heavy quark
correlations, a parton-level Monte Carlo code, which integrates the phase space numer-
ically, was developed in [71, 72]. Hadronisation into heavy mesons and their semilep-
tonic decays were implemented later in [57]. In addition, our work allows the possibility
of having longitudinally polarised initial states. This significantly extends previous,
largely analytic calculations for spin-dependent heavy flavour production [73–76] which
were limited to single-inclusive observables and could not include experimentally rele-
vant acceptance cuts. We note that all order resummations of possibly large logarithms
of the ratio of the transverse momentum and the mass of the heavy quark have been
considered in the unpolarised case in references [77–82]. For the phenomenological ap-
plications in the polarised case studied in this work, resummation effects are expected
to be small and hence ignored for the time being.

Another interesting observable related to heavy flavours is the so-called charge asym-
metry which describes the difference of cross sections for producing a heavy quark Q or
a heavy antiquark Q̄ at a certain point in phase space, respectively. This asymmetry
probes a subset of NLO radiative corrections and vanishes in tree-level approximation.
It was studied in the context of top production in [83–85] in the unpolarised case. We
study the corresponding polarised charge asymmetry [86, 87].

This thesis is organised as follows: In chapter 2 we start with briefly outlining the
basic principles of QCD. We show how to derive the Feynman rules from the QCD
Lagrangian and discuss the framework relevant for perturbative QCD calculations. We
introduce the factorisation theorem, discuss the renormalisation procedure, and outline
how to deal with collinear and infrared singularities at NLO accuracy. We review
the current knowledge about unpolarised and longitudinally polarised parton density
functions (PDFs) as well as the status of heavy quark production and hadronisation.

Chapter 3 is devoted to a detailed account of the theoretical framework. We discuss
the ingredients of a perturbative QCD calculation at NLO accuracy. Special emphasis
is put on the phase space integration where both largely analytical and numerical
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methods are introduced. It is shown how experimentally relevant cross sections are
obtained from the partonic hard scattering processes, which are presented in detail in
chapter 4. Here, we also introduce the charge asymmetry.

In chapter 5 we present our phenomenological studies. We start with a comparison
of the analytical and the numerical implementations of the phase space integration
to validate our codes. Next, we present expectations for single-inclusive heavy quark
distributions and the charge asymmetry for possible future experiments at GSI-FAIR
and J-PARC. Then, we turn to hadroproduction at RHIC, where we give detailed
results at the decay lepton level for both single-inclusive and correlation observables.
We study the sensitivity of the corresponding double spin asymmetries, defined as the
ratio of polarised and unpolarised cross sections, to the polarised gluon distribution.
Currently available preliminary experimental results [18, 19, 88] are unfortunately not
precise enough for a determination of ∆g(x).

We continue with presenting phenomenological results for photoproduction of charm
and compare them to existing results from the COMPASS collaboration [20, 21, 51, 89].
We discuss a possible impact of our next-to-leading order results on the extraction of
∆g/g performed by COMPASS. We finish with expectations for photoproduction of
charm and bottom quarks at a polarised lepton-proton collider currently considered
and study the sensitivity of such measurements to the parton content of circularly
polarised photons, which is completely unmeasured so far.

We summarise and conclude in chapter 6.

We note that some parts of this thesis, especially the phenomenological results in
chapter 5, have already been published in peer-reviewed journals [87, 90, 91].
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2
The basics of QCD

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describes the interaction caused by the strong force.
The particles subjected to it are quarks and gluons. Quarks are fermions of spin 1/2
and can be organised in different families. Three families have been experimentally
detected up to now. It has been shown that the existence of more than three families
has not been completely excluded; see, e.g., [12] for a review. However, the newest
results show that this possibility is rather improbable [15, 16]. Each family contains
up- and down-type quarks. Flavours belong to the fundamental representation and
contain colour triplets.

The force between the quarks is mediated by gluons, the gauge particles of the strong
interaction belonging to the adjoint representation. Gluons carry a colour charge
and can interact with themselves due to non-Abelian parts in the Lagrange density.
Because of this non-Abelian structure, a closed solution of QCD has not been found
yet, but several successful approximative methods have been developed.

In this chapter the basic ideas of QCD are introduced. As in many PhD theses, e.g.,
[52, 74, 92–94], we will only give a short account of the framework of QCD. Special
emphasis is put on perturbative methods which will be used in the following chapters.
The literature treating this subject is very large. The interested reader is referred to
more detailed textbooks; see, e.g, [95–98].

2.1 The Lagrangian of QCD

The Lagrange density

LQCD = Lmatter + LYM + Lgauge + Lghost + Lθ̄ (2.1)

contains all the rich phenomenology described by quantum chromodynamics. The first
two terms are the classical part of the Lagrangian, which is invariant under local gauge
transformations of SU(3).

The “matter” part of QCD reads

Lmatter =
nf∑
f=1

ψ̄f (iγµDµ −mf )ψf , (2.2)

where ψf is the Dirac field for a quark of mass mf ; γµ are the Dirac matrices, and

Dµ = ∂µ − igsAaµT a (2.3)

7



2 The basics of QCD

is the covariant derivative. The Einstein sum convention is implicitly understood for
repeated indices. f is the summation index over the different flavours, which differ in
their masses. The strong coupling is denoted by gs, the vectorial gauge field for the
gluons by A and the colour matrices by T . They satisfy the commutation relation
defining the group SU(3):

[T a, T b] = ifabcTc, (2.4)

where fabc, which is antisymmetric in its indices, is the structure constant of the
group. The second term of the Lagrangian (2.1) is the Yang-Mills term. It describes
the dynamics of the gluons and reads

LYM = −1
4
F 2 = −1

4

8∑
a=1

F aµνF
µν,a. (2.5)

The last term of the field tensor

F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gsf

abcAbµA
c
ν (2.6)

is necessary to assure SU(3) gauge invariance and accounts for the self-interaction of
gluons in QCD.

The next step is to quantise the up to now classical Lagrangian. This is not unique
and different methods exist for this purpose [99]. To this end, one adds gauge fixing
and ghost terms [100] to the Lagrangian, which are for the transverse gauge

Lgauge = − 1
2ξ

8∑
a=1

(∂µAµ,a)2 (2.7)

and
Lghost = (∂µc̄a)(δac∂µ − gsfacbAµ,b)cc. (2.8)

Here ca is the scalar anti-commuting so-called Fadeev-Popov ghost field. Physical
results do not depend on the details of gauge fixing. The ghost contribution, also called
Fadeev-Popov term, assures unitarity and cancels effects by nonphysical polarisations
of the gluons.

By fixing the gauge, one explicitly breaks the gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian. As
a residual symmetry, the BRST symmetry remains.

We finally mention the term

Lθ̄ = θ̄
g2

32π2
F aµν F̃

aµν , (2.9)

where F̃ aµν = 1
2ε
µνλρF aλρ with the Levi-Civita tensor εµνλρ is the dual of F aµν . This

term arises from the topology of the vacuum. It does not affect perturbative calcula-
tions, because it can be written as the total derivative of a current, i.e., as a surface
term in the action. It is important, however, for some non-perturbative observables.

For solving the QCD equations of motion, no completely analytical method has been
found up to now due to its non-Abelian structure. Therefore, several approximative
and numerical methods have been devised. The mostly used methods are Shifman-
Vainshtein-Zakharov (SVZ) and light cone sum rules, the large NC limit, chiral per-
turbation theory, lattice QCD and perturbative QCD. Each of these methods has its
advantages and shortcomings and is best suited for certain applications. The best
approach for solving a certain problem in QCD depends on the nature of the problem.
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2.1 The Lagrangian of QCD

As we focus in this thesis on scattering experiments characterised by large momentum
transfers, we use the framework of perturbative QCD (pQCD). The presence of a hard
scale keeps the expansion parameter, the coupling constant αs, small, and, thus, allows
for an expansion in αs. One has noticed that αs is not always small, but depends on
the energy transfer of a regarded process. The observation that the coupling of QCD
decreases at short distances is called asymptotic freedom.

The fact that QCD is a renormalisable quantum field theory has the consequence that
gs has to be defined at a renormalisation scale µr and varies with the 4-momentum
transfer. Some details of renormalisation will be given in section 2.3 below. Nev-
ertheless, we anticipate here the following important result of renormalisation: The
scale evolution of the coupling αs(µ) ≡ g2s(µ)

4π is predicted by the renormalisation group
equation (RGE)

µ
dgs(µ)
dµ

= β[gs(µ)] (2.10)

where the QCD beta function can be written as a power series

β(gs) = −gs
∞∑
n=1

(αs
4π

)n
βn. (2.11)

The first two terms have the form

β1 =
1
3

(11NC − 2nf ) (2.12)

and
β2 =

1
3

(102Nc − 38nf ) (2.13)

with Nc and nf being the number of colours and flavours, respectively.

Up to NLO accuracy, one can use

αs(µ) =
4π

β1 ln(µ2/Λ2)

[
1− β2

β2
1

ln[ln(µ2/Λ2)]
ln(µ2/Λ2)

]
(2.14)

as an approximation. The fundamental parameter of QCD, Λ, has to be determined
from experiment and is of the order O(200 MeV) for dimensional regularisation.

As a result, perturbative QCD can only be applied for hard scales µ� Λ.

If the distance between two quarks increases, the momentum transfer decreases and
as a consequence the coupling constant αs(µ) = g2s(µ)

4π will increase as shown in figure
2.1. Confinement is a consequence of this property: it is not possible to separate two
quarks. If one tries to do so, due to the increasing coupling at large distances, a new
quark-antiquark pair will be created from the vacuum, which will immediately form
new hadrons with the separated quarks.

In the case that αs is small, i.e., at high momentum transfers and short distances, one
can express any physical observable, e.g., a cross section [∆]σ in a power series in αs
with coefficients [∆]Ai,

[∆]σ =
∞∑
i=0

αis[∆]Ai, (2.15)

which in practise is truncated after a certain order due to the complexity of higher
order corrections. We use the notation with the square bracket and the Delta to denote
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2 The basics of QCD

unpolarised and longitudinally polarised quantities in one equation: without the ∆ one
gets the equation for the unpolarised and with the ∆ for the longitudinally polarised
observables.

Though unproven, it is generally assumed that the coefficients of QCD perturbative se-
ries are divergent, but the series expansion is asymptotic: A series is called asymptotic,
if ∣∣∣∣∣Γ−

N∑
n=0

αnsΓ(n)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ CN+1α
N+1
s (2.16)

for all integers N .

Even if summed to all orders, a series
∑∞
n=0 α

n
sΓ(n) does not necessarily define Γ

in the limit αs → 0. However, the generally good agreement of experimental results
and theoretical calculations in the framework of perturbative QCD give evidence that
pQCD is a helpful tool to describe experimental phenomena.

The qualitative behaviour of observables can often be estimated by leading order cal-
culations. For precise, quantitative calculations, one has to account for higher order
corrections, which are sizable. Theoretical calculations depend on unphysical scales if
the series is cut off.

Therefore, consider a quantity Γ independent of the scale µ:

0 = µ
∂

∂µ
Γ = µ

∂

∂µ

∞∑
n=0

αnsΓ(n). (2.17)

If the perturbative series is truncated at order N, a scale dependence of the order
αN+1
s remains:

µ
∂

∂µ

N∑
n=0

αnsΓ(n) = −µ ∂

∂µ

∞∑
n=N+1

αnsΓ(n). (2.18)

Generally, a reduction of the scale dependence and hence of the theoretical uncertain-
ties is expected, when higher orders are included in the calculation.

2.2 Outline of the derivation of the Feynman rules

The starting point for the derivation of the so-called Feynman rules used in pQCD
calculations is the action

SQCD = i

∫
d4xLQCD. (2.19)

We want to calculate transitions from an initial state |i〉 to a final state |f〉. They are
mediated by the operator

T{exp[−iSint]},

where Sint is the interaction part of SQCD. In the interaction picture, this operator
can be expanded in a series in terms of the coupling and the resulting terms can
be decomposed using Wick’s theorem. The results can be represented by Feynman
diagrams.

The graphical representation of the Feynman diagrams is only a symbolic notation.
Each line and each vertex in a Feynman diagram can be translated into a mathematical
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Figure 2.1: The running of the strong coupling constant. Taken from [101].

expression, as given in appendix A. The n point functions can be used to determine
Feynman rules. An n point function is the vacuum expectation value of the product
of n field operators. The contributions from these n point functions are after the Wick
contraction sums and products of the propagators and vertex functions represented by
Feynman rules.

2.3 Divergences and renormalisation

Calculations at the lowest order of the perturbative series, the tree level, are free of
divergences, and relatively easy to perform, but in general not suitable for quantita-
tive analyses. However, at higher orders, several types of divergences can be found:
ultraviolet ones, infrared or soft ones, and collinear ones.

First, one encounters divergences for loop graphs, which come from the behaviour of
the integrals at large internal momenta. They are called ultraviolet (UV) divergences
and can be eliminated by adding appropriate counterterms to the Lagrangian. A
strong motivation for such a renormalisation is that the standard model can only
be valid up to the Planck scale because there gravity gets important. At present
there is no generally accepted method for the unification of the standard model and
gravity. By redefining in an appropriate way the normalisation of the parameters of
the Lagrangian, i.e., the mass and the coupling constants, the ultraviolet divergences
can systematically be absorbed in each order of perturbation theory. This procedure is
called renormalisation. ’t Hooft and Veltman have shown that QCD is a renormalisable
quantum field theory [102].

11



2 The basics of QCD

From the behaviour of the loop integrals at low energies as well as from the phase space
integration of particle momenta in the final state, infrared divergences can appear. Due
to the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg and the Bloch-Nordsieck [103] theorem, they cancel
in the sum of all contributions up to the considered order. Collinear singularities are
discussed below in detail and can be absorbed by the so-called mass factorisation.

In practise, the first step is to isolate the divergences or to make them manifest in a well-
defined mathematical procedure. Different methods for this so-called regularisation
exist. The most commonly adopted one is dimensional regularisation [102]. In this
method, the number of the dimensions of space-time is – with ε > 0 – changed to 4+2ε
for the infrared divergences and to 4−2ε for the ultraviolet ones. All these singularities
manifest themselves as poles in 1/εp with p ∈ {1, 2} in a NLO calculation. Although,
in principle, one has to distinguish the ultraviolet and the infrared case, in practise, it
is not explicitly necessary. It is sufficient to assume ε 6= 0. After renormalisation and
factorisation discussed in section 2.4, all 1/εp poles cancel. This property provides a
valuable check for the correctness of practical calculations. A further great advantage
of dimensional regularisation is that it respects the invariance of the theory under
translation, boosts, and gauge transformations.

Let us now take a detailed look at the renormalisation of the Lagrange density. To
work directly with the renormalised quantities, one employs a method to replace the
existing bare parameters of the theory by their renormalised equivalents. This results
in re-writing the Lagrangian as a part containing the renormalised parameters and a
part containing the counterterms:

LQCD = LRQCD + Lcounterterms (2.20)

with

Lcounterterms = (Z2 − 1)ψRi/∂ψR − (Z2Zm − 1)mRψRψR

+
1
2

(Z3 − 1)AaµRδ
ab[gµν∂λ∂λ − ∂µ∂ν ]AbνR − (Z̃3 − 1)caRδ

ab∂λ∂λc
b
R

− (Z1F − 1)gsRψRγ
µT aψRA

a
µR − (Z1 − 1)

1
2
gsRf

abc(∂µAaνR − ∂νAaµR)AbµR A
cν
R

− (Z4 − 1)
1
4
g2
sRf

abcfadeAbµRA
c
νRA

dµ
R AeνR + (Z̃1 − 1)gsRfabccaR∂µ(AbµR c

c
R). (2.21)

The subscript R denotes the renormalised quantities. The Z are the multiplicative
constants chosen to compensate the divergences. They obey

ψ =
√
Z2ψR, Aµ =

√
Z3A

µ
R, c =

√
Z̃3cR, gs = ZggsR,

ξ = Z3ξR, m = ZmmR, Z1 = ZgZ
3/2
3 , Z1F = ZgZ2Z

1/2
3 ,

Z̃1 = ZgZ̃3Z
1/2
3 , Z4 = Z2

gZ
2
3 . (2.22)

From the conservation of the gauge invariance, one can derive the Slavnov-Taylor
identities

Z1

Z3
=
Z̃1

Z̃3

=
Z1F

Z2
=
Z4

Z1
. (2.23)

Apart from the divergences the renormalisation constants Zi can contain arbitrary
finite pieces; the actual choice determines the renormalisation scheme. The most
common one for QCD is the MS scheme [104], in which the 1/ε poles are subtracted

12



2.4 Factorisation theorem

along with certain finite terms which are characteristic for dimensional regularisation.
In practise, the renormalised Lagrange density leads to additional Feynman rules.
Adopting them, the UV singularities cancel.

Experimentally, neither free quarks nor free gluons have ever been observed. This phe-
nomenon is called confinement. As the Lagrange density contains only quarks and not
hadrons, one has to account for the complications originating from confinement. Due
to the factorisation theorem discussed in the next section, the calculation of matrix
elements can be split in pQCD in a non-perturbative part describing the long-range
interactions, the parton distribution and fragmentation functions, and the perturba-
tively calculable cross sections on the partonic level. Another class of divergences
appears in processes with identified hadrons: collinear singularities result, when the
momentum of an emitted particle on an external line becomes parallel to the particle
that emitted it. This leads to a diverging propagator. Note that collinear singularities
have already been introduced and discussed in detail in [74, 86]. In the next section
we will show how a redefinition of the non-perturbative functions can describe this
phenomenon.

2.4 Factorisation theorem

We will start with setting the notation for the considered process:

H1(K1) +H2(K2)→ h1(P1) + h2(P2) +X. (2.24)

K1,K2 and P1, P2 denote here the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing hadrons,
respectively. As the subject of this work is heavy quark production, we can assume the
hi to be heavy quarks, as shown in figure 2.2, or mesons built from them. X contains
all particles which are not observed. The reaction, as given in (2.24), corresponds to
hadroproduction. In case of photoproduction, one has an incoming lepton or photon
instead of one of the incoming hadrons H1 or H2. The factorisation theorem states
that the hadronic cross section can be obtained through a convolution of the partonic
cross sections calculated in perturbative QCD and the non-perturbative parton density
functions [105–113]

d[∆]σ(µf ) = [∆]f (1)
a ⊗ [∆]f (2)

b ⊗ d[∆]σab(µf ) +O
(

Λ
pT

)n
. (2.25)

In this equation the fragmentation functions of the heavy quarks are not included as
they are fundamentally different from the ones of light (massless) quarks. The upper
index corresponds to the number of the hadron or lepton or photon. The lower index
denotes the parton in the parton density functions f and the initially unrenormalised
partonic cross section d[∆]σab. Recall that the notation with the square bracket gives
both the unpolarised (without the ∆) and the longitudinally polarised cross sections
(with the ∆) in the same equation.

Here, using the symbols + and − for the two helicities and respecting parity conser-
vation of QCD, dσ++ = dσ−− and dσ+− = dσ−+, the unpolarised and longitudinally
polarised cross section can be defined by

dσ =
1
2

[dσ++ + dσ+−] (2.26)

13



2 The basics of QCD

Figure 2.2: Cartoon illustrating factorisation for a generic single inclusive hadroproduction
process. For simplicity, the notation is given here for the unpolarised case. The
fragmentation functions of the heavy quarks are not shown as they are fundamen-
tally different from the ones of light (massless) quarks.

and

d∆σ =
1
2

[dσ++ − dσ+−], (2.27)

respectively. Analogous definitions hold for the partonic cross sections, which will
be denoted by d[∆]σ̂. Defining f+

+ and f−+ as the probability to find a parton with
helicity + and −, respectively, in a hadron with helicity +, one defines f = f+

+ + f−+
and ∆f = f+

+ − f−+ . In the notation adopted here, the +[−] sign denotes positive
[negative] helicity.

The factorisation theorem is not exactly valid, but only up to so-called power correc-
tions O

(
Λ
pT

)n
, which are not discussed further in this work as we consider high pT

processes.

In equation (2.25), the fragmentation (hadronisation) of the heavy quarks into mesons
containing a heavy quark is not included because for heavy quarks in the final state,
no collinear divergences arise due to their non-vanishing masses and therefore the
cross sections with the heavy quark in the final state are finite – contrary to the light
particle case. For the light particle case several sets of fragmentation functions have
been determined by various groups [114–116]. They serve as an important ingredient
in the extraction of polarised parton distribution functions which will be introduced
below. In the heavy quark case, for a comparison with experimental observations, it
is crucial to include a model for the fragmentation to heavy quark mesons and their
subsequent decay. As this procedure is somewhat non-trivial, a detailed discussion of
this problem will be given later in section 2.8.

The hadronic cross section has been separated into long and short range parts: The
processes which take place at large length scales, i.e., at small momentum transfers, are
described by the parton density functions discussed in the next section. The processes
proceeding at small length scales, i.e, at large momentum transfers, can be calculated
in perturbative QCD.

As it is not possible to control which partons with which momenta from the initial
hadrons participate at the partonic process, one has to sum over all possible partons

14



2.4 Factorisation theorem

and to integrate over all kinematically allowed momentum fractions:

d[∆]σ(K1,K2) =∑
i,j

∫ 1

0

dy1

∫ 1

0

dy2[∆]f (1)
i (y1, µ

2
f )[∆]f (2)

j (y2, µ
2
f )d[∆]σij(µ

2
f , µ

2
r, y1K1, y2K2). (2.28)

Recall that collinear divergences occur, when in a Feynman diagram the momentum of
an internal particle gets parallel to an external massless one, because, in this case, the
propagator of this internal particle is (quasi) on the mass shell and its denominator
diverges. These divergences can be shifted by a redefinition of the bare parton densities
into dressed ones, as will be described in detail in the following.

In the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme [104] used in this work the term
γE − ln(4π), which always occurs in dimensional regularisation, is subtracted together
with the ε poles.

Using the splitting functions [∆]P ij(z), we define

[∆]Gij(z, µ
2
f , µ

2
r) =

αs(µ2
r)

2π
[∆]P ij(z)

[
−1
ε

+ γE − ln(4π) + ln
µ2
f

µ2
r

]
. (2.29)

The splitting functions [∆]P ij(z) contribute here up to O(ε0), i.e., without the ε parts.
For completeness, the [∆]P ij(z) are listed in appendix B. Introducing

[∆]Γij(z, µ
2
f , µ

2
r) = δijδ(1− z) + [∆]Gij(z, µ

2
f , µ

2
r), (2.30)

the renormalised parton density functions are given by

[∆]f l(xk, µ
2
f ) =

∑
i

∫ 1

0

dyk

∫ 1

0

dzkδ(xk − ykzk)[∆]f i(yk, µ
2
f )[∆]Γli(zk, µ

2
f , µ

2
r). (2.31)

Using

d[∆]σ̂(0)
ij = d[∆]σ(0)

ij (2.32)

and

d[∆]σ̂(1)
ij (µ2

f , µ
2
r) = d[∆]σ(1)

ij (µ2
r)− d[∆]σ(1)

M,ij(µ
2
f , µ

2
r), (2.33)

where

d[∆]σM,ij =
∑
l,m

∫ 1

0

dz1

∫ 1

0

dz2[[∆]Gli(z1, µ
2
f , µ

2
r)δmjδ(1− z2)+

[∆]Gmj(z2, µ
2
f , µ

2
r)δliδ(1− z1)]d[∆]σ(0)

lm(z1k1, z2k2), (2.34)

the result for the cross section is:

d[∆]σ(µ2
f , µ

2
r) =

∑
a,b

[∆]f (1)
a (µ2

f )⊗ [∆]f (2)
b (µ2

f )⊗ d[∆]σ̂(µ2
f , µ

2
r) (2.35)

or more explicitly written

[∆]σ(K1,K2) =∑
a,b

∫ 1

0

dx1

∫ 1

0

dx2[∆]f (1)
a (x1, µ

2
f )[∆]f (2)

b (x2, µ
2
f )[∆]σ̂ab(µ

2
f , µ

2
r, x1K1, x2K2). (2.36)

The symbol ⊗ is used as a shortcut to note a convolution. The [∆]σ̂ab are finite.
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2 The basics of QCD

2.5 The parton model and parton distribution functions

Deep-inelastic scattering has provided evidence for the existence of point-like con-
stituents inside hadrons. These constituents are called partons. The term partons
comprises both quarks and gluons.

The naive parton model was proposed before the advent of QCD. A fast moving hadron
can be thought of as consisting of many collinear point-like constituents, the partons.
Later on, the separation of short- and long-distance physics as encoded in the factori-
sation theorem discussed above has provided the theoretical foundation of the parton
model. In pQCD one can calculate partonic hard-scattering cross sections. However,
only their hadronic counterparts are experimentally observable. The parton model and
the factorisation theorem in particular relate them as stated, e.g., in equation (2.36).

The hadronic cross section can be expressed as a convolution of the non-perturbative
parton distribution functions for each hadron with the calculable scattering cross sec-
tions d[∆]σ̂ij of the two partons i and j, as explained in the previous section.

As a consequence of the factorisation theorem, the parton densities fi(x, µ2
f ), which

describe physics at long distances, are universal, i.e., can be applied in calculations of
different hadronic scattering cross sections.

The partonic cross sections that describe the physics at short distances, shall be cal-
culated perturbatively. The scale, at which the separation of short- and long-distance
phenomena is done, is set by the factorisation scale µf . The actual choice of µf is
arbitrary and physical cross sections should not depend on µf . This leads to a powerful
set of renormalisation group equations.

Perturbative QCD does not permit us to calculate size and form of the parton density
functions, but their scale evolution is predicted by the DGLAP renormalisation group
equations [117–119]. Hence, if one knows the parton density functions at one scale
µ0, they can be predicted at any arbitrary scale µ > µ0 with the help of the DGLAP
equations.

In the lowest order, they read

d[∆]g(x, µ2)
d lnµ2

=
αs(µ2)

2π

∫ 1

x

dy

y

[∑
q

[∆]Pgq(x/y)[∆]q(y, µ2) + [∆]Pgg(x/y)[∆]g(y, µ2)

]
(2.37)

for the gluons and

d[∆]q(x, µ2)
d lnµ2

=
αs(µ2)

2π

∫ 1

x

dy

y
[[∆]Pqq(x/y)[∆]q(y, µ2) + [∆]Pqg(x/y)[∆]g(y, µ2)]

(2.38)
for each quark flavour. It is also possible to write these coupled equations in compact
matrix form. In the evolution of the quark parton density functions, the first term on
the right hand side of equation (2.38) describes the possibility that a quark carrying
a momentum fraction x can have been produced by a quark with a larger momentum
fraction y having emitted a gluon. Likewise, the second term results from the alter-
native that a quark with momentum fraction x is produced by a gluon with larger
momentum fraction. An analogous interpretation is valid for (2.37), which describes
the possibilities to generate a gluon from a quark or a gluon.

The functions [∆]Pab(z) are the so-called splitting functions which are calculable in
perturbative QCD [117, 120, 121]. They are listed in appendix B. In the case of
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Figure 2.3: The unpolarised parton distributions of MSTW and their uncertainties. Figure
taken from [128].

infrared corrections being absent, [∆]Pab(z) gives the probability to produce a parton
of type a in a collinear splitting of a parton of type b with a fraction z of its longitudinal
momentum.

Taking into account also the helicity degree of freedom, unpolarised parton density
functions are defined as the sum of the momentum distributions with parallel and
antiparallel helicity of the hadron and parton, f+

+ and f+
− , respectively. The polarised

ones, ∆f(x, µ2), are the difference between these two contributions, see equation (1.4).
Parton distribution functions need to be extracted from experiment. A functional form
with several fit parameters is assumed. Using all relevant data, where factorisation ap-
plies and the partonic cross sections calculated in pQCD, a global fit can be performed.
In the unpolarised case, the most recent global fits have been done by the CTEQ and
MSTW (former MRST) collaborations [122–127]. The results of the MSTW group
are presented in figure 2.3. In the naive parton model, each valence quark carries one
third of the total momentum of the proton. In the improved parton model, where it
is not anymore assumed that each constituent quark has the same momentum and
sea quarks come into play, one can nevertheless identify a peak in the u and d quark
distributions around 1/3. The figure shows also the current uncertainty bands. In gen-
eral, the uncertainty for the gluon distribution is larger than for the valence quarks.
Especially, in the limit x → 1 the uncertainties grow for all parton distributions. It
is a goal of further experiments, e.g., at the LHC, to pin down parton densities more
precisely.

In leading order, the helicity dependent parton distribution functions are subject to
the positivity constraint

|∆f(x, µ)| < f(x, µ).

Because the interpretation as a probability density is valid only at leading order, this
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positivity constraint is – strictly speaking – not correct anymore at NLO. However, if
the NLO corrections are not too large, it can be kept as an approximate constraint.
Positivity applies of course to physical cross sections, i.e., |d∆σ| ≤ dσ.

Earlier determinations of helicity dependent parton distribution functions only in-
cluded DIS data and assumed a flavour symmetric sea [129]. The helicity dependent
gluon distribution ∆g(x) was widely unconstrained, as in DIS processes the gluon does
not enter at leading order.

A more recent work (DNS [130]) included semi-inclusive DIS data and resulted in
two different sets of parton distribution functions related to different assumptions
about fragmentation functions (Kretzer and KKP), which served as an additional
non-perturbative input in the semi-inclusive DIS.

The state of the art is a first global fit including DIS, semi-inclusive DIS, and RHIC
data [30, 31]. In particular, single-inclusive pion [131] and jet production [132], mea-
sured in spin-dependent proton-proton collisions at BNL-RHIC, have started to put
significant limits on the amount of gluon polarisation in the nucleon [30]. New, prelim-
inary single and di-jet data from the STAR collaboration [45] show for the first time
tantalising hints for a non-zero ∆g(x, µ) [46, 133]. Due to the given kinematics, the
current probes mainly constrain ∆g in the medium-to-large x region, 0.05 . x . 0.2,
which is not sufficient to determine its integral (the first moment) reliably.

It results in a rather small ∆g in the range of momentum fractions 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.2 as
shown in figure 2.4. This region is mainly constrained by the RHIC data. Beyond this
region, ∆g is still largely unconstrained. Therefore, the first moment ∆G, defined in
equation (1.3), has still large uncertainties. Also improvements for the sea distributions
have been achieved. Especially, a node in the ∆s distribution and ∆ū > 0 and ∆d̄ < 0
have been found. In figure 2.4 the DSSV results and their error estimates are compared
to older sets of parton distribution functions. Recall that all of them, except the
DNS2005 sets, have a flavour symmetric sea. Note that from the asymmetry analysis
collaboration the AAC03 parton density functions [134] are shown, as these ones will
be used in chapter 5. The quark and antiquark distributions of the AAC08 analysis
[135] are similar to AAC03. The AAC08 analysis provides two different sets, which,
however, are very similar, except for the polarised gluon. One set has a gluon similar
to AAC03, the other one – as DSSV – a gluon with a node. However, the absolute
values of the AAC08 gluon are much larger than the DSSV gluon. For completeness,
we note that also the PDFs of LSS2010 [136] show a moderate gluon, which is within
the errors compatible with the analyses of DSSV and DSSV++ [46].

Some experiments have done their own analysis on ∆g/g. In this thesis, we will not
discuss the methods used there. We only show the results in comparison to the DSSV
values in figure 2.5. Most of the data points agree in the range of the errors with the
DSSV fit.

We want to mention that another possible approach is that momenta of the parton
density functions can be calculated on the lattice. But, only some low integer momenta
are accessible on the lattice at the moment [138]. ∆g cannot be calculated in lattice
QCD.

2.6 Photonic parton density functions

We will not only discuss heavy quark production in hadron-hadron scattering, but
also in lepton-hadron scattering. The latter is measured by COMPASS at CERN and
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Figure 2.4: The polarised parton distributions from DSSV. The uncertainties are shown as
resulting from two different methods applied by the DSSV group: the Lagrange
multiplier and the Hessian method. More details about these two methods can
be found in [31]. This figure has been adopted from a similar figure in [31].
Not shown are the very new DSSV++ [46] parton distribution functions. The
function ∆g(x) from DSSV++ lies between the functions ∆g(x) from GRSV(std)
and DSSV.

will be pursued in the future at an EIC. In this work, we are mainly concerned with
photoproduction, where the photon is quasi-real. Its energy spectrum, i.e., the photons
radiated off the lepton, can be described by the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation.
This spectrum can be calculated in the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED).
The results for the unpolarised and polarised cases are [139–143]

Pγl =
αem
2π

[
1 + (1− y)2

y
ln
Q2

max(1− y)
m2
l y

2
+ 2m2

l y

(
1

Q2
max

− 1− y
m2
l y

)]
(2.39)

and

∆Pγl =
αem
2π

[
1− (1− y)2

y
ln
Q2

max(1− y)
m2
l y

2
+ 2m2

l y
2

(
1

Q2
max

− 1− y
m2
l y

2

)]
, (2.40)
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Figure 2.5: Current experimental results on ∆g(x)/g(x). Some data points are taken from
[22, 137].

respectively. The second terms in the square brackets give sizable contributions to
the splitting functions for muons due to their large mass. These terms give important
contributions to the calculations for COMPASS which has a muon beam.

In heavy quark production, the photon can interact with the hadron either directly
by photon-gluon fusion or photon-(anti)quark-scattering in order to produce a heavy
quark pair or fluctuate into quarks and gluons which enter the hard scattering process.
In the first case, one has [∆]fγ(x, µ) = δ(1 − x). In the second – the resolved – one,
the photon parton density functions have to be determined experimentally. In the
unpolarised case most of the information on the non-perturbative hadronic structure
of photons comes from γ∗γ DIS in e+e− annihilations. These unpolarised photon
distribution functions are known as the GRVγ distributions [144]. As the circularly
polarised parton distributions of the photon are completely unknown, only minimum
and maximum scenarios as shown in figure 2.6 can be given.

Also for the photon parton density functions, evolution equations similar to the DGLAP
equations exist; however, an additional inhomogeneity arises, since the photon can act
as its own parton:

d[∆]qγ(x, µ)
d lnµ

=
αs
2π

([∆]kq(x, µ) + {[∆]Pqq ⊗ [∆]qγ + [∆]Pqg ⊗ [∆]gγ}), (2.41)

d[∆]gγ(x, µ)
d lnµ

=
αs
2π

([∆]kg(x, µ) + {[∆]Pgq ⊗ ([∆]qγ + [∆]q̄γ) + [∆]Pgg ⊗ [∆]gγ}).

(2.42)

Recall that the symbol ⊗ denotes (as usual) a convolution.

As a consequence, the solution of these inhomogeneous evolution equations has a point-
like part [∆]fγ, pl, which can be calculated perturbatively, and a hadronic contribution
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2.6 Photonic parton density functions

Figure 2.6: The minimum and maximum scenario for the polarised photon parton distribu-

tion functions for both LO and NLO at a scale of 10 GeV2. The left and right
panel show the photon parton density functions for the up quark and the gluon,
respectively. Figure taken from [145].

[∆]fγ, had which follows from the solution of the according homogeneous equations,
see, e.g., [52, 94]. The interested reader is referred to the literature for details.

It follows from the fact that the photonic parton density functions have a point-like
and a hadronic component that cross sections with an incoming photon are composed
of two parts: the direct and the resolved part:

∆σ = ∆σdir + ∆σres. (2.43)

Experimentally measurable is only the sum of the direct and the resolved part of the
cross section, but neither the direct part ∆σdir nor the resolved part ∆σres alone.
Indeed, for certain experimental constellations like charm production at COMPASS,
the resolved contribution turns out to be small compared to the direct part, see our
results in chapter 5.

Convoluting the photon content of the lepton as given by the Weizsäcker-Williams
spectrum, [∆]Pγl(y), and the photon parton distribution fγ functions, one gets for the
parton density functions in a lepton the master formula

[∆]f(xl, µf ) =
∫ 1

xl

dy

y
[∆]Pγl(y)[∆]fγ

(
xγ =

xl
y
, µf

)
, (2.44)

which is valid both for the direct and the resolved case. The [∆]fγ are of the order of
1/αs. This has the consequence that the direct and the resolved contributions enter
at the same perturbative order.
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2 The basics of QCD

2.7 The FONLL formalism for heavy quark production

Up to now we have discussed the parton distribution functions, which are universal for
all QCD processes. Now we will turn to some special issues concerning heavy quark
production.

A decade ago, the pQCD cross sections undershot the experimental data for bottom
production at TeVatron by a factor of roughly 2–3. In [146], it has been pointed
out that several ameliorations have led to an improvement of the agreement between
theory and experiment.

One improvement is that today not only at least a next-to-leading order formalism
is used, but that large next-to-leading logarithms at high transverse momenta are
resummed. They become important if the transverse momentum of the produced
heavy quark becomes much larger than its mass, as in these cases large logarithms
arise to all orders of the perturbative expansion, which are not included in a fixed-
order calculation (like at NLO level). This second approach resums all these logarithms
at the next-to-leading level of accuracy and is also called the fragmentation function
approach: For high pT the heavy quark arises from a light final state particle by a
perturbatively calculable fragmentation function [77] D(h)

i (z, µ).

The factorised form then reads [78]

Ed3σ

d3k
=
∑
i

∫
E′d3σ̂i
d3k′

(k′, µ)D(h)
i (z, µ)

dz

z2
. (2.45)

The term Ed3σ
d3k represents the heavy quark cross section at high pT , which is given as

a convolution of the cross section for massless final states E′d3σ̂i
d3k′ (k′, µ) with the corre-

sponding fragmentation functions D(h)
i (z, µ). However, this method can not describe

the mass dependence of the fixed-order cross section for low pT .

As a consequence, the fixed-order calculation should be trusted more at low pT and
the fragmentation function method more at high pT and a matching formalism (like
FONLL (Fixed Order Next-to-Leading-Log) [81, 82]) for these two approaches should
be used in order to make use of the advantages of both possibilities. Now, the question
remains, what low pT and what high pT is and at what pT the matching must be done.
We will not discuss this delicate question in this thesis, but refer the reader to the
original literature treating this matching [81]. In the original literature the matching
between both formalisms is performed roughly when the condition

√
m2 + p2

T ≈ 5m
is fulfilled. Recall that m here denotes the mass of the heavy quark.

In this thesis we will work at the fixed-order-NLO level and not use the FONLL
corrections, as we focus on rather small transverse momenta for the polarised cross
sections and the spin asymmetry. Furthermore, we study correlations between the
produced heavy quark and antiquark and their decay products. A possible future
extension of this work could be the calculation of the NLL corrections in the polarised
case and the extension of the matching formalism to it.

2.8 Hadronisation and decay of heavy quarks

Heavy quarks can be detected directly by so-called micro-vertex detectors as envisioned
for future projects. In current experiments, usually the mesons stemming from the
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2.8 Hadronisation and decay of heavy quarks

heavy quarks are detected directly or via their semi-leptonic decays. In the following
we will explain the technical framework for this hadronisation and – if experimentally
relevant – the subsequent decay of the produced mesons into leptons. The cross section
for the charmed mesons can be calculated by a convolution of the cross sections for
heavy quarks and the fragmentation DQ→HQ of the heavy quark Q into a heavy
meson HQ. This is suitable for experiments reconstructing the heavy quark meson
directly, e.g, COMPASS. Other experiments, like RHIC detect presumably the semi-
leptonic decay spectrum of the electron. This decay spectrum can be calculated by
a convolution of the cross section for the heavy meson and the semi-leptonic decay
spectrum fHQ→e. The resulting formula is schematically given by

Ed3σ(e)
dp3

=
EQd

3σ(Q)
dp3
Q

⊗DQ→HQ ⊗ fHQ→e,µ. (2.46)

σ(Q) represents the cross section for the production of heavy quarks. Note that the
other two ingredients to equation (2.46) are the fragmentation DQ→HQ of the heavy
quark Q into a heavy meson HQ and the semi-leptonic decay fHQ→e of HQ into
the experimentally observed electron e (or another lepton). Since m cuts off final-
state collinear singularities associated with the heavy quark, its hadronisation DQ→HQ

is fundamentally different from those for light quarks and gluons. Recall that in
the latter case, scale-dependent parton-to-hadron fragmentation functions [114–116]
have to be introduced by virtue of the factorisation theorem. The non-perturbative
transition Q → HQ is described by various phenomenological models (e.g., Peterson
[53], Kartvelishvili [54], BCFY [55]) using a scale independent function DQ→HQ , whose
parameters are determined from fits to e+e− data [56].

In contrast to fragmentation functions for light quarks and gluons into light mesons
[114–116], the non-perturbative functions describing the hadronisation of heavy quarks
are very hard, i.e., charm and bottom quarks only lose very little momentum when
hadronising. The main effect of the fragmentation functions is to introduce a shift
in the normalisation of the heavy meson spectra. It depends mainly on the average
momentum fraction z taken by the meson.

The functional form of the fragmentation function and the parameters used in it should
correspond to the precise method of the perturbative calculation [146].

However, fixed-order-NLO calculations for e+e− do not describe the experimental re-
sults. Despite this observation, in [56] a range for the parameters of the fragmentation
function is proposed. It was shown that for single-inclusive meson pT spectra certain
Mellin moments are more important than others. To see this, assume that the single-
inclusive partonic cross section behaves like dσ̂/dpQT = A(pQT )−n near some pQT . Using
the Mellin moments, defined as

DN =
∫
D(z)zN

dz

z
(2.47)

for any N, one finds [146]

dσ

dpT
=
∫
dzdpQTD(z)

A

(pQT )n
δ(pT − zpQT ) =

A

pnT
Dn. (2.48)

From this observation it follows that the free parameter in the fragmentation function
should be chosen in such a way that the most relevant Mellin moments N ≈ n are
fitted well. So, especially the lowest moments of the fragmentation functions DN

are important. Here the Kartvelishvili form shows some advantages compared to the
Peterson form.
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Figure 2.7: The Kartvelishvili form DD,B(z) ≡ DQ→HQ(z) = NQ(1− z)zαQ with NQ =

α2
Q + 3αQ + 2 of the heavy quark fragmentation functions for c → D and for
b → B. The solid line is our default choice with α = 5 and α = 15, respectively.
The dotted and the dashed line correspond to the lowest value (α = 3 and α = 10)
and to the highest value (α = 7 and α = 20), respectively.
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Figure 2.8: The energy distribution of leptons from D meson decays in the c.m.s. of the D
meson: our fit (dashed line) and the one of [57] (solid line).

In recent studies of heavy quark production, the FONLL framework is usually used in
the unpolarised case. In [57], the fragmentation functions of Kartvelishvili and BCFY
are adopted for the hadronisation of bottom and charm, respectively.

Summarising, the details of the shape of DQ→HQ(z) have a negligible effect [56]. More-
over, one can expect that ratios of cross sections, like in the experimentally most
relevant double-spin asymmetry

ALL ≡
d∆σ
dσ

, (2.49)

are much less affected by the actual choice of DQ→HQ(z). We will validate this state-
ment with our results in chapter 5.

Having all this in mind, we use the functional form of Kartvelishvili-Likhoded-Petrov
[54] with a single parameter αQ controlling the hardness of

DQ→HQ(z) = NQz
αQ(1− z) , (2.50)

where NQ = (αQ+1)(αQ+2) to normalise the integral of DQ→HQ(z) to one. We take
αc = 5 and αb = 15 from table 4 in reference [56] as the default values in equation (2.50)
and vary them in the range 3 ≤ αc ≤ 7 and 10 ≤ αb ≤ 20, respectively, to estimate the
uncertainties associated with the choice of αQ. As in reference [57], the fragmentation
is numerically performed by rescaling the heavy quark’s three-momentum by z at a
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Figure 2.9: The energy distributions for B mesons decaying into leptons directly (left) and
via the cascade B → D → lepton in the c.m.s. of the B meson.

constant angle in the laboratory frame, i.e., ~pHQ = z~pQ. The uncertainty introduced
by this particular choice for the “scaling variable” z, which is not uniquely defined for
DQ→HQ , was shown to be not larger than scale and mass uncertainties [147] and will
not be considered further.

Finally, in some experiments leptons from meson decays are observed. The decay is
described by semi-leptonic decay spectra and branching ratios. The branching ratios
can be taken from the PDG values [148]. The spectra for the semi-leptonic decays
of the D and B mesons into leptons are controlled by phenomenological functions
fHQ→e,µ which need to be extracted from data as well. Here we use the spectra
obtained in references [57, 149] based on BaBar and CLEO data [150–152]. Of course,
branching ratios drop out of experimentally relevant double-spin asymmetries (2.49).

As mentioned, to describe the decay spectrum, results on the meson level have to be
folded with decay spectra [57]. Recall that the resulting formula is schematically given
by equation (2.46). The decay functions fHQ→lepton are obtained by phenomenological
fits. fHQ→lepton gives the probability that the decay lepton gets a certain energy in the
rest frame of the heavy meson. A polynomial ansatz for such a fit can be used. For the
D meson decay we have refitted the spectrum given in figure 4 of [152] and obtained a
function with a very similar phenomenology as in [57]. However, we used a polynomial
ansatz of order 6 and [57] one of order 5. The two results are compared in figure 2.8.
In figure 2.9 both the spectra for the direct decay B → lepton and B → D → lepton
are shown. We note that further parametrisations for fHQ→lepton are given in [153].

We have thus summarised the framework typically used if decay leptons of heavy
mesons are studied. Another possibility is to examine hadronic decay modes of the
mesons, as it is done, e.g., by the COMPASS collaboration for the photon-gluon-fusion
process. In this case, usually the meson can be reconstructed from its decay products
[20, 21], and the functions fHQ→lepton are not necessary.

Recall that we focus in this work on cross sections and spin asymmetries which are in
the range of pT , where resummation effects of large transverse momenta can be safely
ignored. Also, threshold resummation effects are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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3
Cross sections for heavy quarks at

next-to-leading order

In the previous chapter the basic concept of factorisation has been introduced, which
is the starting point for any calculation within pQCD. The principle necessity of reg-
ularisation and renormalisation has been discussed with special focus on dimensional
regularisation. Next, we will provide more insight into the details of the calculation of
heavy flavour hadro- and photoproduction which is the basis for the phenomenological
applications in chapter 5. After explaining some subtleties of the n dimensional Dirac
algebra, we will turn to the partonic matrix elements and the proper procedure for
combining virtual one-loop and real emission corrections.

Let us shortly summarise the most important points of a pQCD calculation: The
integration and the summation over unobserved final state momenta leads to the phase
space formulas discussed in subsection 3.4. The cross section is normalised to the flux
of the incoming particles, 1/(2s), with s being the partonic centre-of-mass energy
squared of the incoming particles. The partonic subprocesses are described by the
interaction part of the action, whose decomposition leads to the matrix elements and
the Feynman rules for their calculation, see appendix A. In the initial state we regard
both unpolarised and longitudinally polarised particles. The polarised cross sections
are calculated, the re-calculation of unpolarised cross sections, which are well-known
from the literature, at the same time serves as an important check of the correctness
of the results. The partonic subprocesses will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.

In this context, different methods for the phase space integration are discussed. A
largely analytic approach can provide numerical results with little computational ef-
fort. It is restricted, however, to certain, sufficiently simple observables like single-
inclusive cross sections. Unfortunately, with this approach it is not possible to include
experimental cuts or compute phenomenologically relevant heavy flavour correlations.
To do this, we perform the complete phase space integration with numerical methods,
which requires to regularise singularities. Therefore, we use the subtraction method
introduced in section 3.5. We will compare the results obtained with the analytical
and the numerical method later in section 5.1.

3.1 Preliminaries

Recall that the factorisation theorem factorises via dσ = fa ⊗ fb ⊗ dσ̂ and d∆σ =
∆fa⊗∆fb⊗d∆σ̂ the cross sections in a long-range non-perturbative and a short-range
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

perturbative part. Now, we turn to the perturbative part and discuss its ingredients:
the matrix elements, the flux factor and the phase space.

Using λ1 and λ2 for the helicities of the incoming partons and the projection operators
for external lines, which are mentioned in appendix A, the matrix element can be
written as

|M |2(λ1, λ2) = |M |2 + λ1λ2∆|M |2. (3.1)

Due to parity conservation of QCD there are no terms which are only proportional
to either λ1 or λ2. Analogously to the unpolarised and longitudinally polarised cross
sections, the unpolarised squared matrix element can be written as

|M |2 ≡ 1
2

[|M |2(++) + |M |2(+−)] (3.2)

and the polarised one as

∆|M |2 ≡ 1
2

[|M |2(++)− |M |2(+−)]. (3.3)

In general, every partonic cross section can be expressed as a product of the partonic
flux, the phase space factor and the squared matrix element:

dσ̂(λ1, λ2) =
1
2s
|M(λ1, λ2)|2dPS. (3.4)

In dPS, each final state particle is assigned the Lorentz-invariant measure
∫

dnp
(2π)n−1

such that for r final particles with masses mi one has to use the appropriate phase
space

dPS2→r = (2π)nδ(n)(k1 + k2 −
r∑
j=1

pj)
r∏
i=1

dnpi
(2π)n−1

δ(p2
i −m2

i )Θ(Ei) (3.5)

where Ei is the zero component of the four-momentum pi. Here, two incoming particles
with momentum k1 and k2 are assumed. .

This leads to
dσ̂(λ1, λ2) =

∑
r∈N

1
2s
|M2→r(λ1, λ2)|2dPS2→r. (3.6)

Moreover, in n dimensions, fermions have two spin degrees of freedom as in four
dimensions, but massless bosons have n− 2. In the calculation of unpolarised matrix
elements, one averages over the spin degrees of freedom using the factors 1

2 and 1
n−2

for fermions and bosons, respectively. As a convention, a factor of 1
2 is introduced

for all incoming partons for the longitudinally polarised case, but this factor does not
have the physical meaning of an averaging.

3.2 Extension of the Dirac algebra to n dimensional space
time

It has been pointed out in chapter 2 that it is necessary to regularise the various
ultraviolet, infrared and collinear singularities first. Throughout this thesis, dimen-
sional regularisation is used. However, in dimensional regularisation, some ambiguities
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3.3 Matrix elements

in the extension of the purely four dimensional objects γ5 and the Levi-Civita tensor
εµνρσ occur. Of several possibilities discussed in the literature, we will use the ’t Hooft-
Veltman-Breitenlohner-Maison (HVBM) scheme [102, 154], in which the n-dimensional
metric is algebraically consistently decomposed into a four-dimensional part ˆ̂gµν and
a part ĝµν in (n− 4) dimensions.

Furthermore, γ̂µ = ĝµνγ
ν and ˆ̂γµ = ˆ̂gµνγν are defined [155]. As in four dimensions,

one finds
{γµ, γν} = 2gµν . (3.7)

Defining γ5 via
γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3, (3.8)

it anti-commutes with γµ only for the four dimensional part,

{ˆ̂γµ, γ5} = 0. (3.9)

In the (n− 4) dimensional space one has to replace the anticommutator by the com-
mutator:

[γ̂µ, γ5] = 0. (3.10)

The entries of εµνρσ are defined as in four dimensions and zero otherwise. γ5 and εµνρσ

enter the calculation of polarised matrix elements via the projection operators for the
quark spins and the polarisation sum of the gluons.

In n dimensions also the momenta of external particles get (n− 4) dimensional contri-
butions. For incoming and observed final state particles, these contributions vanish.
However, at NLO accuracy, there are non-trivial contributions from these so-called hat
momenta to the analytic integrals in the n dimensional phase space used for parton-
level single-inclusive cross sections, see section 3.4.4.

3.3 Matrix elements

3.3.1 Virtual and real diagrams

In this section the general form of the matrix elements contributing to heavy quark
production up to next-to-leading order is discussed. We will focus on the partonic
process

a(k1) + b(k2)→ h1(p1) + h2(p2) +X. (3.11)

The momenta of the unobserved particles are integrated out.

Because we assume that the initial state does not contain any heavy quarks, both a
heavy quark Q and a heavy antiquark Q̄ in the final state have to be produced in
the Feynman diagrams. These two must have the same flavour because they are on
the same heavy quark line, which couples only to gluons and hence cannot change the
quark flavour in the framework of QCD. Weak interactions are not considered in this
work.

To determine the order of the matrix elements, we recall that at each vertex the factor
g =
√

4παs comes into play, except at the the four-gluon-vertex, which is proportional
to g2. Note that from now on we will write g = gs when there is no danger of confusion.
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

Figure 3.1: Sketch of a generic Feynman diagram in leading order.

Figure 3.2: Generic Feynman diagram for real emission.

The squared matrix elements at leading order – the lowest order – are called Born
contributions and are of order O(α2

s) for hadroproduction and O(ααs) for photopro-
duction of heavy quarks. A generic leading order Feynman diagram is sketched in
figure 3.1.

In Feynman diagrams of higher order both real and virtual additional particles can be
involved, what increases the power of αs (by one at NLO).

At the next-to-leading order – α3
s in the case of hadroproduction and αα2

s in the case
of photoproduction – two basically different types of corrections to leading order cross
sections exist: On the one hand, one has to account for the diagrams with still only
two particles in the final state, i.e., the heavy quark-antiquark pair and one internal
loop, see figure 3.3.

The loop corrections are the second term in the expansion of the 2 → 2 matrix ele-
ments:

[∆]M2→2 = [∆]MB + [∆]MV +O(α3
s). (3.12)

[∆]MB denotes the Born and [∆]MV the virtual diagrams. One ends up with

|[∆]M2→2|2 = ([∆]MB + [∆]MV +O(α3
s))([∆]M∗B + [∆]M∗V +O(α3

s)) =

|[∆]MB |2 + ([∆]MB [∆]M∗V + [∆]MV [∆]M∗B) +O(α4
s) =

|[∆]MB |2 + 2Re([∆]MB [∆]M∗V ) +O(α4
s). (3.13)

As can be seen from equation (3.13), at NLO accuracy only real parts of the interfer-
ences of the born diagrams with the one loop diagrams contribute. Equation (3.13) as
given here describes hadroproduction; for higher order corrections to photoproduction,
O(α3

s) and O(α4
s) have to be replaced by O(αα2

s) and O(αα3
s) with the electromagnetic

coupling α. Recall that the equation includes both the unpolarised and the longitudi-
nally polarised case as described below equation (3.1).

On the other hand, diagrams for real emission with an additional particle in the final
state contribute, as depicted in figure 3.2. These matrix elements are at tree level
proportional to g3 and no loop corrections to them have to be taken into account.

No diagrams with four or more particles in the final states have to be included at NLO
accuracy as they are at least of O(α4

s) for hadro- and O(αα3
s) for photoproduction.
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3.3 Matrix elements

3.3.2 Integration over loop momenta in virtual diagrams

In the virtual diagrams, the momentum associated with the loop is not specified by
energy-momentum conservation and has to be integrated over. Virtual diagrams can
be classified by the number of propagators in their loop, which is equal to the number
of the vertices. Usually, diagrams with four, three, and two internal propagators are
called box, vertex, and selfenergy and vacuum polarisation contributions, respectively.
A sketch of them can be seen in figure 3.3.

In practical calculations, the integration over the internal loop momentum is done with
the help of the Passarino-Veltman decomposition [156].

Figure 3.3: A sketch of box, vertex, and selfenergy and vacuum polarisation graphs.

The relevant integrals have the general structure

{B,C,D}{µ,µν,µνρ} =
∫

dnq

(2π)n
{1, qµ, qµqν , qµqνqρ}∏i

j=1 Lj
. (3.14)

Here, q denotes the momentum circulating in the loop.

According to the structure of the propagators, the number of factors q in the numerator
is always lower than or equal to the number of the propagators in the loop labelled by
i. Since q can take any value, one has to expect infrared and ultraviolet divergences
at the lower and upper boundaries, respectively, of the integration

∫
dnq. The Lj in

(3.14) are of the form Lj = l2j −m2
j + iε with lj being the momentum and mj the mass

on the corresponding internal line. The term iε preserves causality. This ε must not be
confused with the ε from dimensional regularisation in n = 4− 2ε. The choice of the
loop momentum q and the Lorentz indices is such that one can write l1 = q, l2 = q+q1,
l3 = q + q1 + q2 and l4 = q + q1 + q2 + q3. The qi are the momenta entering the loop
at the vertices. Depending on the number i of the internal propagators the integrals
in (3.14) are denoted by capital letters B, C and D for i = 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The B, C, and D integrals can be expressed via the following decomposition rules by
scalar integrals:

Bµ = qµ1B1,

Bµν = qµ1 q
ν
1B21 + gµνB22, (3.15)

Cµ = qµ1C11 + qµ2C12,

Cµν = qµ1 q
ν
1C21 + qµ2 q

ν
2C22 + {q1q2}µνC23 + gµνC24,

Cµνρ = qµ1 q
ν
1 q
ρ
1C31 + qµ2 q

ν
2 q
ρ
2C32 + {q1q1q2}µνρC33 + {q1q2q2}µνρC34

+{q1g}µνρC35 + {q2g}µνρC36, (3.16)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

Dµ = qµ1D11 + qµ2D12 + qµ3D13,

Dµν = qµ1 q
ν
1D21 + qµ2 q

ν
2D22 + qµ3 q

ν
3D23 + {q1q2}µνD24 + {q1q3}µνD25

+{q2q3}µνD26 + gµνD27,

Dµνρ = qµ1 q
ν
1 q
ρ
1D31 + qµ2 q

ν
2 q
ρ
2D32 + qµ3 q

ν
3 q
ρ
3D33 + {q1q1q2}µνρD34 + {q1q1q3}µνρD35

+{q1q2q2}µνρD36 + {q1q3q3}µνρD37 + {q2q2q3}µνρD38 + {q2q3q3}µνρD39

+{q1q2q3}µνρD310 + {q1g}µνρD311 + {q2g}µνρD312 + {q3g}µνρD313. (3.17)

{. . . }µν... denotes the sum over all possible permutations of Lorentz indices, such as

{q1q1q2}µνρ = qµ1 q
ν
2 q
ρ
2 + qν1 q

ρ
1q
µ
2 + qρ1q

µ
1 q
ν
2 (3.18)

and
{q1g}µνρ = qµ1 g

νρ + qν1g
ρµ + qρ1g

µν . (3.19)

These scalar coefficients Bi, Ci and Di in equations (3.15) to (3.17) can be deduced
from a lengthy decomposition into scalar integrals

{B0, C0, D0} =
∫

dnq

(2π)n
1

Πi
j=1Li

. (3.20)

This is described, e.g., in [74]. These integrals are called n point functions. They
can – where required after a suitable transformation of the momenta – be found in
[59, 74] and need not to be reproduced here. As, in general, the integrals B0, C0 and
D0 diverge in 4 dimensions due to infrared and ultraviolet singularities, they have to
be calculated in n dimensions. Only box integrals are finite as is expected from naive
power counting.

3.4 Two and three particle phase space

This and the following sections are organised as follows: We will present the relevant
calculations for the two methods used: the analytical method and the purely numerical
one. For each topic, we will usually start with the analytical case and come to the
numerical case afterwards. In this section, we will begin with the phase spaces for the
2 → 2 and 2 → 3 contributions followed by some remarks on the evaluation of the
integrals. The following sections are organised in the same way: section 3.5 discusses
how we have handled the singularities in our two calculational methods and section
3.6 illustrates how we can get from the partonic to the hadronic cross sections in each
case.

We start with a description of the calculation of the relevant phase space factors
dPS2→r ≡ dPSr defined in equation (3.4) for the case of heavy quark production. As
just mentioned, we will present two different formulations. The first one will be used
for the analytical evaluation of the phase space integrals in the calculation of one-
particle inclusive cross sections. The other one uses a different set of variables which
will be more suited for purely numerical phase space integration with Monte Carlo
methods. In the case of dPS2, relevant for 2→ 2 scattering processes, the equivalence
of both formulations is obvious. In the 2→ 3 case, dPS3, we derive both results from
scratch as a transformation of one result into the other is rather cumbersome.
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3.4 Two and three particle phase space

3.4.1 Two particle phase space

First, let us start with the phase space dPS2 relevant for the Born and one-loop matrix
elements: The momenta of the incoming massless partons a and b are denoted by k1

and k2, the ones of the produced heavy quarks C and D by p1 and p2 :

a(k1) + b(k2)→ C(p1) +D(p2). (3.21)

We are free to label C = Q and D = Q̄ or vice versa.

In this section, we assume that the heavy (anti)quark D with four-momentum p2 is
detected. The external particles a, b, C and D are on the mass shell, i.e., k2

1 = k2
2 = 0

and p2
1 = p2

2 = m2. Here, m is the mass of the heavy quarks C and D. For the 2→ 2
matrix elements we define three modified Mandelstam variables according to:

s ≡ (k1 + k2)2 = 2k1 · k2,

t1 ≡ t−m2 ≡ (k2 − p2)2 −m2 = −2k2 · p2,

u1 ≡ u−m2 ≡ (k1 − p2)2 −m2 = −2k1 · p2. (3.22)

Due to four-momentum conservation

k1 + k2 = p1 + p2 (3.23)

one finds that
u1 = (k2 − p1)2 −m2 = −2k2 · p1 (3.24)

and hence
s+ t1 + u1 = 2k2 · (k1 − p2 − p1) = −2k2

2 = 0, (3.25)

such that only two of the three invariants in (3.22) are linearly independent. The
calculation of the 2→ 2 phase space element dPS2 in (3.4) will be carried out in the
centre-of-mass system of the incoming partons (c.m.s.) using k1 =

√
s/2(1, 0, 0, 1, 0̂)

and p2 = (E2, 0, |~p2| sin ζ, |~p2| cos ζ, 0̂) as parametrisation of the momenta. This is done
in n dimensions as in the collinear and soft limits of the 2 → 3 contributions, the n
dimensional 2 → 2 matrix elements and phase space will appear. The parts of the
momentum with a hat, the so-called hat momenta, denote the (n − 4) dimensional
contributions, which here can be ignored as three of the four momenta for 2 → 2
scattering, say k1, k2 and p1 can always be orientated in such a way that they have no
hat components. Due to momentum conservation, one has also p̂2 = 0. The result for
dPS2 reads in n = 4− 2ε dimensions:

dPS2 =
∫

dnp1

(2π)n−1

dnp2

(2π)n−1
δ(p2

1 −m2)Θ(E1)δ(p2
2 −m2)Θ(E2)(2π)n

δ(n)(k1 + k2 − p1 − p2)

=
1

(2π)n−2

∫
dnp2δ(p2

2 −m2)Θ(E2)δ((k1 + k2 − p2)2 −m2)

=
πn/2−1

(2π)n−2

δ(s+ t1 + u1)
Γ(n/2− 1)

∫
dE2(E2

2 −m2)
n−3

2 Θ(E2)
∫ π

0

dζ sinn−3 ζ, (3.26)

where (k1 +k2−p2)2−m2 = s+ t1 +u1, and n dimensional spherical coordinates have
been used. After transformation of the integration variables from (E2, ζ) to (t1, u1)
one obtains:

dPS2 =
∫

2π
s

[(4π)(2−ε)Γ(1− ε)]−1

(
t1u1 −m2s

s

)−ε
δ(s+ t1 + u1)dt1du1. (3.27)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

Including the flux factor 1/(2s), the master formula for the differential partonic 2→ 2
cross section in equation (3.4) reads

d2[∆]σ2→2

dt1du1
= Fεδ(s+ t1 + u1)|[∆]M |2 (3.28)

where

Fε =
π

s2
[(4π)(2−ε)Γ(1− ε)]−1

(
t1u1 −m2s

µ2
rs

)−ε
(3.29)

has been introduced. The factor µ2ε
r comes from dimensional regularisation in order

to keep the coupling g dimensionless.

The phase space formula in (3.27) can also be expressed by the scattering angle θ1 of
the heavy quark, where θ1 is defined in the c.m.s. of p1 and p2 where the coordinate
system is fixed, e.g., by aligning the z axis with the direction of k1. In the 2→ 2 case
the c.m.s. of p1 and p2 is, of course, equivalent to the c.m.s. of k1 and k2. Therefore,
we have ζ = θ1 here. However, both frames of reference will differ for the case of 2→ 3
scattering due to the additional third particle in the final state. In the 2 → 2 case,
using β =

√
1− 4m2/s, the phase space (3.26) can be written as

dPS2 =
∫

22ε

Γ(1− ε)

(
4π
s

)ε 1
16π

β1−2ε sin−2ε θ1d cos θ1. (3.30)

This expression will be used later for the completely numerical integration based on
Monte Carlo methods.

3.4.2 2→ 3 phase space integration used for the analytic case

The real emission contributions MR depicted in figure 3.2 have a 2 → 3 kinematics
with an additional massless parton e with four momentum k3 satisfying k2

3 = 0 in the
final state:

a(k1) + b(k2)→ C(p1) +D(p2) + e(k3). (3.31)

Energy-momentum conservation ensures that k1 + k2 = p1 + p2 + k3. For the 2 → 3
kinematics, we define ten invariants,

s ≡ (k1 + k2)2 = 2k1 · k2, s3 ≡ (k3 + p2)2 −m2 = 2k3 · p2,

s4 ≡ (k3 + p1)2 −m2 = 2k3 · p1, s5 ≡ −u5 ≡ (p1 + p2)2 = 2m2 + 2p1 · p2

t1 ≡ (k2 − p2)2 −m2 = −2k2 · p2, u1 ≡ (k1 − p2)2 −m2 = −2k1 · p2,

t′ ≡ (k2 − k3)2 = −2k2 · k3, u′ ≡ (k1 − k3)2 = −2k1 · k3,

u6 ≡ (k2 − p1)2 −m2 = −2k2 · p1, u7 ≡ (k1 − p1)2 −m2 = −2k1 · p1. (3.32)

However, only five of them are linearly independent. Exploiting energy momentum
conservation, one can find, e.g., the following relations:

s4 + u′ + t′ + s3 = 0,
s3 + s5 + u1 + t1 = 0,
t′ + t1 + s+ u6 = 0,
u′ + u1 + s+ u7 = 0,
s4 + s5 + u6 + u7 = 0, (3.33)
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3.4 Two and three particle phase space

which considerably simplify the analytical integrations. However, using all ten Man-
delstam invariants in the calculations of the matrix elements gives considerably more
compact expressions for the unintegrated matrix elements than reducing the result to
5 Mandelstam variables.

The 2→ 3 phase space dPS3 is defined by

dPS3 =
∫

dnk3

(2π)n−1

dnp1

(2π)n−1

dnp2

(2π)n−1
(2π)nδ(n)(k1 +k2−k3−p1−p2)δ(k2

3)δ(p2
1−m2)

δ(p2
2 −m2)Θ(E1)Θ(E2)Θ(E3). (3.34)

This Lorentz invariant expression serves as the starting point for any explicit evaluation
of the phase space whatever set of variables one wants to use.

First, we will derive an expression best suited for an analytical evaluation of the
phase space integrals relevant for single-inclusive heavy flavour production. Introduc-
ing r = p1 + k3 and using r2 = (p1 + k3)2 = s4 + m2, the 2 → 3 phase space can be
split into a 2→ 2 (I) one and a 1→ 2 (II) contribution:

dPS3 =
1

(2π)2n−3

∫
ds4∫

dnp2

∫
dnrδ(p2

2 −m2)δ(r2 − s4 −m2)δ(n)(k1 + k2 − p2 − r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I∫

dnk3d
np1δ(k2

3)δ(p2
1 −m2)δ(n)(r − p1 − k3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

)Θ(E1)Θ(E2)Θ(E3). (3.35)

The two parts can be calculated separately. In the 2→ 2 part, the delta function can
be evaluated by integrating over p2, giving

I =
∫
dnrδ((k1 + k2 − r)2 −m2)δ(r2 − s4 −m2). (3.36)

Parametrising the auxiliary momentum as

r = (r0, r‖ = r cos θ, rn−2
⊥ ), (3.37)

(the subscripts ‖ and ⊥ stand for components parallel and perpendicular with respect
to k2.) and performing the (n− 3) dimensional angular integration, one obtains

I =
∫
dr0dr

(n−2)
⊥ dr‖δ(s+ r2 − 2r0

√
s−m2)δ(r2

0 − r2
⊥ − r2

‖ − s4 −m2) =∫
π
n−3

2

Γ(n−2
2 )

dr0d cos θ(r2
0 − r2

‖ − s4 −m2)
n−4

2

√
r2
0 − s4 −m2δ(s+ r2 − 2r0

√
s−m2).

(3.38)

After integration over r0 and some algebraic manipulations, one arrives at

I =
π
n−2

2

Γ(n−2
2 )

1
2
√
s

∫
d cos θ

[
(s− s4)2

4s
−m2

]n−3
2

[sin θ]n−4. (3.39)

The 1 → 2 part of the phase space gives after the integration over the n-dimensional
delta distribution

II =
∫
dnp1δ(r − p1)2δ(p2

1 −m2). (3.40)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

The remaining integrations are done in the c.m.s. of p1 and k3 with ~r = 0. With the
parametrisation p1 = (p1, 0, p1,⊥, p1, ‖, p̂1) = (p1, 0, p1,⊥, (p1, ‖)1, (p1, ‖)2, p̂1) one can
integrate over the delta function and the angles. The result is

II =
∫

π
n−4

2

Γ(n−4
2 )

1
2
√
s4 +m2

(p̂2
1)

n−6
2 dp̂2

1d
2p1, ‖

1√
(s4+2m2)2

4(s4+m2) − (p1,‖)2 − p̂2
1 −m2

.

(3.41)
Writing p1, ‖ as

(p1, ‖)1 = −ω3 sin γ1 cos γ2 and (p1, ‖)2 = −ω3 cos γ1 (3.42)

with ω3 = s4
2
√
s4+m2 (cf. equation (3.77) below), the remaining integrations can be

transformed to dγ1dγ2 ones:

II =
π
n−4

2

Γ(n−4
2 )

s2
4

8(s4 +m2)3/2

∫ π

0

dγ1

∫ π

0

dγ2 sin2 γ1 sin γ2∫ p̂21,max

0

(p̂2
1)

n−6
2 dp̂2

1

1√
s24

4(s4+m2) sin2 γ1 sin2 γ2 − p̂2
1

, (3.43)

where

p̂2
1,max =

s2
4

4(s4 +m2)
sin2 γ1 sin2 γ2 (3.44)

denotes the upper limit of the integration over the hat momentum p̂1. Defining

x =
p̂2

1

p̂2
1,max

=
4(s4 +m2)p̂2

1

s2
4 sin2 γ1 sin2 γ2

(3.45)

and using

dp̂2
1 =

s2
4 sin2 γ1 sin2 γ2

4(s4 +m2)
dx, (3.46)

the dp̂2
1 integration can be transformed into a dx integration.

Collecting now all parts of the 2→ 3 phase space and the factor µ2ε
r from dimensional

regularisation, one arrives after some algebraic manipulations at

dPS3 =
∫
ds4d cos θ

√
(s− s4)2 − 4m2s

2
1
s

(
1

4π

)n 1
Γ(n− 3)

(
t1u1 − sm2

µ2
rs

)n
2−2

sn−3
4

(s4 +m2)
n
2−1

∫ π

0

dγ1

∫ π

0

dγ2 sinn−3 γ1 sinn−4 γ2
1

B( 1
2 ,

n−4
2 )

∫ 1

0

dx
x
n−6

2

√
1− x

=
∫
dt1du1

1
s

(
1

4π

)n 1
Γ(n− 3)

(
t1u1 − sm2

µ2
rs

)n
2−2

sn−3
4

(s4 +m2)
n
2−1

∫ π

0

dγ1

∫ π

0

dγ2 sinn−3 γ1 sinn−4 γ2
1

B( 1
2 ,

n−4
2 )

∫ 1

0

dx
x
n−6

2

√
1− x

(3.47)

with
s4 = s+ t1 + u1 (3.48)

and

cos θ =
t1 − s4 + s4+s

2

√
s
√

(s−s4)2

4s −m2

. (3.49)
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3.4 Two and three particle phase space

B(a, b) denotes the Euler-Beta function.

Helicity dependent matrix elements ∆|M |2 may depend on p̂1. In such a case,

1
B( 1

2 ,
n−4

2 )

∫ 1

0

dx
x
n−6

2

√
1− x

p̂2
1 = (n− 4)

s2
4 sin2 γ1 sin2 γ2

4(s4 +m2)
(3.50)

has to be used for the p̂2
1 integration.

In the unpolarised case, all hat momenta drop out.

If a term in the matrix element is independent of p̂2
1, like in the spin-averaged case,

one finds:
1

B( 1
2 ,

n−4
2 )

∫ 1

0

dx
x
n−6

2

√
1− x

= 1. (3.51)

We finally note that the integrals over γ1, γ2 and x are done analytically. The other
integrals over t1 and u1 or s4 and cos θ are calculated numerically or used to display
differential partonic cross sections. More details can be found in [86]. In section 3.6.1 is
shown how the additional integrations over the x1 and x2 from the parton distribution
functions are treated.

3.4.3 2→ 3 phase space for the Monte Carlo subtraction method

Now, we will turn to the phase space calculation as used in the purely numerical code.
In the method presented above, the 1→ 2 part of the phase space (3.35) contains the
particles with momenta p1 and k3. This was indeed an arbitrary but the most useful
choice for analytical evaluations of phase space integrals appearing in single-inclusive
observables. There, the particle with momentum p2 was observed and the particle with
p1 was integrated out. In principle, each combination of two of the three final state
particles can be taken for the 1→ 2 phase space. For a totally numerical integration,
it is more suitable to define the 1→ 2 phase space by the heavy quark and the heavy
antiquark [81, 82]. This is a symmetric choice and advantageous particularly for heavy
quark correlations.

A possible parametrisation of the momenta in the centre-of-mass frame of the QQ̄
system is given by

k1 = k0
1(1, 0, 0, 1), (3.52)

k2 = k0
2(1, 0, sinψ, cosψ), (3.53)

k3 = k0
3(1, 0, sinψ′, cosψ′), (3.54)

p1 =
1
2
√
s5(1, βx sin θ2 sin θ1, βx cos θ2 sin θ1, βx cos θ1), (3.55)

p2 =
1
2
√
s5(1,−βx sin θ2 sin θ1,−βx cos θ2 sin θ1,−βx cos θ1), (3.56)

where

k0
1 =

s+ u′

2
√
s5
, (3.57)

k0
2 =

s+ t′

2
√
s5
, (3.58)

k0
3 = − t

′ + u′

2
√
s5
, (3.59)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

cosψ = 1− s

2k0
1k

0
2

with sinψ > 0, (3.60)

cosψ′ = 1 +
u′

2k0
1k

0
3

with sinψ > 0, (3.61)

βx =

√
1− 4m2

sx
with x =

s5

s
. (3.62)

The variable x gives the invariant mass of the QQ̄ system scaled by the partonic c.m.s.
energy squared, i.e., 4m2/s ≤ x ≤ 1. Introducing furthermore y as the cosine of the
angle between ~k1 and ~k3 in the centre-of-mass system of the incoming partons, one can
express the matrix elements in terms of the five independent Mandelstam variables:
s, t′ = − 1

2s(1 − x)(1 + y), u′ = − 1
2s(1 − x)(1 − y), u7 = − s+u

′

2 (1 − βx cos θ1) and
t1 = − s+t

′

2 (1 + βx cos θ1 sin θ1 sinψ + βx cos θ1 cosψ). Therefore, it is convenient to
express the three-particle phase space also in these variables. In the following, we will
present the necessary steps.

As previously, we start with

dPS3 =
∫

dnp1

(2π)n−1

dnp2

(2π)n−1

dnk3

(2π)n−1
(2π)n

δ(n)(k1 + k2 − p1 − p2 − k3)δ(k2
3)δ(p2

1 −m2)δ(p2
2 −m2)Θ(E1)Θ(E2)Θ(E3)

= (2π)−2n+3

∫
dnp1δ(p2

1 −m2)δ(p2
2 −m2)Θ(E1)Θ(E2)·∫

dnk3δ(k2
3)Θ(E3) (3.63)

and evaluate dPS3 in the c.m.s. of p1 and p2. The first step is to rearrange the order
of the integration (for the sake of brevity, we will not write out the Theta functions in
the phase space integrals anymore) as

dPS3 = (2π)−2n+3

∫
dnk3δ(k2

3)
∫
dnp1δ(p2

1 −m2)δ[(k1 + k2 − p1 − k3)2 −m2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1

.

(3.64)

Now, we write

I1 =
∫
dp1δ(p2

1 −m2)δ[(k1 + k2 − p1 − k3)2 −m2] =∫
dE1d|~p1|dΩ1δ(p2

1 −m2)δ[(k1 + k2 − p1 − k3)2 −m2] =∫
dE1d|~p1|dΩ1δ[E2

1 − |~p1|2 −m2]δ[(k1 + k2 − p1 − k3)2 −m2] =∫
dE1

1
2|~p1|

dΩ1δ[(k1 + k2 − p1 − k3)2 −m2] =∫
dE1

1
2|~p1|

dΩ1δ([k1 + k2 − k3]2 + p2
1 −m2 − 2p1(k1 + k2 − k3)) =∫

dE1
1

2|~p1|
dΩ1δ([k1 + k2 − k3]2 + p2

1 −m2 − 2E1(k1 + k2 − k3)0). (3.65)

We use dΩ1 as given in (3.66) as a short notation for the angular part of the inte-
gration of dp1. dE1 represents the integration over the time-like component and d|~p1|
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3.4 Two and three particle phase space

the integration over the absolute value. Using the parametrisation (3.55) for p1, one
obtains |~p1| = 1

2βx
√
s5 and (k1 + k2 − k3)0 = (p1 + p2)0 =

√
s5 in the c.m.s. of p1 and

p2. So, we can write

I1 =
∫

1
2βxs5

dΩ1 =
∫

1
2βxs5

|~p1|n−2dθ1 sinn−3 θ1 sinn−4 θ2dθ22π
n−5∏
j=1

sinj θ̃jdθ̃j

=
∫

1
s5βx

(
1
2
βx
√
s5)n−2dθ1dθ2 sinn−3 θ1 sinn−4 θ2π

n−3
2

1
Γ(n−3

2 )
. (3.66)

Now we can present the phase space as

dPS3 = (2π)−2n+3

∫
dk3δ(k2

3)I1. (3.67)

We have already chosen a c.m.s. (the one of p1 and p2); at this point we can make,
however, an integral transformation, which transforms the k3 integration into the c.m.s.
of k1 and k2. Lorentz invariance tells us that we will not get any Jacobian which differs
from unity for this integral transformation.

The remaining integration over the phase space of the light final state particle yields:∫
dnk3δ(k2

3) =
∫
dE3d

n−1k3δ(E2
3 − |~k3|2) =

∫
1

2|~k3|
dn−1k3. (3.68)

Next, we will use spherical coordinates in n dimensions in order to accomplish the
angular integration:∫

1

2|~k3|
d|~k3||~k3|n−2 sinn−3 α1 sinn−4 α2 · · · sinαn−3dα1 · · · dαn−2

=
∫
d|~k3|d cosα1 sinn−4 α1|~k3|n−3π1+n−4

2
1

Γ(n−2
2 )

, (3.69)

where k3 is parametrised by

k3 = (E3, |~k3| cosα1︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

, |~k3| sinα1 cosα2, . . . )

in the c.m.s. of k1 and k2, in which one can write

1− x =
s− s5

s
=
−u′ − t′

s
=

2k3 · (k1 + k2)
s

=
2E3√
s

=
2|~k3|√
s

(3.70)

and
s = (k1 + k2)2 = [(k1 + k2)0]2. (3.71)

This leads to the relations |k3| =
√
s

2 (1−x) and d|k3| = −
√
s

2 dx. Furthermore, defining
y = cosα1 implies that sinα1 =

√
1− cos2 α1 =

√
1− y2 and sinn−4 α1 = (1−y2)

n−4
2 .

Thus, the transformation yields∫
dx

(
−
√
s

2

)
dy(1− y2)

n−4
2

(√
s

2

)n−3

(1− x)n−3π
n
2−1 1

Γ(n−2
2 )

=
∫
dxdy(1− y2)

n−4
2 (1− x)n−3

(√
s

2

)n−2
π
n
2−1

Γ(n−2
2 )

. (3.72)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

In the last step, the minus sign was absorbed into the integration limits.

We combine the two parts (3.66) and (3.72) in order to get the final result

dPS3 =
∫
dxdydθ1dθ2 sinn−3 θ1 sinn−4 dθ2(1− y2)

n−4
2 (1− x)n−3·

2(2−n)·2π
2n−5

2
1

Γ(n−2
2 )Γ(n−3

2 )
sn−2−1βn−2−1

x x
n−2

2 −1(2π)3−2n

=
∫
dxdydθ1dθ2 sinn−3 θ1 sinn−4 dθ2(1− y2)

n−4
2 (1− x)n−3·

24−2nπn−
5
2

1
Γ(n−2

2 )Γ(n−3
2 )

sn−3βn−3
x x

n
2−2(2π)3−2n =

=
∫
dxdydθ1dθ2 sinn−3 θ1 sinn−4 dθ2(1− y2)

n−4
2 (1− x)n−3·

23−3nπ−n
1

Γ(n− 3)
sn−3βn−3

x x
n
2−2, (3.73)

where the identity

Γ
(
n− 2

2

)
Γ
(
n− 3

2

)
= 24−n√πΓ(n− 3) (3.74)

was used.

Expression (3.73) will be used in all completely numerical calculations which will be
presented in chapter 5.

3.4.4 Analytical calculation of phase space integrals

Now we will turn to the details of the integrals which are done analytically. We will
start with the case of the analytical calculation. After the integration of the phase
space element dPS3, see equation (3.47), has been re-written in terms of γ1, γ2, and
two Mandelstam variables, one can perform the angular integration in the c.m.s. of p1

and k3; therefore, all momenta have to be parametrised in this frame. The orientation,
i.e., the z axis of the coordinate system is not determined by the parametrisation of
p1, ‖ in (3.42). Here, two possibilities are used: in set 1 the z axis is chosen parallel
to ~k2. This leads to the parametrisation of the momenta in the c.m.s. of the two
unobserved particles:

k1 = (ω1, 0, |~p| sin τ, |~p| cos τ − ω2, 0̂),

k2 = (ω2, 0, 0, ω2, 0̂),

k3 = (ω3, k
x
3 , ω3 sin γ1 cos γ2, ω3 cos γ1, k̂3),

p1 = (E1, p
x
1 ,−ω3 sin γ1 cos γ2,−ω3 cos γ1, p̂1),

p2 = (E2, 0, |~p| sin τ, |~p| cos τ, 0̂). (3.75)
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3.4 Two and three particle phase space

If, as in set 2, the z axis is parallel to ~k1, the parametrisation reads:

k1 = (ω1, 0, 0, ω1, 0̂),

k2 = (ω2, 0, |~p| sin τ, |~p| cos τ − ω1, 0̂),

k3 = (ω3, k
x
3 , ω3 sin γ1 cos γ2, ω3 cos γ1, k̂3),

p1 = (E1, p
x
1 ,−ω3 sin γ1 cos γ2,−ω3 cos γ1, p̂1),

p2 = (E2, 0, |~p| sin τ, |~p| cos τ, 0̂). (3.76)

As we work in the c.m.s. of k3 and p1, the (n − 4) dimensional hat components are
constrained to p̂1 = −k̂3 due to momentum conservation. The x components fulfil
kx3 = −px1 . The ωi, Ei, and cos τ can be re-expressed by the Mandelstam variables
s, t1, u1, and s4, satisfying s4 − s− t1 − u1 = 0 [59].

In set 1, one obtains:

ω1 =
s+ u1

2
√
s4 +m2

, ω2 =
s+ t1

2
√
s4 +m2

, ω3 =
s4

2
√
s4 +m2

,

E1 =
s4 + 2m2

2
√
s4 +m2

, E2 = − t1 + u1 + 2m2

2
√
s4 +m2

,

|~p| =
√

(t1 + u1)2 − 4m2s

2
√
s4 +m2

, cos τ =
t1s4 − s(u1 + 2m2)

(s+ t1)
√

(t1 + u1)2 − 4m2s
. (3.77)

In set 2, the same relations hold, except for

cos τ =
u1s4 − s(t1 + 2m2)

(s+ u1)
√

(t1 + u1)2 − 4m2s
. (3.78)

For a detailed derivation, see also appendix A of [75]. All Mandelstam variables can
be expressed with the help of the parametrisations given in (3.75) and (3.76) as

A+B cos γ1 + C sin γ1 cos γ2, (3.79)

where A,B, and C are functions of the external kinematic variables s, t1, u1 and m.
These expressions can be classified further into three different categories:

• A 6= 0, B = C = 0 (category 1)

• A 6= 0, B 6= 0, C = 0 (category 2) and

• A 6= 0, B 6= 0, C 6= 0 (category 3).

s, t1, u1, and s4 always belong to category 1. In set 1, t′ and u6 are in category 2, and
s3, s5, u

′, and u7 in category 3. In set 2, u′ and u7 are in category 2, and s3, s5, t
′, and

u6 in category 3. It can be shown that the matrix element |[∆]M |2, which contains
only integer powers of Mandelstam variables, can be written as

|[∆]M |2 =
∑
i

(v1)i(v−k2 )i(v−l3 )i (3.80)

with i being a summation index. Practically, this can be achieved by extensive par-
tional fractioning and the relations listed in (3.33). A detailed discussion of this
procedure can be found in [74] and does not need to be repeated here. The v2, v3 are
(sums of) Mandelstam variables of category 2 and 3, respectively, where k, l ∈ Z ; (v1)i
is for each i an expression of Mandelstam variables of category 1.
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

This decomposition is not unique. It can be done by parametrising all summands in
one specific set, which is helpful for an automated procedure – although it gives longer
results [74]. Due to the additivity of the phase space integral, in∫ ∑

i

(v1)i(v−k2 )i(v−l3 )i =
∑
i

∫
(v1)i(v−k2 )i(v−l3 )i (3.81)

not all summands have to be parametrised in the same set, i.e., both sets can be mixed.
This is very useful when the integration of short matrix elements is done by hand, like,
e.g., in the soft limit. By mixing both sets, one can avoid that (v2)i and (v3)i are sums
of Mandelstam variables.

Writing v2 = a+b cos γ1 and v3 = A+B cos γ1 +C sin γ1 cos γ2, the angular integration
can be expressed by

I(k,l)
ε =

∫
dΩε(a+ b cos γ1)−k(A+B cos γ1 + C sin γ1 cos γ2)−l (3.82)

with ∫
dΩε =

∫ π

0

dγ1

∫ π

0

dγ2 sin1−2ε γ1 sin−2ε γ2 (3.83)

and k, l ∈ Z. These integrals can be sorted into four groups

(a) I
(k,l)
0 : a2 6= b2 and A2 6= B2 + C2;

(b) I
(k,l)
a : a2 = b2 and A2 6= B2 + C2;

(c) I
(k,l)
A : a2 6= b2 and A2 = B2 + C2;

(d) I
(k,l)
aA : a2 = b2 and A2 = B2 + C2,

and can be done analytically.

A detailed description and a tabulation of the results can be found in [59, 73, 74]. The
needed expressions are found by insertion of a, b, A, B, and C. All I0 integrals are
finite, the other ones can have poles. These singularities have their origin in collinear
splittings. Only in combination with an additional infrared singularity in the case
s4 → 0 double poles in 1/ε2 can occur. The singularities in 1

ε |collinear
1
ε |infrared are

cancelled by the according contributions in the virtual matrix elements.

Furthermore, in the polarised matrix elements, there are terms proportional to p̂2
1.

They do not lead to infrared divergences. After having carried out the integration in
(3.50), the parts integrated over the hat momentum are finite in the limit s4 → 0.

The lowest power coming from the propagators in the matrix element can be of the
order s−2

4 , which is compensated by s2
4 in (3.50). In [73, 74], it is shown that from

the terms containing hat momenta, only those contribute, which are proportional to
1/(t′)2 or 1/(u′)2.

The techniques outlined in this section allow one to compute all phase space integrals
for single-inclusive heavy quark observables analytically. This was described in detail
in [58, 59, 73–76, 86]. In these works, also the integrated results for the soft cross
sections are explicitly listed.

In the purely numerical case, all integrations will be done numerically except for the
soft case, see below in section 3.5.2, where the integrals listed in appendix B1 are used.
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3.5 Different methods for the Monte Carlo integration

3.5 Different methods for the Monte Carlo integration

Next, we want to introduce Monte Carlo integration techniques, which provide more
flexibility by performing all phase space integrations numerically. These methods are
essential for computing heavy quark correlations or implementing experimental cuts.

The principal idea of the various Monte Carlo integration methods can be exemplified
[157, 158] on the basis of the following integral:

I = lim
ε→0+

{∫ 1

0

dx

x
xεF (x)− 1

ε
F (0)

}
. (3.84)

In our case, F (x) will be a known but complicated function related to a two-to-three
body matrix element. The term − 1

εF (0) results from the remaining singularities of
the virtual contributions and the mass factorisation. Recall that in the phase space
integration of the real emission matrix elements squared, one encounters infrared and
collinear singularities. These singularities cancel, however, in combination with the
virtual matrix elements and the mass factorisation counterterms due to the Bloch-
Nordsieck and Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorems [103, 159–161] and the factorisation
theorem, respectively.

The two most common schemes for numerical integration techniques are the subtrac-
tion and the phase space slicing method. In the subtraction method one adds and
subtracts F (0) under the integral sign, i.e.,

I = lim
ε→0+

{∫ 1

0

dx

x
xε[F (x)− F (0) + F (0)]− 1

ε
F (0)

}
=
∫ 1

0

dx

x
[F (x)− F (0)]. (3.85)

This yields a finite and numerically calculable result. Up to now, no approximations
have been made. However, in practical calculations due to limited machine precision,
the integral must be cut off, which is, however, not a problem in practise.

In the phase space slicing method, the integration region is divided into two parts
0 < x < δ and δ < x < 1 by introducing a small arbitrary parameter δ. A MacLaurin
expansion of F (x) yields

I = lim
ε→0+

{∫ δ

0

dx

x
xεF (x) +

∫ 1

δ

dx

x
xεF (x)− 1

ε
F (0)

}

=
∫ 1

δ

dx

x
F (x) + F (0) ln δ +O(δ). (3.86)

In the following, we will – in analogy to previous works [71, 72, 74] – adopt the phase
space slicing method once in our analytical approach and the subtraction method twice
in our purely numerical method. We will show this in the following subsections. We
will always start with the term corresponding to

∫ 1

0
dx
x x

εF (x) from our introductory
example. The term corresponding to − 1

εF (0) from the introductory example is stem-
ming from soft and collinear singularities and will be added later and is therefore not
shown in the following.
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

3.5.1 The phase space slicing method in the analytical approach

In this work, the phase space slicing method is used to deal with infrared singularities
in the analytic approach. The infrared divergences appear in the limit s4 → 0, i.e.,
when the 2→ 3 kinematics is effectively reduced to a 2→ 2 one. Therefore, we rewrite
one of the remaining integrations in the 2→ 3 phase space (3.47) to ds4 for partonic
cross sections.

The δ cut-off introduced in (3.86) in the previous section is adopted here for the
variable s4. The term corresponding to 1

εF (0) in (3.84) is not considered here. It
stems from the remaining 1/ε poles of the virtual matrix element.

Let us consider a function H(s4) with an infrared singularity of the form s−1+2ε
4 S(s4)

and a finite part F (s4), H(s4) = s−1−2ε
4 S(s4) +F (s4) where both S(s4) and F (s4) are

finite in the limit s4 → 0. The function H(s4) corresponds now to the function F (x)
from our introductory example. Then, the result is [73–75]:

∫ smax
4

0

ds4H(s4) =
∫ smax

4

0

ds4[s−1−2ε
4 S(s4) + F (s4)] =∫ ∆

0

ds4

[
∆−2ε

−2ε
S(s4)δ(s4) + {S(s4)− S(0)}s−1−2ε

4 + F (s4)
]

+
∫ smax

4

∆

ds4H(s4),

(3.87)

where smax
4 is the upper limit allowed by kinematics. The ∆ is a small parameter

which has the same function as the δ from the introductory example in (3.86).

If ∆ is small enough, one can neglect the term {S(s4) − S(0)}s−1−2ε
4 + F (s4) in the

first integral, and (3.87) can be approximated by:

∫ smax
4

0

ds4H(s4) ≈
∫ smax

4

0

ds4

[
∆−2ε

−2ε
δ(s4)S(s4) + Θ(s4 −∆)H(s4)

]
=
∫ smax

4

0

ds4

[
∆−2ε

−2ε
δ(s4)S(0) + Θ(s4 −∆)H(s4)

]
. (3.88)

The soft pole contribution can be evaluated analytically with Born kinematics due to
the factor δ(s4). The term ∆−2ε has to be expanded in a series. The term, stemming
from the 0th order of this expansion, cancels later with the poles from the virtual
corrections.

The ln δ term in (3.86) can be recovered by expanding ∆−2ε in ε. Due to the specific
structures of the matrix elements, we find also 1/ε2 terms, and hence terms propor-
tional to (ln ∆)2. As in the phase space formula (3.47) the factor s1−2ε

4 is already
present, it is sufficient to determine in the matrix elements only those parts which are
proportional to 1/s2

4 after angular integration over γ1 and γ2. Therefore, we express all
the Mandelstam variables by s4, t1, s, γ1, and γ2. This can be done by re-writing the
variables ω1, ω2, ω3, cos τ, |~p| in the two different sets – as shown in equation (3.77) –
to the Mandelstam variables s, t1, u1 and s4.

The soft parts S(0) in (3.87) can be obtained by either a direct expansion of the full
matrix element or by applying the eikonal approximation to it. Then, the 0th orders
of the expansion in powers of s4 of

s3 = s4s3, t′ = s4t
′, and u′ = s4u

′ (3.89)
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3.5 Different methods for the Monte Carlo integration

vanish. In the other Mandelstam variables

s5 = s+ s4s5, u6 = u1 + s4u6, u7 = t1 + s4u7, (3.90)

one finds O(s0
4) 6= 0. The underlined quantities represent the so-called reduced Man-

delstam variables [74], which are defined by equation (3.90). In the limit s4 → 0,
they are finite, non-vanishing functions of m2 and the 2→ 2 Mandelstam variables in
equation (3.22). Having introduced the reduced Mandelstam variables, the expansion
of the matrix element in powers of s4 can be done. To determine S(0), we first elim-
inate the terms which have two of the subleading Mandelstam variables in (3.89) in
the denominator. Afterwards, we factor out a factor 1/s2

4 from these terms and take
the limit s4 → 0 in the remaining part before we perform the angular integration and
arrive at the soft cross section, which has to be added to the virtual diagrams.

3.5.2 Subtraction method for the fully numerical code

Next, we discuss the application of the subtraction method to the numerical calcula-
tion. It is necessary to isolate the singularities in the calculation of the real contribu-
tions to the cross section. In this section we will, therefore, introduce a set of useful
distributions.

We start with calculating a typical integral which exhibits a soft singularity in the limit
x → 1. In the following, we use h(x) instead of F (x) from the introductory example
to this section. However, the singularity is now at x = 1 and not at x = 0 as in
the introductory example. Furthermore, a Taylor expansion simplifies our calculation
considerably. We get:∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)(1− x)−1−2εdx =
∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)
(1− x)1+2ε

dx =
∫ 1

ρ̃

h(1)
(1− x)1+2ε

dx+
∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)− h(1)
(1− x)1+2ε

dx

Taylor
=

∫ 1

ρ̃

h(1)
(1− x)1+2ε

dx+
∫ 1

ρ̃

(h(x)− h(1))
[

1
1− x

− 2 log(1− x)ε
1− x

+O(ε2)
]
dx

=
∫ 1

ρ̃

{
h(x)

(1− ρ̃)−2ε

−2ε
δ(1− x) + (h(x)− h(1))

[
1

1− x
− 2 log(1− x)ε

1− x
+O(ε2)

]}
dx.

(3.91)

Here, h(x) is an arbitrary test function, which is finite in the limit x → 1. Leaving
out the integral sign, we can write this in short form as a distribution:

(1− x)−1−2ε = − β̃
−4ε

2ε
δ(1− x) +

(
1

1− x

)
ρ̃

− 2ε
(

log(1− x)
1− x

)
ρ̃

(3.92)

in which we have defined∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)
(

1
1− x

)
ρ̃

dx =
∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)− h(1)
1− x

dx,∫ 1

ρ̃

h(x)
(

log(1− x)
1− x

)
ρ̃

dx =
∫ 1

ρ̃

[h(x)− h(1)]
log(1− x)

1− x
dx (3.93)

with an arbitrary parameter ρ̃ ∈]ρ, 1[ and β̃ =
√

1− ρ̃.

Note again that the first term in the last line of equation (3.91) cancels in the sum
with the virtual corrections.
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

In our final phase space formula (3.73) with the variables x and y from section 3.4.3,
the limit x → 1 corresponds to the infrared singularities. The collinear singularities
occur for |y| → 1.

Therefore, similar distributions in y can be introduced, which regulate collinear regions
of phase space characterised by y → ±1.

Compared to our introductory example, we now use h(y) instead of F (x) and the
singularities are at y = 1 and y = −1. We start with the case y = 1.

The relevant integral has the form∫ 1

1−w
h(y)

1
(1− y2)1+ε

dy =
∫ 1

1−w

1
2

(
1

1− y
+

1
1 + y

)
h(y)

(1− y2)ε
dy, (3.94)

where h(y) is now sufficiently regular in the limit y → ±1. Concentrating on the first
term in the round brackets on the r.h.s. of (3.94), which is singular, one obtains∫ 1

1−w

1
2

(
1

1− y

)
h(y)

(1− y2)ε
dy =∫ 1

1−w

1
2(1 + y)ε

h(y)
1

(1− y)1+ε
dy =

w−ε

−ε
h(1)
21+ε

+
∫ 1

1−w

1
(1− y)1+ε

[
h(y)

2(1 + y)ε
− h(1)

21+ε

]
dy

=
−(2w)−ε

2ε
h(1) +

∫ 1

1−w

1
2(1− y)

[h(y)− h(1)]dy +O(ε)

=
∫ 1

1−w

{
−(2w)−ε

2ε
h(y)δ(1− y) +

1
2(1− y)

[h(y)− h(1)]
}
dy +O(ε). (3.95)

Here, w ∈]− 1; 1[ is an arbitrary parameter, too.

In principle, the results for these integrals and the cross sections calculated using them
are independent of the actual choice of ρ̃ and w in the given intervals, but extreme
choices may lead to a bad convergence of the numerical results. See also below.

Hence, the result for (3.94) reads

∫ 1

1−w
h(y)

1
(1− y2)1+ε

dy =∫ 1

1−w

{
− (2w)−ε

2ε
h(y)δ(1− y) +

1
2(1− y)

[h(y)− h(1)] +
h(y)

2(1 + y)

}
dy +O(ε).

(3.96)

Analogously, for the case y → −1, in which the relevant integration limits read
∫ −1+w

−1
,

one finds∫ 1+w

−1

h(y)
1

(1− y2)1+ε
dy =∫ 1+w

−1

{
− (2w)−ε

2ε
h(y)δ(y + 1) +

1
2(1 + y)

[h(y)− h(−1)] +
h(y)

2(1− y)

}
dy +O(ε).

(3.97)

We will merge these two cases and define the following distribution:
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3.5 Different methods for the Monte Carlo integration

(1− y2)−1−ε = −[δ[(1 + y) + δ(1− y)]
(2w)−ε

2ε
+

1
2

[(
1

1− y

)
w

+
(

1
1 + y

)
w

]
+O(ε),

(3.98)

where ∫ 1

1−w
h(y)

(
1

1− y

)
w

dy =
∫ 1

1−w

h(y)− h(1)
1− y

dy,

∫ −1+w

−1

h(y)
(

1
1 + y

)
w

dy =
∫ −1+w

−1

h(y)− h(−1)
1 + y

dy.

In the following, we will insert these distributions into the phase-space formula (3.73)
and show how these distributions are used to regulate the infrared and the collinear
singularities of the real matrix element.

As no hat momenta contribute here, it can be shown that no double poles in t′ and u′

appear in the real matrix element.

Thus, the function

[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2) = 4t′u′[∆]M (real)(s, t′, u′, t1, u1)

is regular for y = ±1 and x = 1.

Here, the flux factor 1
2s is included in [∆]M (real)(s, t′, u′, t1, u1).

After expressing t′ and u′ by s, x, and y one gets

[∆]M (real)(s, t′, u′, t1, u1) =
[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

. (3.99)

The factors in the denominator of (3.99) can now be combined with the corresponding
factors from the phase space formula (3.73). Introducing the prefactor

F =
(4π)2ε−222ε

32π2Γ(1− 2ε)
, (3.100)

the result for the 2→ 3 cross section is

d[∆]σr = F · (sx)−εβ1−2ε
x sin−2ε θ1d cos θ1dxs

−1−εdy

sin−2ε θ2dθ2(1− x)−1−2ε(1− y2)−1−ε[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2). (3.101)

To proceed, one can use the expansions (3.92) and (3.98) above to regulate the singular
limits x→ 1 and y → ±1.

First, expanding (1− x)−1−2ε, one obtains

d[∆]σr = d[∆]σs + dxdydθ1dθ2 sin1−2ε θ1 sin−2ε θ2(1− y2)−ε[(
1

1− x

)
ρ̃

− 2ε
(

log(1− x)
1− x

)
ρ̃

]
Fs−1−2εx−εβ1−2ε

x [∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2), (3.102)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

where the soft part reads with β̃ =
√

1− ρ̃:

d[∆]σs = dxdydθ1dθ2 sin1−2ε θ1 sin−2ε θ2(1− y2)−1−ε[
− β̃
−ε

2ε
δ(1− x)

]
Fs−1−2εβ1−2ε[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2). (3.103)

This can be explicitly integrated over x, y and θ2 in order to obtain

d[∆]σs = −(4π)ε−2 Γ(1− ε)
Γ(1− 2ε)

dPS2
1

4πε
s−1−εβ̃−4ε[∆]fs(θ1) (3.104)

where dPS2 is the two particle phase space given in (3.30).

The function [∆]fs(θ1) can be obtained by a Taylor expansion of [∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2) and
integration over x, y and θ2 using the integrals tabulated in appendix B1.

Expanding also (1− y2)−1−ε, the decomposition

d[∆]σr = d[∆]σs + d[∆]σc+ + d[∆]σc− + d[∆]σf (3.105)

is obtained. Here, the collinear parts read

d[∆]σc± = −F · (sx)−εβ1−2ε
x sin−2ε θ1d cos θ1dxs

−1−εdy sin−2ε θ2dθ2·[(
1

1− x

)
ρ̃

− 2ε
(

log(1− x)
1− x

)
ρ̃

]
δ(1∓ y)

(2w)−ε

2ε
[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2). (3.106)

The remaining finite part without any singularities reads

d[∆]σf = dxdydθ1dθ2 sin1−2ε θ1 sin−2ε θ2
1
2

[(
1

1− y

)
w

+
(

1
1 + y

)
w

]
[(

1
1− x

)
ρ̃

− 2ε
(

log(1− x)
1− x

)
ρ̃

]
Fs−1−2εx−εβ1−2ε

x [∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2). (3.107)

In the limit ε→ 0 one obtains

d[∆]σf = dxdydθ1dθ2 sin θ1
1
2

[(
1

1− y

)
w

+
(

1
1 + y

)
w

] [(
1

1− x

)
ρ̃

]
(3.108)

F0s
−1βx[∆]f(x, y, θ1, θ2), (3.109)

where F0 = lim
ε→0
F = 1

512π4 .

The range of integration goes from ρ to 1 for x and from −1 to +1 for y.

We split these integrals Ix,y as follows: we have∫ 1

ρ

Ixdx =
∫ ρ̃

ρ

Ixdx+
∫ 1

ρ̃

Ixdx (3.110)

for the x integration and similarly∫ +1

−1

Iydy =
∫ −1+w

−1

Iydy +
∫ 1−w

−1+w

Iydy +
∫ 1

1−w
Iydy (3.111)
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3.6 From partonic to hadronic cross sections

for the y integration.

Recall that in principle, the parameters ρ̃ ∈]0, 1[ and w ∈]0, 2[ are arbitrary. Due
to the additivity of integrals, the result does theoretically not depend on them. For
the x integration the first part is not singular and can be evaluated directly without
resorting to the distributions introduced above. The second part is evaluated using
equation (3.92). The part in the middle of the y integral is evaluated directly because
it is not singular. In the first term

∫ −1+w

−1
Iydy the denominator in 1+y is singular for

y → −1. Analogously, in the 3rd term
∫ 1

1−w Iydy the denominator part in 1 − y gets
singular for y → 1. In both cases we have to use the expansion given in equation (3.98).
We emphasise again that the individual terms on the right hand sides of (3.110) and
(3.111) are not independent of ρ̃ and w, but only the sum on the right hand sides.

Summarising these results, we get

d[∆]σf =
1

1024π4

∫ 1

ρ

∫ +1

−1

dy
d cos θ1θ2dydx

s(1− x)
·{

βx

[
2[∆]f(x, y)

1− y2
− [∆]f(x, 1)

1− y
Θ(y − 1 + w)− [∆]f(x,−1)

1 + y
Θ(−y − 1 + w)

]
−β
[

[∆]f(1, y)
(1− y)2

Θ(x− ρ̃)− [∆]f(1, 1)
1− y

Θ(y − 1 + w)θ(x− ρ̃)

− [∆]f(1,−1)
1 + y

Θ(−y − 1 + w)Θ(x− ρ̃)
]}

.

Note that although in principle the choices of ρ̃ and w are arbitrary, some choices are,
however, more useful than others in the numerical implementation of this formula.

If x ≈ 1 and |y| ≈ 1, the numerical calculation of f(x, y) gets less exact due to rounding
errors following from limited machine precision of the computer. In these limits it is
more efficient to use analytical series expansions of f(x, y) for x ≈ 1 and |y| ≈ 1,
respectively.

The remaining singularities in d[∆]σs and d[∆]σc± are shifted into the parton density
functions as described in section 2.4. Furthermore, for the collinear terms we get after
mass factorisation schematically [72]

dσ̂c± =
∫ 1

ρ

dx
βxαs
32π2

{[(
log

s

µ2
f

+ log
w

2

)
+ 2log(1− x)

]
[∆]P̃0(x)− [∆]P̃1(x)

}
·

· [∆]Mborn(x s, q2,1). (3.112)

The hard terms [∆]P̃ (x) = [∆]P̃0(x) + ε[∆]P̃1(x) of the splitting functions are listed
in appendix B. The soft terms can be obtained from the literature by replacing the
plus distribution by our ρ distribution what leads to additional logarithmic terms.

The soft parts of the splitting functions lead to effective 2 → 2 kinematics and are
subtracted from d[∆]σs as described in [71]. This gives d[∆]σ̂s.

3.6 From partonic to hadronic cross sections

As mentioned in chapter 2, relevant for the experiments are not the partonic cross
sections, but only their hadronic counterparts. Due to the factorisation theorem the
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

partonic cross sections have to be convoluted with the parton density functions. Fur-
thermore, dependent on the final state, the fragmentation of the heavy quarks and the
subsequent decays of the D and B mesons have to be included. We will now sketch
how the two additional integrals resulting from factorisation are implemented in our
two types of codes.

3.6.1 The largely analytical case

All studies based on the analytical code remain on the single-inclusive heavy quark or
antiquark level. Denoting this process by

H1(K1) +H2(K2)→ h(p2) +X (3.113)

for hadroproduction (photoproduction goes analogously), the hadronic kinematic in-
variants read

S ≡ (K1 +K2)2,

T1 ≡ (K2 − p2)2 −m2,

U1 ≡ (K1 − p1)2 −m2. (3.114)

Using ki = xiKi, their partonic counterparts can be expressed as

s = (x1K1 + x2K2)2 = x1x2S,

t1 = (x2K2 − p2)2 −m2 = x2T1,

u1 = (x1K1 − p1)2 −m2 = x1U1. (3.115)

For the phase space slicing method, the condition ∆ ≤ s4 reads

∆ ≤ s4 = s+ t1 + u1 = x1x2S + x2T1 + x1U1. (3.116)

Assuming the x2 integration to be the inner one, the lower limit depends on x1 and
the hadronic Mandelstam variables given above:

x2 ≥ xmin
2 (∆) =

∆− x1U1

x1S + T1
, where x1 ≥ xmin

1 = − T1

S + U1
. (3.117)

Summarising, the hadronic cross section can be denoted by

d2[∆]σ(K1,K2)
dT1dU1

=
∑
l,m

∫ 1

xmin
1

dx1

∫ 1

xmin
2

dx2x1[∆]f (1)
l (x1, µ

2
f )x2[∆]f (2)

m (x2, µ
2
f )·

d2[∆]σ̂lm(x1K1, x2K2)
dt1du1

. (3.118)

The parts containing a δ(s4) function can be transformed into a delta function in x2:

δ(s4) = δ(x1x2S+x2T1 +x1U1) = δ(x2(x1S+T1)+x1U1) =
δ(x2 − xmin

2 (0))
x1S + T1

. (3.119)
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3.6 From partonic to hadronic cross sections

For these processes, which have a 2→ 2 kinematics, one finally obtains

d2[∆]σ
dT1dU1

=
∑
l,m

∫ 1

xmin
1

dx1
1

x1S + T1
x1[∆]f (1)

l (x1, µ
2
f )xmin

2 (0)[∆]f (2)
m (xmin

2 (0), µ2
f )·

d2[∆]σ̂lm(x1K1, x
min
2 (0)K2)

dt1du1
. (3.120)

Also for the real emission the x2 integration can be transformed to a s4 one:

d2[∆]σ
dT1dU1

=
∑
l,m

∫ 1

xmin
1

dx1

∫ smax
4

∆

ds4
1

x1S + T1
x1[∆]f (1)

l (x1, µ
2
f )x′2[∆]f (2)

m (x′2, µ
2
f )·

d2[∆]σ̂lm(x1K1, x
′
2K2)

dt1du1
. (3.121)

Here,

x′2 =
s4 − x1U1

x1S + T1
and smax

4 = x1S + T1 + x1U1. (3.122)

As the Mandelstam variables T1 and U1 are not directly measured, we will recall their
connection to the experimental quantities rapidity y and transverse momentum pT . In
the c.m.s. of the incoming hadrons, the four-momentum of the detected heavy quark
shall be denoted by (E, pL, ~pT ) with E its energy and pL and ~pT its longitudinal and
transverse momentum. One can express the transverse mass mT and the rapidity y
by T1 and U1:

m2
T = m2 + p2

T =
T1U1

S
(3.123)

and

y = arctanh
pL
E

=
1
2

log
U1

T1
. (3.124)

Using the Jacobian
dT1dU1 = Sdm2

T dy (3.125)

and changing the integration limits accordingly, one can express the total cross section
as ∫ S

2 (1+βS)

S
2 (1−βS)

d(−T1)
∫ S+T1

−m2S
T1

d(−U1)

= S

∫ S/4

m2
dm2

T

∫ arcosh
√
S

2mT

− arcosh
√
S

2mT

dy = S

∫ 1
2 ln

1+βS
1−βS

− 1
2 ln

1+βS
1−βS

dy

∫ S
4 cosh2 y

m2
dm2

T . (3.126)

This integral can also be transformed into various other phenomenologically interesting
variables. For further discussions the reader is referred to [74] and [86].

In addition, we note the relation between pseudorapidity η and rapidity y, which differ
for massive particles [86]:

tanh(η) = cos θH =

√
m2
T

1−tanh2 y
tanh y√

m2
T

1−tanh2 y
−m2

. (3.127)
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3 Cross sections for heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

3.6.2 The fully numerical case

In the fully numerical case, all phase space integrations and the convolutions with
the parton distribution functions are performed with Monte Carlo methods using the
VEGAS algorithm [162, 163] supplemented with a histogramming routine. With the
choice of the integration variables x1, x2, x, y, θ1 and θ2 all observables of interest can
be calculated. The relation to the Mandelstam variables is given in section 3.4.3
above. Using these Mandelstam variables, the momentum/momenta of the heavy
quark(s) in the c.m.s. of the incoming particles can be calculated and transformed
to the laboratory system. Afterwards, cuts can be applied to these momenta and to
observables defined through them. The remaining events are subsequently sorted into
histograms. Several histograms can be made at the same time, as long as they use
the same sets of input variables (e.g., renormalisation and factorisation scales, mass,
c.m.s. energy, free parameter of the heavy quark to meson fragmentation function).
In the limit of a very small bin size the limit of differential cross sections is reached.
How closely this limit can be reached, is, of course, a practical issue.

The equation implemented in the program reads

d[∆]σQ =
∑
a,b

∫
dx1dx2[∆]fa(x1, µf )[∆]fb(x2, µf )S

× d[∆]σ̂ab(x1, x2, S,m, p1, p2, µf , µr). (3.128)

Practically, this means that one has two additional integrations (dx1dx2) compared to
the calculation in section 3.5.2, which are also done numerically like for the phase space
variables x, y, θ1 and θ2. Furthermore, in equation (3.128), the “measurement function”
S is used to define the observable one is interested in. It can be simply implemented by
a multiplication with the calculated cross section values. One can think of S as being
a set of step functions implementing the experimental cuts imposed on the final-state
particles and selecting a certain bin in a histogram. In this case, the implementation
in the numerical code is possible simply using an IF-loop.

Charm and bottom quarks are currently detected only indirectly at RHIC, mainly
through the semi-leptonic decays of the produced heavy D and B mesons. At COM-
PASS the produced D mesons are reconstructed via their hadronic decays into kaons
and pions. Thus, the cross section (2.36) at the heavy quark-level is not yet suffi-
cient for comparing theory with experimental results. One needs to convolute the
parton-level results for d∆σQ with additional phenomenological fragmentation func-
tions DQ→HQ and, where necessary, fHQ→e,µ describing the hadronisation into a heavy
meson HQ and the semi-leptonic decay of HQ into the observed lepton, respectively.
This was described in section 2.8. Our flexible parton-level Monte Carlo program
not only performs the phase-space integrations for arbitrary S for any infrared safe
observable but, if applicable, also accounts for the semi-leptonic decays of the heavy
quark pair into electrons and muons. We specify our choice for DQ→HQ and fHQ→e,µ

in chapter 5.
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4
Partonic subprocesses and contributing

Feynman diagrams

The previous chapter has been devoted to general technical aspects of the calculation
like the treatment of phase space integrals and the decomposition of the matrix ele-
ments into soft, collinear, and finite contributions. Next, the partonic subprocesses
will be discussed. Starting from the relevant Feynman diagrams, the way to obtain
the matrix elements squared in terms of Mandelstam variables will be briefly recalled.
We will present the leading order results in detail and sketch the next-to-leading order
calculations. Similar results can be found in [58, 59, 73–75].

4.1 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks

4.1.1 The leading order contributions

For quark-antiquark annihilation

q(k1) + q̄(k2)→ Qk(p1) + Q̄l(p2) (4.1)

only one Feynman diagram, MLO
qq̄ , shown in figure 4.1, contributes at leading order.

The momenta are labelled by k1,2 and by p1,2.

Figure 4.1: Feynman diagram for quark-antiquark annihilation at leading order.

Applying the Feynman rules given in the appendix, one obtains for the scattering
amplitude

iMLO
qq̄ = v̄(k2)igγµT au(k1)

−i
s
igū(p1)γµT av(p2). (4.2)
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4 Partonic subprocesses and contributing Feynman diagrams

Including the factor 1
4N2

C
for the averaging over spins and colours of the incoming

partons, the result for the helicity-dependent matrix element squared reads

|MLO
qq̄ |2(λ1, λ2) = |M |2 + λ1λ2∆|M |2 = Tr(/k2(1− λ1γ5)γµ/k1(1 + λ2γ5)γν)

Tr((/p2
−m)γν(/p1

+m)γµ)g4 1
s2

Tr(T aT b) Tr(T aT b)
1

4N2
C

. (4.3)

Here Tr is used as shorthand notation for trace. In the following, the averaging over
spins and colours of the incoming partons will always be included in the matrix element
squared if not stated otherwise.

The calculation of the traces of gamma matrices has been done with the package
Tracer [164] in Mathematica [165]; furthermore, the HVBM scheme [102, 154] for
γ5 and the Levi-Civita tensor in n = 4 − 2ε dimensions, see section 3.1, has been
adopted if applicable. FeynCalc [166] was useful to evaluate complicated colour traces
in Mathematica.

We obtain from equation (4.3)

|[∆]MLO
qq̄ |2 =

CF
NC

g4[∆]AQED +O(ε3) (4.4)

with

AQED =
t21 + u2

1

s2
+

2m2

s
− ε (4.5)

and

∆AQED = − t
2
1 + u2

1

s2
− 2m2

s
− ε. (4.6)

For gluon-gluon fusion,

g(k1) + g(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) (4.7)

one has to consider the three diagrams, MLO
gg, 1,M

LO
gg, 2, and MLO

gg, 3 shown in figure 4.2. If

Figure 4.2: Feynman diagrams for gluon-gluon fusion in leading order.

the calculation of the unpolarised matrix elements is done using
∑
λ ε

µ(q, λ)εν∗(q, λ) =
− 1

2gµν for the sum of gluon polarisations, one has to include additional ghost contribu-
tions, MLO

gg, 4 and MLO
gg, 5, as depicted in figure 4.3. They give additional contributions,

which eliminate the unphysical longitudinal degrees of freedom of the gluon in the
Feynman gauge. A detailed discussion can be found in [74].

One ends up with

|MLO

gg |2 = (M
LO

gg, 1 +M
LO

gg, 2 +M
LO

gg, 3)(M
LO

gg, 1 +M
LO

gg, 2 +M
LO

gg, 3)∗ + |MLO

gg, 4|2 + |MLO

gg, 5|2
(4.8)

and

|∆MLO
gg |2 = (∆MLO

gg, 1 + ∆MLO
gg, 2 + ∆MLO

gg, 3)(∆MLO
gg, 1 + ∆MLO

gg, 2 + ∆MLO
gg, 3)∗. (4.9)
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4.1 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks

Figure 4.3: Leading order ghost contributions for unpolarised gluon-gluon fusion.

In terms of kinematic invariants, the result reads [73, 74]:

|[∆]MLO
gg |2 = g4 1

2(N2
C − 1)

[
2CF − 2CA

t1u1

s2

]
[∆]E2

ε[∆]BQED +O(ε3) (4.10)

with

BQED =
t1
u1

+
u1

t1
+

4m2s

t1u1

(
1− m2s

t1u1

)
− 2ε

(
s2

t1u1
− 1
)

+ ε2 s2

t1u1
(4.11)

and Eε = 1
1−ε . In the longitudinally polarised case, Eε has to be replaced by ∆Eε = 1

as it originates in the unpolarised case from the averaging over the n− 2 spin degrees
of freedom. The corresponding matrix element is given by

∆BQED =
(
t1
u1

+
u1

t1

)(
2m2s

t1u1
− 1
)
. (4.12)

The LO differential cross section is given via equation (3.28). At leading order accuracy
no singularities occur and the limit ε → 0 can be taken. The O(ε) contributions in
equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.11) and (4.12) are relevant for the soft and collinear regions of
phase space at NLO accuracy. Therefore, we have presented them up to order O(ε2).
In LO, the phase space integration can be performed completely analytically. With
the abbreviation

β =

√
1− 4m2

s
(4.13)

the results for the total partonic cross sections read

σ̂qq̄(s,m2, µ2
r) =

8πα2
s(µ

2
r)

27s2
β(2m2 + s) = −∆σ̂qq̄(s,m2, µ2

r) (4.14)

due to helicity conservation. For gluon-gluon fusion, one obtains

σ̂gg(s,m2, µ2
r) =

πα2
s(µ

2
r)

48s2

[
16(m4 + 4m2s+ s2)

s
ln
(

1 + β

1− β

)
− 4β(31m2 + 7s2)

]
(4.15)

and

∆σ̂gg(s,m2, µ2
r) =

πα2
s(µ

2
r)

16s2

[
20β(m2 + s) +

8
3

(9m2 + 2s) ln
(

1− β
1 + β

)]
. (4.16)

We note that one way to visualise the total partonic cross sections is to present them
in terms of scaling functions, which can be defined by

[∆]σ̂(0)
lm(s,m2, µ2

r) =
α2
s(µ

2
r)

m2
[∆]f (0)

lm(η) (4.17)
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with

η ≡ s

4m2
− 1 =

β2

1− β2
. (4.18)

η measures the distance from the partonic threshold for QQ̄ production, i.e., s = 4m2.
This definition can be straightforwardly extended to NLO, as was extensively discussed
in the literature [73, 74, 86] and will be shown in equation (4.24).

4.1.2 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks at next-to-leading order

At next-to-leading order, virtual and real corrections to the leading order processes
have to be considered. One additional process not present at leading order occurs at
next-to-leading order: the gluon-(anti)quark scattering.

The five real diagrams for quark-antiquark annihilation

q(k1) + q̄(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) + g(k3) (4.19)

are shown in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Real emission contributions to quark-antiquark annihilation at NLO.

The virtual one loop corrections to

q(k1) + q̄(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) (4.20)

are sketched in figure 4.5.

In the literature the matrix elements for quark-antiquark annihilation have been de-
composed into several contributions with different colour structure [58] in order to
relate them to analogous QED processes. Such a decomposition can be helpful in
order not to lose the overview. However, we will not repeat this discussion here,
as in principle such a decomposition is completely arbitrary and not of any physical
relevance.

Next, we will discuss the NLO corrections to gluon-gluon fusion, the second process
already contributing at LO. Gluon-gluon fusion at NLO,

g(k1) + g(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) + g(k3) (4.21)

has many contributing Feynman diagrams which considerably complicates the calcu-
lations. The real emission corrections are shown in figure 4.6, and the virtual contri-
butions are depicted in figure 4.7.
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4.1 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks

Figure 4.5: Virtual diagrams for quark-antiquark annihilation. The dashed loop represents a
gluon, a ghost or a quark-antiquark loop.

In the unpolarised case, additional ghost graphs have to be included to cancel unphys-
ical degrees of freedom, see the discussion in section 4.1.1 above. The ghost contri-
butions are obtained by the following procedure: in all diagrams with a three gluon
vertex two external gluons are replaced by a ghost line. Both directions of momentum
flow need to be taken into account, see figure 4.3.

Gluon-(anti)quark scattering,

g(k1) + q̄(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) + q̄(k3) (4.22)

is a genuine NLO process to which the five Feynman diagrams shown in figure 4.8
contribute.

In the unpolarised case, the matrix elementsMgq̄ can be obtained fromMqq̄ by crossing
of the momenta k1 and k3. However, a factor (−1) for the exchange of a fermion in
the initial state with a boson in the final state has to be taken into account. This
crossing does not work in the polarised case, because we have already summed over
the helicities of the final-state partons. The Feynman diagrams of gluon-quark fusion

g(k1) + q(k2)→ Q(p1) + Q̄(p2) + q(k3) (4.23)

can be derived from the Feynman diagrams of gluon-antiquark fusion, which are de-
picted in figure 4.8, by inverting the direction of momentum on the light quark line. As
there is no leading order process for gluon-(anti)quark scattering, there are no virtual
corrections.

The scaling functions at NLO are defined via

[∆]σ̂lm(s,m2, µ2
f , µ

2
r) =

∫ s/2(1+β)

s/2(1−β)

d(−t1)
∫ s+t1

−m2s
t1

d(−u1)
d2[∆]σ̂lm
dt1du1

=
α2
s(µ

2
r)

m2
·{

[∆]f (0)
lm (η) + 4παs(µr)

[
[∆]f (1)

lm (η) + [∆]f̄ (1)
lm (η) ln

µ2
f

m2
+

β1

8π2
[∆]f (0)

lm (η) ln
µ2
r

µ2
f

]}
,

(4.24)
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4 Partonic subprocesses and contributing Feynman diagrams

Figure 4.6: Real Feynman diagrams for gluon-gluon fusion. The rest of the diagrams can
be obtained by inverting the arrows on the heavy quark lines in the first five
diagrams.

where β1 has been defined in equation (2.12) and η in equation (4.18).

A detailed discussion of the scaling functions including several plots can be found in
[73, 74, 86]. Therefore, we refrain from showing them here.

4.1.3 The charge asymmetry

At LO approximation the processes (4.1) and (4.7) relevant for heavy flavour produc-
tion do not discriminate between a produced heavy quark Q and a heavy antiquark
Q̄. Hence, at any given point (pT , y) in phase-space the yields dσ

dpT
and dσ

dy for Q and
Q̄ are identical.

Radiative corrections change this picture and give rise to charge asymmetries

AC ≡
dσQ − dσQ̄

dσQ + dσQ̄
. (4.25)

Any measurement of AC will directly probe and perhaps improve our understanding of
QCD dynamics beyond the LO. For a long time, this higher-order effect has received
relatively little attention [83, 84, 86, 167–170] but was measured for the first time in
case of top production at CDF [171]. At the TeVatron, the top quark charge asymmetry
was larger than predicted [172–175]. At the LHC, the charge asymmetry for top quarks
amounts to a few percent and agrees with theoretical calculations [83, 84, 86] with large
experimental uncertainties [176–178]. We will explore the prospects of accessing AC
in pp and p̄p collisions at J-PARC and GSI-FAIR, respectively in section 5.2.3 below.
Due to the relatively low c.m.s. energies available there, we have to limit ourselves to
charm quark production. Given that longitudinally polarised beams and targets are a
viable option, we also explore for these experiments the polarised charge asymmetry,
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4.1 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks

Figure 4.7: Virtual diagrams for the gluon-gluon fusion process. Additional virtual diagrams
can be obtained by inverting the arrows on the heavy quark lines in the diagrams
1, 2, and 5 to 14. The dashed loops represent here gluon, ghost and quark loops
as in the quark-antiquark case.

which we define as in equation (4.25) with the cross sections dσQ[Q̄] replaced by their
polarised counterparts d∆σQ[Q̄]. The results are presented in chapter 5.

At NLO the charge asymmetry receives only a very limited number of contributions.
Instead of making use of the results available in the literature [58–60, 71, 73, 179],
we chose to re-calculate the numerator of AC from scratch in both the unpolarised
and polarised case. The origin of AC resides in the Abelian (QED) part of the higher
order processes and is related to the interference between amplitudes which acquire
different signs under the exchange of Q and Q̄. The gluon-gluon fusion process in (4.7)
is evidently charge symmetric also beyond LO and does not contribute to AC . Also
non-Abelian amplitudes involving the triple-gluon vertex depend only on Q + Q̄ and
lead to contributions which are symmetric under exchanging Q and Q̄. Upon close
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4 Partonic subprocesses and contributing Feynman diagrams

Figure 4.8: Feynman diagrams for gluon-antiquark scattering at O(α3
s).

Figure 4.9: Sample qq̄ cut diagram contributing to AC .

Figure 4.10: Sample gq cut diagram contributing to AC .

examination of the remaining amplitudes for the qq̄ and gq [gq̄] initiated subprocesses
at NLO, one finds that only such “cut diagrams” contribute which have three vertices
on both the heavy and light quark line, as explained below. In case of the virtual loop
corrections to the LO qq̄ process, only the interference of the box diagrams with the
Born amplitude contributes. Examples of cut diagrams relevant for the computation
of AC and ∆AC are depicted in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.

This observation can be readily understood. To this end, let us write the partonic
subprocess cross section dσ̂ab→QX as the sum of the interference contributions labelled
by the indices i, j

dσ̂ab→QX = Kab

∑
ij

MiM∗j
∣∣∣
ab→QX

. (4.26)

For simplicity, pre-factors such as the spin and colour averages are mapped into Kab.
Phase-space integration for all unobserved partons is implicitly understood in (4.26).
Expressions similar to (4.26) hold for polarised partonic cross sections d∆σ̂ab→QX as
well as for ab→ Q̄X. For the numerator of AC we have to examine the difference

∆ij =MiM∗j
∣∣∣
ab→QX

−MiM∗j
∣∣∣
ab→Q̄X

(4.27)

for all i, j. By interchanging Q and Q̄, the Dirac structure relevant forMiM∗j changes
sign for an odd number of propagators in the heavy quark trace and otherwise remains
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4.1 Hadroproduction of heavy quarks

Figure 4.11: Examples of interference diagrams contributing to the charge asymmetry in the
gluon-antiquark case.

the same. The colour structure is invariant, except for Tr[TkTlTm] = (dklm + ifklm)/4
which contains a symmetric and an anti-symmetric piece, dklm = dmlk and fklm =
−fmlk, respectively.

Combining everything, only those cut diagrams with three vertices on both the heavy
and the light quark line, cf. figure 4.11, contribute to AC , and one finds [84]

∆ij =
1
8

(dklm)2M̃iM∗j
∣∣∣
ab→QX

=
5
3
M̃iM∗j

∣∣∣
ab→QX

, (4.28)

with (dklm)2 = 40/3. A more detailed calculation can be found in [86]. M̃iM∗j denotes
the interference of the two amplitudes except for the factor related to the QCD colour
structure, and is the same (up to prefactors) as for the corresponding QED processes
[180–182], e.g, e+e− → µ+µ−γ. Let us mention that there is a similar effect in the
QCD scale evolution of parton densities at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) also
proportional to (dklm)2 and leading to a strange quark asymmetry s(x) 6= s̄(x) [183].

All contributions to the numerator of AC at O(α3
s) are free of ultraviolet as well as

collinear singularities as a consequence of the symmetry of the LO processes (4.1)
and (4.7) under exchanging Q and Q̄. Infrared (IR) singularities appear in both
real gluon emission and virtual loop corrections to the LO qq̄ process and cancel in
their sum. Effectively this implies that the NLO matrix elements only contain the
charge asymmetry at LO approximation. As in [58–60, 71, 73, 179] and described
in the previous chapter, we use dimensional regularisation to deal with IR poles in
intermediate steps of the calculation. In [84] a small gluon energy Egcut was used
to cut off IR singularities. While the charge asymmetry also appears in the limit
m→ 0, it vanishes for the total heavy quark cross section as a consequence of charge
conjugation invariance.

Similar considerations as the ones which have led to the charge asymmetry result in
the following useful relations:

|M(gq → QQ̄q)|2 = |M(gq̄ → Q̄Qq̄)|2, (4.29)
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4 Partonic subprocesses and contributing Feynman diagrams

|M(gq → Q̄Qq)|2 = |M(gq̄ → QQ̄q̄)|2, (4.30)

and hence

|M(gq → QQ̄q)|2 − |M(gq̄ → QQ̄q̄)|2 = |M(gq → QQ̄q)|2 − |M(gq → Q̄Qq)|2

= |M(gq̄ → Q̄Qq̄)|2 − |M(gq̄ → QQ̄q̄)|2. (4.31)

4.2 Photoproduction of heavy quarks

4.2.1 Decomposition in direct and resolved part

Heavy quarks can also be produced in photoproduction processes, e.g., in photon-
proton scattering, where the photon has a small virtuality Q2. In case of photopro-
duction, where a quasi-real photon is exchanged, one has to include not only the direct
contributions, but also the so called “resolved” contributions, where the photon fluc-
tuates into a vector meson of the same quantum numbers before the hard scattering
with partons in the proton takes place.

Speaking in more detail, the photon can either interact directly with an other parton
from the proton or it can fluctuate into quarks and gluons, which then interact with
the other parton from the proton as described in section 2.6. The direct and resolved
part can formally be derived using the factorisation theorem. We emphasise that only
the sum of the direct and the resolved part is of physical relevance. However, at certain
experimental kinematics, e.g., at COMPASS, the resolved part can be very small and
therefore negligible compared to other uncertainties. In section 5.4 below, a detailed
discussion of the phenomenological importance of the two parts can be found.

In the direct part, the parton distribution function of the photon interacting directly
with the proton is formally a delta function δ(1 − x) and as a consequence, cross
sections can be calculated by a convolution of the parton distribution functions of the
second parton (a gluon or (anti)quark) in, e.g., the proton with the perturbatively
calculable partonic cross sections [∆]σ̂γg→QQ̄(X) and [∆]σ̂γq→QQ̄(X), respectively. For
this purpose, the matrix elements shown in the following subsection have to be used.
Note that formally the convolution with the parton distribution function of the photon
vanishes due to the delta function:

dσ =
∫
dx1dx2fγfg,qdσ̂γg,γq→QQ̄(X) =∫

dx1dx2δ(1− x1)fg,qdσ̂γg,γq→QQ̄(X) =
∫
dx2fg,qdσ̂γg,γq→QQ̄(X). (4.32)

For the so called resolved part, the photonic parton distribution functions shown in
section 2.6 and the matrix elements for hadroproduction discussed in the previous
sections come into play, as the partonic subprocesses are in this case the same as in
hadroproduction. As this was extensively discussed in [52, 94] for massless final states
and the calculation proceeds analogously to the case of hadroproduction, we refrain
here from a more detailed discussion. Formally, compared to hadroproduction, one
only has to replace the parton distribution functions for the hadron by the parton
distribution functions for finding a gluon/(anti)quark in a photon.

Moreover, the incoming photon can result from a lepton. In this case the photonic
cross sections have to be convolved with the Weizsäcker-Williams spectrum as shown
in section 2.6.
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4.2 Photoproduction of heavy quarks

If the virtuality Q of the photon is of O(1 GeV) or higher, resolved processes are suf-
ficiently suppressed, but the additional momentum scale Q greatly complicates the
calculations of phase-space and loop integrals. This case, where, in contrast to photo-
production, Q2 is large, is called electroproduction and is not considered in this thesis.
However, it can be relevant for a future electron-hadron collider.

4.2.2 Details for the direct part

Figure 4.12: Leading order diagrams for photoproduction of a QQ̄ pair.

Figure 4.13: Real emission contributions to photon-gluon fusion at NLO. Additional diagrams
are obtained by inverting the propagator arrows on the heavy quark lines.

Figure 4.14: Virtual contributions to photon-gluon fusion. Additional virtual diagrams can
be obtained by inverting the arrows on the heavy quark lines in all but the last
three diagrams. The dashed lines represent ghost and quark loops and on the
external gluon line also a gluon loop.
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4 Partonic subprocesses and contributing Feynman diagrams

Figure 4.15: Feynman diagrams for photon-antiquark fusion.

Here, we show the additional matrix elements for the direct case. At leading order
only photon-gluon fusion contributes, as shown in figure 4.12. At next-to-leading order,
there are the usual O(α2

s) real-emission and one-loop corrections to the photon-gluon
process depicted in figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.

In addition, there is the genuine NLO process of photon-(anti)quark scattering. The
Feynman diagrams can be found in figure 4.15.

The leading order result for the differential cross section for the direct part can be
found in equation (2.20) in reference [74]. As for hadroproduction, the partonic results
can also be displayed in the form of scaling functions as was extensively discussed in
[74–76]. The interested reader is referred to these works.
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5
Phenomenological Results

Up to now, all theoretical ingredients to our calculations have been introduced. This
section is devoted to a presentation of our results for the experiments best suited
to studies on polarised heavy quark production. After having shown the agreement
of the results for dσ/dpT obtained using the analytical and the numerical version of
phase space integration, we continue with phenomenological applications to various
experiments [184]. We start with results for GSI-FAIR-PAX in Germany and J-PARC
in Japan obtained with the analytical code on the partonic level [87] and continue with
results for RHIC (Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) at the BNL (Brookhaven National
Laboratory) obtained with the numerical code and including also hadronisation and
decay of the heavy quarks [90, 185]. Afterwards we will turn to photoproduction.
We will apply our numerical code to the COMPASS experiment situated at CERN
(Organisation Européenne pour la Recherche Nucléaire) [91, 184] and give an outlook
on heavy quark production at a future electron-ion collider. Note that most of the
results presented in this section have already been published in peer-reviewed journals
[87, 90, 91]. In part, this chapter is identical to these publications.

5.1 Comparison of the analytic and the Monte Carlo ap-
proach

In the analytic method, over the whole phase space of one parton of the heavy quark
pair is integrated. Thus, only one-particle inclusive cross sections of one heavy final
state particle can be predicted. No cuts can be posed to the particle whose phase
space is integrated out. In contrast, with the Monte Carlo integration method, a lot
of correlations between the heavy quark and the heavy antiquark can be studied. Fur-
thermore, the great advantage of the purely numerical method is the possibility of
demanding cuts on both heavy particles. Also, fragmentation and decay functions can
be added easily for both heavy particles. With the histogram technique, it is possi-
ble to create histograms in various variables in the same run. However, the sampling
routine of the VEGAS integration program [162, 163] chooses the most integration
points, where the largest contributions to the integral stem from. As a consequence,
histograms often show large fluctuations where the entries are small. In general, more
integration points are necessary for the Monte Carlo method than for the analytic
approach, what results in a longer CPU calculation time of the Monte Carlo tech-
nique. On the other side, the Monte Carlo program can produce histograms in several
variables simultaneously. However, if one is only interested in selective inclusive cross
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5 Phenomenological Results

sections without any measurement functions, it may be faster and hence better to use
the program with the analytically integrated matrix elements.

In the possible ranges, we can compare the results of the analytical and the Monte
Carlo code to demonstrate the agreement between both. This provides a valuable check
for the correctness of both calculations, as both start independently from the matrix
element level. However, the comparison is only possible on the heavy quark level
and for single-inclusive variables as in the current version of the analytical code the
hadronisation and the decay of the resulting meson into leptons are not implemented.
Here, we present the results for dσ/dpcT for hadroproduction and photoproduction. All
comparisons are done using the mass m = 1.35 GeV and the scale µf = µr = 5m so
that also contributions of the logarithms of the scales are sizable. In each figure, the
comparison for the unpolarised case can be seen on the left, and for the polarised case
on the right.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the results of our Monte Carlo code, d[∆]σMC, with the analytical
calculation, d[∆]σan, for single-inclusive charm hadroproduction as a function of
transverse momentum pcT and integrated over all rapidities. The left panel shows
the comparison for the unpolarised case, the right panel for the polarised one.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the results of our Monte Carlo code, d[∆]σMC, with the analytical
calculation, d[∆]σan, for single-inclusive charm photoproduction as a function of
transverse momentum pcT and integrated over all rapidities. The left panel shows
the comparison for the unpolarised case, the right panel for the polarised one.
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5.2 Results with the analytical code for J-PARC and GSI-FAIR-PAX

In figure 5.1 the comparison is shown for hadroproduction. As incoming hadrons two
protons with a c.m.s. energy of 200 GeV, the c.m.s. energy of RHIC, are used. In
figure 5.2 the same is done for the direct part of photoproduction. A photon with a
sharp energy of 160 GeV, the c.m.s. energy of COMPASS, is assumed to collide with
a fixed-target proton. The aim of these plots is merely to show the accordance of both
calculations. Therefore, we decided against doing the convolution with the Weizsäcker-
Williams spectrum for the photon, as it would be necessary for COMPASS. Also for
comparison purposes, the scale was taken at the somewhat unphysical value of µ = 5m.

As the small bin size of 0.1 GeV in pT is chosen, one can still see the numerical fluctua-
tions of the Monte Carlo code. Within the statistical fluctuations a good agreement of
both codes can be observed. The statistical fluctuations could be improved further by
taking more integration points and iterations of the VEGAS routine [162, 163], what,
however, would result in a longer calculation time.

5.2 Results with the analytical code for J-PARC and GSI-
FAIR-PAX

Charm production has been studied in several experiments. The experimental results
or extrapolations for charm production in pp collisions at c.m.s. energies below

√
S =

50 GeV gathered so far are shown in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental results [186] for the total charm production cross section at fixed-
target energies compared to NLO pQCD calculations for three different values of
the charm quark mass mc. In each case, the shaded band indicates the theoretical
uncertainties from varying µ = µr = µf in the range mc ≤ µ ≤ 2mc.

Figure 5.3 shows the available data [186] compared to our calculations at NLO accuracy
for the total cross section using different values of the charm quark mass and scales
µ = µf = µr. As can be seen, uncertainties from small variations ofmc are as important
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5 Phenomenological Results

as scale ambiguities, and both combined can lead to almost an order of magnitude
change in the total charm yield at

√
S ' 10 ÷ 20 GeV. From figure 5.3 one can

also infer that the theoretical uncertainties become somewhat less pronounced with
increasing c.m.s. energy.

Although most experimental results can be described with the same choice of mc and
scale µ, there is a clear need for further precise measurements, in particular closer
to threshold, below the result of NA32, which does not line up easily with other
experiments. GSI-FAIR and J-PARC, to which we shall turn now, will be able to
explore this energy range in future.

Here, we will focus on a detailed phenomenological study of the prospects of open
charm production in p̄p and pp collisions at the heavy quark level at the (future) GSI-
FAIR [24] and J-PARC [26] facilities, respectively. In doing so, we will neglect the
hadronisation of the heavy quarks. For GSI-FAIR we consider the so-called “collider
option” as proposed by the PAX collaboration [25], using a 15 GeV antiproton and a
3.5 GeV proton beam, with the plan of having both beams also longitudinally or trans-
versely polarised. The main goal of the PAX experiment would be a determination of
the so far unknown “transversity” parton densities by analysing the transversely po-
larised Drell-Yan process. This measurement would gain substantially from a polarised
antiproton beam due to the dominance of the lowest order (LO) quark-antiquark an-
nihilation channel. At the J-PARC facility in Japan a 50 GeV proton beam and a
solid-state target are used. The possibility of having both beam and target polarised
is a conceivable option for future upgrades currently being scrutinised. At GSI-FAIR
[J-PARC] the available p̄p [pp] c.m.s. energy will be

√
S ' 14.5 [10] GeV. We will

make some reasonable assumptions for the relevant acceptances as stated below in
section 5.2.1. We will demonstrate that measurements of open charm at these facili-
ties have the potential to further our understanding of the underlying QCD dynamics
at moderate c.m.s. energies, which are so far little explored.

5.2.1 Phenomenological inputs and experimental cuts

The part of the future GSI-FAIR accelerator complex amenable to pQCD studies is
an asymmetric proton-antiproton collider option proposed by the PAX collaboration
[25] with maximum beam energies for protons and antiprotons of 3.5 GeV and 15 GeV,
respectively, resulting in a c.m.s. energy of about

√
S = 14.5 GeV. Studies of methods

to polarise both beams either longitudinally or transversely are currently pursued
[25]. The PAX detector will have nearly full azimuthal acceptance and a polar angle
coverage from 5 to 130 degrees is envisioned [25, 187].

The proton accelerator at J-PARC, which will reach up to 50 GeV beam energy, has
been finalised, and the hadron physics programme started at a c.m.s. energy of about√
S = 10 GeV with both beam and target being unpolarised. We also consider longitu-

dinally polarised collisions, which will be a conceivable upgrade of the J-PARC facility
in the future [26]. Since little is known about the experimental set-up at this stage,
we assume a forward spectrometer geometry with a 200 mrad acceptance, similar to
the one used by the COMPASS experiment at CERN.

Since not all details of charm detection in these experiments are available yet, we
will perform all our calculations on the charm quark level, i.e., we do – in contrast
to our phenomenological studies for RHIC, see section 5.3 – not attempt to model
the hadronisation of charm quarks into charmed mesons and their subsequent decays
here. We only present inclusive cross sections having used the analytical code. For the
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5.2 Results with the analytical code for J-PARC and GSI-FAIR-PAX

PAX experiment, however, identification of open charm events most likely proceeds
through the detection of decay muons for which a minimal momentum of pµ = 1 GeV
is required [25, 187]. Therefore we impose a similar cut on the laboratory momentum
of the primary charm quark in all our calculations for GSI-FAIR.

In all unpolarised calculations at LO and NLO accuracy we use the CTEQ6L1 and
CTEQ6M parton distribution functions [124] and the corresponding LO and NLO
values for the strong coupling, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, the GRSV “stan-
dard” set of helicity-dependent parton densities [129] is used in the computation of
polarised cross sections and the charge and spin asymmetries. Since mc = 1.35 GeV
provides a good description of most of the data shown in figure 5.3, this is our default
choice for the charm quark mass.

5.2.2 Expectations for charm production cross sections
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Figure 5.4: Upper panel: LO and NLO unpolarised charm cross section at GSI-FAIR, in-

tegrated over pT > pmin
T and the angular acceptance 5◦ ≤ θc ≤ 130◦, using

mc = 1.35 GeV. The shaded bands indicate the uncertainties from varying
µ = µr = µf in the range mmin

T ≤ µ ≤ 2mmin
T ; middle panel: ratio of the

NLO and LO cross sections (“K-factor”); lower panel: fractional contribution of
the different partonic channels σcij to the NLO cross section σc for µ =

√
2mmin

T .

Figure 5.4 shows our expectations for the unpolarised charm production cross section at
GSI-FAIR at LO and NLO accuracy, integrated over transverse momentum pT > pmin

T

and the angular acceptance of 5◦ ≤ θc ≤ 130◦ for PAX. The shaded bands indicate the
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theoretical uncertainties when the factorisation and renormalisation scales are varied
simultaneously in the range mmin

T ≤ µf = µr ≤ 2mmin
T . Also shown in figure 5.4 are

the “K-factors”, the ratios of the NLO and LO cross sections, for two choices of scales
µf = µr and the fractional contributions of the different partonic channels σcij to the
NLO cross section.

Besides the sizable dependence on the scales µf,r, there is also a similar uncertainty
due to the choice of mc in the region pmin

T . 1 GeV, in line with the observations for
the total charm yields in figure 5.3. For pmin

T & 2 GeV, however, varying mc in the
range 1.25 GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.45 GeV has – similar to the polarised case discussed below
– a negligible impact on the cross section shown in the upper panel of figure 5.4. It
is worth noticing that there is only a rather marginal reduction in the scale ambigu-
ity when going from the LO to the NLO approximation. This is not unexpected for
experiments with limited c.m.s. energies, and similar observations have been made for
single-inclusive hadron production [188]. From the lower panel of figure 5.4 one can
infer that the quark-antiquark annihilation subprocess is the most important contribu-
tion to the cross section. This can be readily understood since quarks and antiquarks
are both “valence” partons in the proton and antiproton, respectively, and from the
fact that one probes fairly large momentum fractions x1,2 & 0.1. The genuine NLO
quark-gluon subprocess is negligible in the entire pT range shown.
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Figure 5.5: Same as in Figure 5.4, but now for J-PARC kinematics.

The corresponding results for J-PARC are summarised in figure 5.5. There are striking
differences compared to the results for GSI-FAIR shown in the previous figure. The
dependence of the charm cross section on unphysical scales µf,r is even larger here
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5.2 Results with the analytical code for J-PARC and GSI-FAIR-PAX

and does not improve when NLO corrections are included. This can be taken as a
strong indication that higher order terms in the perturbative series are very impor-
tant. Hopefully, a resummation of the leading terms to all orders in αs will tame the
scale ambiguities. Secondly, the size of the NLO corrections compared to the LO term,
displayed in the middle panel of figure 5.5, seems to be beyond control. Most of the
pathological behaviour of the K-factor at large pmin

T can be attributed to the differ-
ences in the LO and NLO gluon distributions at large x1,2, where they are basically
unconstrained by data [124]. If one uses NLO parton densities in the calculation of
the LO cross section, the K-factor does not show such a sharp rise, though it remains
large (dotted curve in figure 5.5). Despite the rather large x1,2 values probed at J-
PARC, and contrarily to what happens in p̄p collisions at GSI-FAIR, the gluon-gluon
fusion subprocess is by far the dominant mechanism to produce charm quarks. We
also note that varying mc in the range 1.25 GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.45 GeV has a somewhat
bigger impact on the cross sections displayed in the upper panel of figure 5.5 than in
case of GSI-FAIR due to the smaller c.m.s. energy.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 already demonstrate the potential of future low energy p̄p and pp
experiments in further constraining quark and gluon distributions, respectively, in the
medium-to-large x region, difficult to access at high energy colliders. They also show,
however, that the quantitative reliability of the pQCD framework can not be taken for
granted in this energy regime. Applications of pQCD have to be carefully scrutinised
by comparing the theoretical expectations with data.
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Figure 5.6: Expectations for the longitudinally polarised cross section for charm production
at GSI-FAIR (left panel) and J-PARC (right panel), using the GRSV “standard”
set [129]. Note that the results on the left hand side are for −∆σ. The scale
uncertainty is shown for three different choices of mc, varying µ = µr = µf in the
range mmin

T ≤ µ ≤ 2mmin
T .

Figure 5.6 shows the corresponding longitudinally polarised cross sections at NLO
accuracy for GSI-FAIR and J-PARC, respectively. Instead of giving also the LO results
[the K-factors are smaller than in the unpolarised case, between 1.5 and 2 (2 and 4)
for GSI-FAIR (J-PARC)], we chose to display the dependence of the polarised cross
sections on mc. Since J-PARC can cover only a smaller range in pT than GSI-FAIR
due to the smaller

√
S, the mass effects are more important here. The fractional

contributions of the different subprocesses are very similar to those shown in figure 5.4
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for GSI-FAIR and dependent strongly on the size of the polarised gluon distribution
in case of J-PARC, as can be expected already from the lower panel of figure 5.5.
We note that at J-PARC kinematics, the polarised cross section exhibits a node at
pmin
T ' 1 GeV if the GRSV ”standard” parton densities are used in the calculation.

5.2.3 The unpolarised and polarised charge asymmetry

We now turn to a detailed discussion of the charge asymmetry AC defined in equa-
tion (4.25) in section 4.1.3. We show expectations for the size of the effect and discuss
the theoretical uncertainties due to variations of µf,r and mc. All results are presented
as a function of the c.m.s. rapidity y of the heavy (anti)quark, which is related to the
rapidity in the laboratory frame ylab by a simple additive boost. Positive rapidities
refer to the direction from which the antiproton and proton beam at GSI-FAIR and
J-PARC comes to the collision point, respectively. Note that rapidity y and pseudo-
rapidity η are not the same for massive particles. Recall that the relation between y
and the scattering angle θc of the heavy quark depends on both pT and mc as given
in equation (3.127):

cos θc =

(√
m2
T

1− tanh2 y
tanh y

)
/

√
m2
T

1− tanh2 y
−m2

c

while cos θc = tanh η. Therefore, angular cuts imposed upon the heavy quarks by the
experiments do not translate into simple, pT independent cuts for rapidity-dependent
differential cross sections.
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Figure 5.7: The unpolarised charge asymmetry AC (upper panel) and the NLO c.m.s.
rapidity-dependent differential charm plus anti-charm cross section dσc/dy +
dσc̄/dy (lower panel) for GSI-FAIR. The scale uncertainty is shown for three
different choices of mc, varying µ = µr = µf in the range mc ≤ µ ≤ 2mc.
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Figure 5.8: Same as in figure 5.7 but for J-PARC kinematics.

The upper panels of figures 5.7 and 5.8 show our expectations for the unpolarised
charge asymmetry AC at O(α3

s) for charm quarks at GSI-FAIR and J-PARC, respec-
tively, using the phenomenological inputs and experimental acceptance cuts specified
in section 5.2.1. The results for AC are largely independent of the choice for the
charm quark mass mc, in contrast to the sizable mass dependence observed for the
NLO c.m.s. rapidity-dependent differential cross sections for the sum of charm and
anti-charm production (lower panels), which enters in the denominator of AC in equa-
tion (4.25).

Note that the c.m.s. rapidity y and the experimentally relevant rapidity ylab in the
laboratory frame are simply related by ylab = y − 0.737 and ylab = y − 2.334 for GSI-
FAIR and J-PARC, respectively. The scale µf,r dependence partially cancels in AC , as
can be seen by comparing the upper and lower panels of figures 5.7 and 5.8. A residual
dependence on µf,r is not surprising since the numerator of AC at O(α3

s) is effectively
a LO approximation. It vanishes as O(α2

s) and is free of collinear singularities. Also
note that the sharp drop of dσc/dy + dσc̄/dy in the lower panel of figure 5.7 is due to
the cut imposed on the momentum of the heavy (anti)quark, plab > 1 GeV.

Figure 5.9 shows our results for the longitudinally polarised charge asymmetry ∆AC
defined as in equation (4.25), but with all cross sections dσ replaced by their helicity
dependent counterparts d∆σ. Again, the scale uncertainty is shown for three different
choices of mc, varying µ = µr = µf in the range mc ≤ µ ≤ 2mc. All results are
obtained with the GRSV “standard” set [129] of spin-dependent parton densities. As
in the unpolarised case, the mass dependence largely drops out in ∆AC , in particular
for GSI-FAIR, but a residual scale µf,r ambiguity remains.

Since the mass and scale dependence of d∆σc/dy+d∆σc̄/dy is qualitatively very similar
to the corresponding unpolarised cases shown in the lower panels of figures 5.7 and
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Figure 5.9: Same as in the upper panels of figures 5.7 and 5.8 but now for the polarised charge
asymmetry ∆AC .

5.8, we refrain from giving these results here. Instead, we shall discuss the significant
dependence of both numerator and denominator of ∆Ac on the choice of a particular
set of polarised parton densities.

Figure 5.10 shows the numerator and the denominator of the polarised charge asymme-
try ∆AC at J-PARC, obtained with different sets of polarised parton densities. Apart
from our default set, GRSV “standard”, we also use the sets of AAC [134] and DNS
[130]. The latter is based on an analysis using also data from polarised semi-inclusive
deep-inelastic scattering. Two different choices of parton-to-hadron fragmentation
functions have been made in the DNS analysis, and the two resulting sets, labelled as
DNS (KRE) and DNS (KKP) in figure 5.10, differ mainly in the sea quark content,
in particular, ∆ū, which has opposite sign in both sets. The positive polarisation of
∆ū in DNS (KKP), unlike in all other sets of spin-dependent parton densities, is re-
sponsible for the opposite sign of d∆σc/dy ± d∆σc̄/dy obtained with DNS (KKP). In
the denominator of ∆AC , gluon-gluon fusion does not drop out and can make a sig-
nificant contribution depending on the amount of gluon polarisation ∆g. The set with
the largest ∆g, AAC, gives the largest cross section. The other three sets have rela-
tively small gluon distributions and quark-antiquark annihilation is equally important.
On the other hand, different sets of polarised parton densities have only very limited
impact on the results for d∆σc/dy ± d∆σc̄/dy and ∆AC for GSI-FAIR. This can be
expected, since in p̄p collisions at small

√
S one predominantly probes the fairly well

constrained valence quark distributions, and uncertainties in the polarised sea-quark
and gluon densities do not matter much.

Finally, we note that without taking into account any experimental cuts, AC and
∆AC are anti-symmetric functions in the c.m.s. rapidity for p̄p collisions, as can be
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Figure 5.10: Numerator (upper panel) and denominator (lower panel) of the polarised charge
asymmetry ∆AC at J-PARC, calculated with different sets of polarised parton
densities.
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Figure 5.11: The integrated double-spin asymmetry ALL as function of pmin
T at NLO accuracy

for GSI-FAIR (left panel) and J-PARC (right panel) using the GRSV “standard”
distributions and the same experimental cuts as before. The scale uncertainty
is shown for three different choices of mc, varying µ = µr = µf in the range
mmin
T ≤ µ ≤ 2mmin

T .

anticipated from figures 5.7 – 5.9 (which, however, do include certain acceptance cuts).
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Similarly, AC and ∆AC are symmetric in c.m.s. rapidity for pp experiments. This is a
consequence of the anti-symmetric and symmetric initial states p̄p and pp, respectively.
The charge asymmetry on the partonic level for the dominant qq̄ subprocess implies
that Q is preferentially emitted into the direction of q and Q̄ into the direction of
q̄. As was explained in [83, 84], in pp collisions one then finds an excess of centrally
produced Q̄, while Q dominates at large absolute rapidities. This is also what we
observe for J-PARC in figures 5.8 and 5.9. The size of AC and ∆AC for pp collisions
at J-PARC is significantly smaller than for p̄p collisions at GSI-FAIR, simply because
of the fact that for the relevant qq̄ subprocess both partons are valence quarks in p̄p,
greatly enhancing its relative contribution. When integrated over rapidity and without
any kinematical restrictions, AC and ∆AC vanish, and the total yields of charm and
anti-charm quarks are the same.
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Figure 5.12: As in figure 5.11 but now comparing the results obtained with different sets of

polarised parton densities using mc = 1.35 GeV and µf = µr =
√

2mmin
T .

5.2.4 Expectation for longitudinal spin asymmetries

Experiments usually present their spin-dependent measurements in terms of spin-
asymmetries rather than polarised cross sections. The double-spin asymmetry ALL,
defined in equation (2.49), has the advantage that many experimental uncertainties
cancel in the ratio, in particular, it is not required to determine the absolute normal-
isation of the helicity dependent cross sections. Also, theoretical uncertainties may
cancel to some extent in ALL. However, before exploiting this, one has to make sure
that pQCD is applicable in the relevant kinematical regime by comparing, for instance,
the unpolarised cross section with data.

Figure 5.11 shows the integrated double-spin asymmetry ALL as function of pmin
T at

NLO accuracy for GSI-FAIR (left panel) and J-PARC (right panel), using the GRSV
“standard” distributions and the same experimental cuts as for the underlying cross
sections shown in figures 5.4 – 5.6. As usual, the scale uncertainty is shown for three
different choices of mc, varying µ = µr = µf in the range mmin

T ≤ µ ≤ 2mmin
T . As

can be seen, there is still a significant scale ambiguity and, in case of J-PARC, also
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Figure 5.13: As in figure 5.11 but now as function of the c.m.s. rapidity y. The scales µf,r
are varied in the range mc ≤ µf = µr ≤ 2mc.

a dependence on mc. We refrain from showing LO results, but we note that because
NLO corrections tend to be larger in the unpolarised case, as discussed above, ALL is
typically reduced by a factor of about two when NLO corrections are included, which
is, therefore, absolutely necessary.

The sensitivity of ALL to different sets of polarised parton distributions is studied in
figure 5.12. As expected, the differences are small for GSI-FAIR which mainly probes
the fairly well known valence distributions. Only at large pmin

T , which corresponds to
currently unexplored momentum fractions x1,2 → 1, some differences are noticeable.
At J-PARC, expectations for ALL depend much more on the choice of spin-dependent
parton densities, in line with the observations already made in the lower panel of
figure 5.10.

Finally, in figure 5.13 we present the spin asymmetry as a function of the c.m.s.
rapidity y and integrated over transverse momentum. The behaviour of ALL for GSI-
FAIR in the upper panel for positive y is driven by the cut on the charm momentum
plab > 1 GeV. Both mass and scale uncertainties do not cancel and remain significant.

In this section, we have performed a detailed study of the physics opportunities with
open charm production at low c.m.s. energy p̄p and pp collisions at GSI-FAIR and
J-PARC, respectively, including unpolarised and polarised cross sections and charge
and spin asymmetries. All calculations are done at O(α3

s) accuracy, and theoretical
uncertainties due to the choice of scales µf,r and the charm mass mc are discussed
in detail. In general, they turn out to be significant with exception of the mass
dependence of the charge asymmetries AC and ∆AC .
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Figure 5.14: Example for an unpolarised measurement at RHIC, as presented in [189]: (a):
Invariant cross sections of electrons from charm and bottom with the result of the
FONLL calculation [57]. (b) and (c): The ratios of data points over the FONLL
prediction as a function of electron pT for charm and bottom. The shaded area
shows the uncertainty of the FONLL prediction. Note that figure 12 of reference
[88] also shows these results.

5.3 Results for hadroproduction at RHIC using the Monte
Carlo code

At RHIC polarised pp collisions as well as heavy ion collisions are studied. The po-
larised pp studies aim at constraining the gluon polarisation in the proton. For this
purpose, several types of final states are scrutinised. Current results from RHIC on
jet and pion production have been included in the DSSV analysis of polarised PDFs.
Further restrictions can come from prompt photon production and from heavy quark
production. For the latter, the expectations are presented in this thesis at the NLO
level on the basis of the current knowledge of polarised PDFs.

Here, we use our purely numerical method as it allows to include detailed acceptance
cuts.

5.3.1 Preliminaries

We now turn to a detailed phenomenological study of heavy flavour hadroproduction
in longitudinally polarised pp collisions and semi-leptonic decays of produced mesons
at RHIC. For comparison and to compute experimentally relevant double-spin asym-
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metries, defined as

ALL ≡
d∆σ
dσ

,

we also present results for the corresponding unpolarised quantities. We study the
impact of the NLO QCD corrections on the polarised and unpolarised cross sections
and quantify the theoretical uncertainties by comparing results for different choices
for the unphysical factorisation and renormalisation scales, heavy quark masses, and
parameters describing the hadronisation of the heavy quarks.

We concentrate on observables of immediate relevance for the RHIC spin programme
with collisions of longitudinally polarised protons at a c.m.s. energy of

√
S = 200 GeV.

These are single-inclusive transverse momentum distributions of electrons and muons
from semi-leptonic decays of charm and bottom quarks, and, in particular, invariant
mass spectra for two leptons observed in coincidence. Such measurements have been
already carried out in spin-averaged pp collisions at RHIC [88, 189–196] and are in-
tended to be performed with longitudinally polarised beams once sufficient statistics
has been accumulated [18, 88]. The current status of the measurement of unpolarised
cross sections and theory is presented in figure 5.14, where the experimental values are
compared to the FONLL calculation described in section 2.7.

We note that the leptons can stem from both charm and bottom quark decays which
usually cannot be separated experimentally until displaced vertex detector upgrades
have been installed. Therefore, our results always refer to the sum of charm and bottom
production, their hadronisation into D and B mesons, including c → D, b → B, and
“cascade” b → B → D contributions, and the subsequent semi-leptonic decays of
the heavy mesons into the observed leptons. We assume that electrons and muons are
detected at central and forward rapidities |ηe| ≤ 0.35 and 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2, respectively,
which corresponds to the acceptance of the PHENIX experiment [18, 189–192].

The fragmentation of the heavy quarks and the following semi-leptonic decay is mod-
elled by phenomenological functions as described in section 2.8.

We note that we do not normalise our cross sections with the appropriate branching
ratios for D → e, B → e, etc., which are all close to 10% [148]. Of course, branching
ratios drop out of experimentally relevant double-spin asymmetries (2.49).

The main motivation to study heavy flavour production with polarised beams at RHIC
is the expected sensitivity to the helicity-dependent gluon density through the tree-
level gluon-gluon fusion process, gg → QQ̄, which is known to be dominant for unpo-
larised collisions up to the largest values of the heavy quark’s transverse momentum
currently accessible at RHIC [58–60] (see also our results in section 5.3.3 below).

We will show, however, that the fractional contribution of gluon-gluon fusion to the
spin-dependent cross section depends crucially on the assumed set of polarised par-
ton densities. Our default choice is the DSSV set [30, 31], obtained in a global QCD
analysis of newer spin-dependent data, including those from RHIC on single-inclusive
pion and jet production [39, 40, 42, 44, 197–199]. Due to the smallness of ∆g(x) in
the DSSV set and its sign change near x ' 0.1 [30, 31], the qq̄ annihilation subprocess,
qq̄ → QQ̄, turns out to be the dominant mechanism for charm and bottom produc-
tion in polarised pp collisions at RHIC, contrary to expectations based on unpolarised
results. For comparison and to study the sensitivity to ∆g(x), we adopt also two alter-
native sets of spin-dependent parton densities, GRSV(std) [129] and DNS(KRE) [130],
both characterised by a positive gluon polarisation of moderate size and already used
in section 5.2. In general, the effects of gluon polarisations on double-spin asymme-
tries for leptons from heavy flavour decays calculated using results of current QCD fits
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[30, 31, 129, 130] all turn out to be small, often well below the one percent level, mak-
ing their measurement very challenging. This is in particular true for single-inclusive
lepton observables.

In the computation of the NLO unpolarised cross sections in (2.49), which proceeds
along the methods outlined in chapter 3 (for more details, see also reference [71]) we
use the NLO CTEQ6M parton densities [124] and values for the strong coupling αs.
Since the DSSV analysis [30, 31] does not provide a LO set of spin-dependent parton
distributions, our LO results always refer to the Born part of the full NLO calculation,
i.e., they are computed with NLO parton densities and values for αs. Strictly speaking
this is, of course, inconsistent as it introduces some unwanted scheme dependence into
a tree-level quantity. Nevertheless, the LO results should give a faithful estimate of
the relevance of NLO corrections. As will be demonstrated below, they turn out to be
sizable and rather different for unpolarised and polarised cross sections such that they
do not cancel in experimentally relevant double-spin asymmetries.

We take mc = 1.35 GeV and mb = 4.75 GeV as reference values for the charm and bot-
tom quark mass and vary them in the range 1.2 GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.5 GeV and 4.5 GeV ≤
mb ≤ 5.0 GeV, respectively, to estimate the resulting mass uncertainties. For the fac-
torisation and renormalisation scale we take µf = µr = ξ(m2

Q + [(pQT )2 + (pQ̄T )2]/2)1/2

as the central value with ξ = 1. As usual, the sensitivity of the cross section to miss-
ing higher order corrections is estimated by varying µf and µr simultaneously in the
range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2. Following the procedure used for unpolarised charm and bottom
production at RHIC in reference [57], we also vary µf and µr independently in the
same range of ξ and combine the ensuing uncertainty with the one stemming from
variations of mc,b in quadrature. Unless stated otherwise, we use the central values
for µf , µr, mc,b, and αc,b given above.

5.3.2 Heavy flavour cross sections and correlations

We begin our detailed numerical studies with a discussion of unpolarised and polarised
cross sections for various decay lepton distributions accessible at RHIC.

Figure 5.15 shows the single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum of electrons from
charm and bottom decays in LO and NLO accuracy, integrated over the angular accep-
tance of the PHENIX detector, i.e., |ηe| ≤ 0.35 [189–192]. Similar results are obtained
for the STAR experiment [193–195] with its larger acceptance for electrons at central
rapidities, |ηe| < 0.8, and are not discussed here in detail. Only the results for ALL
for single electrons at STAR will be presented in section 5.3.4 below. The transverse
momentum peT is limited to a region which should be accessible with luminosities envis-
aged in longitudinally polarised pp collisions at RHIC. Photon conversion, γ → e+e−,
and Dalitz decays, π0 → γe+e−, are the dominant sources of electron background for
such measurements and may require an additional cut peT > 1 GeV [189–195]. Recall
that the branching ratios of about 10% are not included in the cross sections shown
in figure 5.15.

The solid lines are obtained with the default values of the heavy quark masses, scales,
parameters, and parton densities stated in the previous subsection. The shaded bands
indicate the theoretical uncertainty from varying the factorisation and renormalisation
scale simultaneously in the range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2 discussed above. Note that the LO
results are rescaled by a factor of 0.1, and all polarised cross sections are multiplied
by −1 to display them on a logarithmic scale. The bottom panel of figure 5.15 gives
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Figure 5.15: Scale dependence of the single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum of elec-
trons from heavy quark decays at central rapidities |ηe| ≤ 0.35 in unpolarised
(upper panel) and polarised (middle panel) pp collisions at RHIC. All scales are

varied simultaneously, i.e., µf = µr = ξ(m2
Q+[(pQT )2 +(pQ̄T )2]/2)1/2, in the range

1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2 (shaded bands). The solid lines correspond to the default choice
ξ = 1. Note that the LO results are rescaled by a factor 0.1, and all polarised
cross sections are multiplied by −1. The lower panel shows the ratio of NLO to
LO polarised and unpolarised cross sections (K-factor).

the resulting unpolarised and polarised “K-factors”, defined as usual by the ratio

K ≡ d[∆]σNLO

d[∆]σLO
. (5.1)

One notices that the NLO corrections are sizable in the unpolarised case, K ' 3, but
moderate for polarised pp collisions, except for the region peT & 5 GeV, where the cross
section starts to develop a node and perturbative corrections are artificially enhanced.

Less pronounced NLO corrections for polarised cross sections are a rather generic
feature and have been observed already for other hadronic processes such as single-
inclusive pion [131, 200] and jet [132] production. To some extent this behaviour can
be traced back to the less singular scale evolution of polarised parton densities at small
momentum fractions x [120, 121, 201], such that the partonic threshold region, which is
the source of large logarithmic corrections associated with the emission of soft gluons,
is less emphasised in the convolution (2.25) than in the unpolarised case. Specifically
for heavy flavour production, it was noticed in [73] that large NLO corrections to the
gluon-gluon fusion process related to amplitudes with a gluon exchange in the t-channel
are independent of the helicities of the interacting gluons and hence do not contribute
to the polarised cross section. Substantially different K-factors for unpolarised and
polarised cross sections immediately imply that Born level estimates for double-spin
asymmetries (2.49) can serve only as very rough estimates but are insufficient for
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Figure 5.16: Same as in figure 5.15 but for the single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum
of muons from heavy quark decays at forward rapidities 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2.

any quantitative analysis such as a global QCD extraction of spin-dependent parton
densities.

As can be inferred from figure 5.15, theoretical ambiguities due to the choice of µr
and µf in (2.36) are reduced in the polarised but not in the unpolarised case. Along
with the observation of large QCD corrections, this indicates the need for next-to-
next-to-leading order corrections for the unpolarised cross section to better control
the dependence on µf and µr. We note that substantial progress in this direction has
been made recently [62–70], mainly to allow for precision studies of the large amount
of top quarks (expected to be) produced at the CERN-LHC. In addition, fixed order
calculations need to be amended by all-order resummations if ln pQT /mQ becomes large.
This was achieved in [78, 79, 81] and described in a nutshell in section 2.7, but is not
really relevant for our discussions here since we are mainly interested in the region
where pQT ∼ mQ. We postpone a discussion of theoretical uncertainties due to the
choice of mQ and αQ in equation (2.50), as well as the effect of varying µr and µf
independently, until the end of this subsection.

The single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum of muons from heavy quark de-
cays is shown in figure 5.16 in LO and NLO accuracy. The pseudorapidity ηµ of the
muon is integrated in the range 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2 corresponding to the angular accep-
tance of the PHENIX experiment. All observations made in figure 5.15 regarding the
relevance of NLO corrections, the behaviour of the K-factor, and the dependence on
µf,r apply also here. The polarised K-factor stays even closer to one than in figure 5.15
as d∆σ/dpµT develops no node in the pµT range shown.

Glancing at the relative sizes of the unpolarised and polarised single-inclusive trans-
verse momentum spectra for electrons and muons shown in figure 5.15 and 5.16, re-
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Figure 5.17: Same as in figure 5.15 but for the invariant mass spectrum of electron-muon cor-
relations from heavy quark decays. Electrons are detected at central rapidities,
|ηe| ≤ 0.35, and muons are detected at forward rapidities, 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2. The
transverse momenta of both electrons and muons are required to be larger than
1 GeV.

spectively, it becomes immediately obvious that the corresponding double-spin asym-
metries AeLL and AµLL, which we turn to in subsection 5.3.4, are very small if the
up-to-date DSSV parton densities [30, 31] are used. Expected asymmetries of the or-
der of a few tenths of a percent are extremely challenging experimentally as systematic
uncertainties, like the one from the determination of the relative beam luminosities
at RHIC, are of similar size [202]. At higher pe,µT , where double-spin asymmetries
are largest, the single-inclusive cross sections in figures 5.15 and 5.16 have dropped
already by several orders of magnitude from their peak values, and measurements
require substantial integrated luminosities.

More promising appear to be observables where both the heavy quark and the heavy
antiquark decay semi-leptonically and both leptons are observed in coincidence. This
is also where our numerical phase space integration and the flexible Monte Carlo code
for polarised heavy flavour hadroproduction introduced in chapter 3 become truly
essential. Particle correlations are hard, and often impossible, to compute at NLO
with largely analytical methods, see, e.g., [203].

Figure 5.17 shows our results for the invariant mass spectrum of electron-muon corre-
lations from semi-leptonic decays of D and B mesons within the angular acceptance of
the PHENIX detector, i.e., |ηe| ≤ 0.35 and 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2. The invariant mass of two
particles a and b is generally defined as mab =

√
(pa + pb)µ(pa + pb)µ. In addition, we

require a minimum transverse momentum for both leptons of 1 GeV as required also
by experiment. As in figures 5.15 and 5.16, results shown as solid lines are obtained
with the default choice of parameters. Again, shaded bands indicate the theoretical
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Figure 5.18: Same as in figure 5.15 but for the invariant mass spectrum of muon-muon corre-
lations from heavy quark decays. Both muons are detected at forward rapidities,
1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2, but in different hemispheres. The transverse momentum of
each muon is required to be larger than 1 GeV.

uncertainty from varying the factorisation and renormalisation scales simultaneously
in the range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2.

The K-factor, shown in the lower panel of figure 5.17, is smaller than the ones found
for the single-inclusive observables in figures 5.15 and 5.16 in the unpolarised case.
Still, NLO corrections differ considerably for the unpolarised and polarised invariant
mass spectra. Again, the corrections are such that the corresponding double-spin
asymmetry is reduced at NLO accuracy. The scale uncertainty is significantly smaller
for the spin-dependent cross section with NLO corrections included. The improvement
in the helicity-averaged case is much less pronounced.

Compared to the single-inclusive results in figures 5.15 and 5.16, the cross sections
obtained for the electron-muon invariant mass spectrum are smaller but d(∆)σ/dmeµ

drops much less with increasing meµ than d(∆)σ/dpeµT with increasing peT or pµT , which
makes measurements of AeµLL at comparatively large values of meµ feasible. We do
not consider here correlations with back-to-back electrons at central rapidities since
electron-muon correlations are phenomenologically more interesting due to their asym-
metric kinematics with respect to rapidity, probing the interacting partons at different
momentum fractions x as will be demonstrated below.

The corresponding invariant mass spectrum for two muons from D and B meson decays
observed in coincidence is shown in figure 5.18. Both muons are required to have
1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2 and pµT > 1 GeV, with one muon detected at forward (positive) and
one muon detected at backward (negative) pseudorapidities. Again, the cross sections
d[∆]σ decrease rather slowly with increasing invariant mass mµµ. This observable is
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Figure 5.19: Scale and mass uncertainties for the polarised invariant mass spectrum of
electron-muon correlations at NLO accuracy, using the same cuts as in fig-
ure 5.17. The upper and lower panel shows the contribution from cc̄ and bb̄
decays, respectively, multiplied by −1. The dashed lines indicate the range of
uncertainties for µf = µr, 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2, and central values of mc,b as in fig-
ure 5.17. The solid curves are for ξ = 1. The effect of varying µf and µr
independently in the same range of ξ for fixed mc = 1.35 GeV, mb = 4.75 GeV
and for 1.35 GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.5 GeV, 4.5 GeV ≤ mb ≤ 5.0 GeV is illustrated by
hatched and solid bands, respectively. In the latter case, scale and mass uncer-
tainties are combined in quadrature (see text).

very demanding in terms of required Monte Carlo statistics as can be seen by the
still fairly pronounced fluctuations, most noticeable in the unpolarised K-factor. The
general trend and features of the cross sections are, however, reliable. As before, NLO
corrections are more significant in the unpolarised case, where K ' 2. Unfortunately,
the reduction of the theoretical ambiguities related to the choice of µf,r is only marginal
at NLO.

We now turn to a more detailed discussion of theoretical uncertainties for the ob-
servables discussed in this section, taking the phenomenologically interesting invariant
mass spectrum for electron-muon correlations presented in figure 5.17 as an example.
Qualitatively very similar results are obtained for the other cross sections given in
figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.18 and hence not shown here.

The impact of varying µf and µr independently is shown in figure 5.19 for the electron-
muon invariant mass spectrum in polarised pp collisions at NLO accuracy. Since we are
also interested in variations of mc,b, the contribution from cc̄ and bb̄ decays are shown
in separate panels and add up to −d∆σ/dmeµ discussed in figure 5.17. Following refer-
ence [57], we compute our results for seven different settings of scales µf,r = ξf,r(m2

Q+

[(pQT )2 + (pQ̄T )2]/2)1/2, using (ξf , ξr) = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (1/2, 1/2), (1, 1/2), (2, 1), (1/2, 1),
(1, 2)} and keepingmQ fixed to their central valuesmc = 1.35 GeV andmb = 4.75 GeV.
The envelope of all resulting curves defines the scale uncertainty and is shown as
hatched bands in figure 5.19. For comparison, the dashed lines indicate the range of
uncertainties for the standard choice µf = µr used in figure 5.17. As can be seen,
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taking µf 6= µr does not significantly enlarge the scale ambiguities for the polarised
cross section, in particular, for the contribution from bottom quarks shown in the
lower panel.

The solid bands in figure 5.19 take also variations of mc and mb into account. The
recipe we follow here is again similar to the one used for estimating theoretical uncer-
tainties for unpolarised heavy flavour production [57, 147]. In practise, we add scale
and mass uncertainties in quadrature, and the envelope of all results is defined by
C + [(M+

µ − C)2 + (M+
mQ − C)2]1/2 and C − [(C −M−µ )2 + (C −M−mQ)2]1/2. Here,

C denotes the results obtained for central values of scales and masses. M+
µ (M−µ ) are

the maximum (minimum) cross sections computed for µf 6= µr, mc = 1.35 GeV, and
mb = 4.75 GeV, as depicted by the hatched bands. Correspondingly, M+

mQ (M−mQ)
denote the maximum (minimum) cross sections for ξf,r = 1 and varying mc and mb

in the range 1.35 GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.5 GeV and 4.5 GeV ≤ mb ≤ 5.0 GeV, respectively. In
general, the combined uncertainties are much smaller for bb̄ than for cc̄ production and
decays, which is not too surprising. In both cases, variations of mQ add noticeably to
the theoretical uncertainties.
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Figure 5.20: Dependence of the polarised (solid lines) and unpolarised (dashed lines) invari-
ant mass spectra for electron-muon correlations at NLO accuracy on the choice
of fragmentation parameters αc (upper panel) and αb (lower panel) defined in
equation (2.50). Displayed are the relative deviations for cc̄ and bb̄ decays using
αc = 3, 7 and αb = 10, 20 with respect to the cross sections obtained for our
default values αc = 5 and αb = 15 [56], respectively. µf , µr, and heavy quark
masses are taken at their central values, and the same experimental cuts as in
figure 5.17 are adopted.

The dependence of the cross sections on the choice of αQ in the non-perturbative
function DQ→HQ(z) describing the hadronisation of the heavy quarks into D and B
mesons, see equation (2.50), is illustrated in figure 5.20. Again, we take the invariant
mass spectrum for electron-muon correlations as a representative example. We vary
αc and αb in the range [56] 3 ≤ αc ≤ 7 and 10 ≤ αb ≤ 20, respectively, and show
the impact on the invariant mass spectrum as relative uncertainty with respect to the
results obtained for the central values αc = 5 and αb = 15 used in figure 5.17.
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It turns out that polarised and unpolarised invariant mass spectra are affected very
much in the same way by variations of αc,b. For charm production and taking 3 ≤ αc ≤
7, it roughly amounts to a shift in the normalisation of the cross sections by ± 20÷30%.
The impact of varying αb on the contribution to d[∆]σ/dmeµ from bottom decays is
significantly smaller, up to about ± 10% deviations from the results for αb = 15,
but is less uniform with meµ. These observations have the important implication
that theoretical uncertainties associated with the actual choice of αc,b drop out to
a large extent for experimentally relevant double spin asymmetries ALL discussed in
section 5.3.4 below.

5.3.3 Subprocess, charm, and bottom fractions
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Figure 5.21: Fractional amount of different partonic subprocesses at NLO accuracy (left col-
umn) and of charm, bottom, and cascade (b → c) decays (right column) con-
tributing to the single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum of electrons
shown in figure 5.15. Results are shown for unpolarised (upper row) and po-
larised (middle and lower rows) pp collisions at RHIC using the CTEQ6 [124],
DSSV [30, 31], and GRSV [129] set of parton densities, respectively.

We now take a detailed look at the fractional contributions of the different partonic
hard scattering processes to the cross sections shown in figures 5.15 – 5.18. This will
help to understand the dependence of the double-spin asymmetries on different sets
of polarised parton densities, to be discussed in the next subsection. Since charm and
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bottom decays both contribute to the lepton spectra, we additionally present their
fractional contributions. This includes also the “cascade” decay b→ c→ e, µ which is
modelled following the procedure discussed in [57]. It is found to be negligible for all
observables we are interested in.

The left-hand-side of figure 5.21 shows the contributions of the three different subpro-
cesses at NLO accuracy, with gg, qq̄, and qg initial-states, to the single-inclusive decay
electron spectra shown in figure 5.15. In the unpolarised case (upper panel), gluon-
gluon fusion is the by far dominant subprocess for heavy flavour production at RHIC
energies, with qq̄ annihilation becoming somewhat more relevant at larger values of
transverse momentum peT . Interestingly enough, the genuine NLO, i.e., αs suppressed,
qg scattering process also contributes very significantly at larger peT , even exceeding
the qq̄ annihilation cross section. This observation can be linked to the abundance of
gluons at all momentum fractions x [124], such that the partonic flux relevant for qg
scattering, i.e., q(x1, µf )g(x2, µf ), is much larger than the corresponding flux for qq̄
annihilation, in particular, at the medium-to-large momentum fractions x1,2 relevant
for RHIC. This compensates for the O(αs) suppression in the qg hard scattering chan-
nel. In pp̄ scattering, e.g., at the TeVatron, where antiquarks are “valence” quarks in
the antiproton beam, this is different, and the qq̄ flux is much enhanced. A similar
observation concerning the relevance of the qq̄ annihilation channel was made also for
fixed-target experiments in section 5.2, where it is expected to contribute very signif-
icantly to charm hadroproduction in proposed pp̄ collisions at the GSI-FAIR facility,
but not in pp scattering of similar c.m.s. energy planned at J-PARC.

In general, the situation is much more involved in the polarised case, where both
hard scattering cross sections and parton densities are not positive definite and can
contribute with either sign, depending on the kinematics relevant for a particular
process. In the vicinity of nodes, large cancellations are to be expected. As we shall
demonstrate below, depending on the chosen set of polarised parton densities, the
subprocess fractions can differ considerably from each other and from gluon-gluon
fusion dominance found in the unpolarised case.

The middle panel of figure 5.21 shows our results for the polarised subprocess frac-
tions obtained with the DSSV set [30, 31], our default choice of parton densities used
in figures 5.15 – 5.18. At small peT , the cross section is entirely dominated by qq̄ annihi-
lation, contrary to the unpolarised case. Towards larger peT , both gg and qg processes
contribute significantly but with opposite sign, leading to strong cancellations. This
happens, however, in a kinematic region close to a sign change of the cross section at
peT ' 7 GeV.

A rather different pattern of fractional subprocess contributions can be found in the
bottom panel of figure 5.21, where the GRSV(std) [129] parton densities were used.
Note that the cross section has a sign change now already near peT = 2 GeV, which
explains the complicated behaviour of the ratios in this region and makes it very
awkward to display them properly. Like in the unpolarised case, gluon-gluon fusion
is the most important contribution to the cross section. At larger peT , qq̄ and qg
subprocesses become more relevant, both contributing with the opposite sign compared
to gg scattering, leading again to fairly significant cancellations.

The gross features of the results in figure 5.21 obtained with DSSV and GRSV parton
densities can be readily understood by comparing the size and sign of the individual
quark, antiquark, and gluon densities in both sets, see, e.g., figure 2.4 in section 2.5.
Since the decay electrons stem from heavy (anti)quarks produced at central rapidities,
the interacting partons have very similar momentum fractions, i.e., x1 ' x2. Therefore,
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Figure 5.22: Same as in figure 5.21 but now for the single-inclusive transverse momentum
spectrum of muons shown in figure 5.16.

∆g(x1)∆g(x2) > 0, irrespective of the node in the DSSV gluon distribution, and the
sign of the gg contribution follows the sign of the hard scattering cross section, which
changes from positive at small pT to negative at larger pT values.

Due to helicity conservation, d∆σ̂qq̄ = −dσ̂qq̄ < 0 [73], the sign of the qq̄ contribu-
tion depends on the individual parton densities for each quark and antiquark flavour.
All sets of polarised parton densities have ∆u(x) > 0 and ∆d(x) < 0, resembling
the features of the naive quark model. The GRSV(std) set [129] assumes an SU(3)
symmetric sea, with all antiquark polarisations being negative, such that for the dom-
inant u-quarks one has ∆u(x1)∆ū(x2) < 0, resulting in a net positive contribution
to the cross section. This is exactly the opposite in the DSSV set [30, 31], where
∆u(x1)∆ū(x2) > 0, unless x2 gets very large. The genuine NLO qg subprocess cross
section, as well as the sum of all quark and antiquark polarisations, ∆Σ =

∑
q[∆q+∆q̄],

are both positive, such that the sign of the qg contribution depends on the sign of
∆g(x) in the relevant region of x, which turns out to be positive for both GRSV(std)
and DSSV. Overall, the fractional contributions of the individual subprocesses to the
single-inclusive decay electron spectrum are essentially controlled by the modulus of
the polarised gluon density, |∆g(x)|, which is much larger for the GRSV(std) set, i.e.,
|∆g(x)|GRSV � |∆g(x)|DSSV . The bigger the gluon density, the closer the result is to
what we have found in the unpolarised case. It turns out that even for the moderate
gluon polarisation of the GRSV(std) set, the gluon-gluon channel prevails for all peT
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Figure 5.23: Same as in figure 5.21 but now for the invariant mass spectrum of electron-muon
correlations shown in figure 5.17.

values shown in figure 5.21.

The right-hand-side of figure 5.21 shows the fractional contributions of the charm,
bottom, and “cascade” b → c decays to the single-inclusive transverse momentum
spectrum of electrons. For peT . 2 GeV, almost all electrons originate from charm
decays, but above the bottom contribution catches up, yielding about 25% at peT =
6 GeV in the unpolarised case shown in the upper panel of figure 5.21. Eventually, at
somewhat larger values of peT , it becomes dominant, as was shown in [57].

As for the subprocess fractions, the corresponding results in the polarised case depend
on the choice of parton densities, and cancellations and possible sign changes of the
individual hard scattering subprocesses d∆σ̂ab further complicate their interpretation.
The only feature common to both the unpolarised and the polarised inclusive electron
spectra is the smallness of the b → c → e cascade decay contribution. The results
obtained with the DSSV set (middle panel) show a very sizable bottom contribution,
exceeding the c → e decay above peT ' 4 GeV. However, this is due to a sign change
of the c → e cross section at peT ' 7 GeV, and above, c → e and b → e contribute on
equal footing. Choosing the GRSV(std) distributions instead (lower panel), both the
c → e and the b → e cross sections change from positive to negative at 2 and 4 GeV,
respectively, with b→ e starting to be the dominant contribution above peT ∼ 6 GeV.

The fractional contributions of the different partonic hard scattering processes (left-
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Figure 5.24: Same as in figure 5.23 but now for the invariant mass spectrum of muon-muon
correlations shown in figure 5.18.

hand-side) and heavy flavour decays (right-hand-side) to the single-inclusive muon
cross section shown in figure 5.16 are given in figure 5.22. The results are qualitatively
very similar to the ones depicted in figure 5.21 and discussed above. Again, the
polarised subprocess fractions very much depend on the choice of parton densities,
and the interpretation is obscured by sign changes and large cancellations among the
different contributions. Compared to the single-inclusive electron spectrum at central
rapidities, bottom decays contribute less to the muon transverse momentum spectrum
at 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2, even up to pµT = 10 GeV. Its contribution is rather flat with
respect to pµT and amounts to about 40% (20%) in the (un)polarised case.

Corresponding results for the electron-muon and muon-muon invariant mass distribu-
tions, shown in figures 5.17 and 5.18, can be found in figures 5.23 and 5.24, respectively.
As before, subprocess fractions can be found on the left-hand-side and contributions
from different heavy flavour decays on the right-hand-side of the plots. Note that in
all panels of figures 5.23 and 5.24, the bin corresponding to the smallest invariant mass
only has a small number of entries due to the cuts pe,µT > 1 GeV, and the numerical
results for that bin should be taken with caution. In general, cancellations among
different subprocesses are less pronounced than in figures 5.21 and 5.22, except for
small invariant masses, say, below 4 GeV, where a sign change in the polarised cross
section occurs.

As compared to single-inclusive decay lepton observables, gluon-gluon fusion is even
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Figure 5.25: Double-spin asymmetry of the heavy flavour electron production. The red error
bands represent scaling systematic uncertainties from the dilution factor and the
blue error bands represent offset systematic uncertainties from relative luminosity
and the background spin asymmetry. Figure taken from [88].

more dominant for electron-muon and muon-muon correlations, with both qq̄ and qg
subprocesses being negligible in the unpolarised case (upper row). This is also the case
for the polarised cross section if the GRSV (std) parton distribution is chosen. For the
DSSV set, qq̄ annihilation remains dominant for electron-muon correlations, but gluon-
gluon fusion contributes significantly to muon-muon correlations for mµµ & 10 GeV.
As will be shown in the next subsection, back-to-back muon-muon correlations with
1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2 probe on average fairly large momentum fractions, 〈x〉 & 0.1, where
the DSSV ∆g(x) is positive and larger than the sea quark polarisations, such that
d∆σ̂gg > d∆σ̂qq̄. Since the DSSV ∆ū(x) turns negative at large x, there are additional
cancellations among the different quark flavours in the qq̄ annihilation channel, as
∆u(x1)∆ū(x2) < 0 and ∆d(x1)∆d̄(x2) > 0.

As in figures 5.21 and 5.22, the contribution from the cascade b → c → e, µ decay
is found to be negligible for lepton-lepton correlations. In particular, the muons in
back-to-back correlations originate mainly from charm decays, as can be seen on the
right-hand-side of figure 5.24. At the same invariant lepton-lepton mass, bottom quark
decays contribute more significantly to electron-muon correlations than to muon-muon
correlations for meµ,mµµ > 5 GeV.

5.3.4 Double-spin asymmetries

The quantities of actual interest in experiments exploiting polarised beams and targets
are the double-spin asymmetries

ALL ≡
d∆σ
dσ

defined in (2.49). Experimental normalisation uncertainties conveniently cancel to a
large extent in the ratio (2.49). In general, this does not happen for higher order QCD
corrections or the various sources of theoretical ambiguities as we shall demonstrate
below. Nevertheless, it is often erroneously assumed that LO estimates for ALL give
faithful results which can be used in quantitative QCD analyses.
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Figure 5.26: Experimental status in the determination of ALL at RHIC. Double spin asym-

metry ALL for µ− from heavy flavour decay as a function of pT from p+ p runs
in 2005 and 2006, with averaged polarisation 50 % and 60 %, respectively. Taken
from [18].
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Figure 5.27: Double-spin asymmetry AeLL for single-inclusive electrons from charm and bot-
tom decays at RHIC, computed at NLO accuracy for three different sets of
polarised parton densities: DSSV [30, 31] (solid line), GRSV(std) [129] (dashed
line), and DNS(KRE) [130] (dot-dashed line). Electrons are restricted to central
rapidities |ηe| ≤ 0.35.

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 give the current status of the determination of double spin
asymmetries in single-inclusive processes at RHIC. The error bars are still large. In the
following, we will show that we expect only very low values of ALL. As a consequence,
it is unfortunately presently still not possible to constrain ∆g from our calculations
below, as our predictions for all used PDF sets are smaller than the errors of the
experimental results.

We start, however, by giving expectations for various double-spin asymmetries at NLO
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Figure 5.28: Expectation for ALL at STAR. Double-spin asymmetry AeLL for single-inclusive
electrons from charm and bottom decays at RHIC, computed at NLO accuracy
for three different sets of polarised parton densities: DSSV [30, 31] (solid line),
GRSV(std) [129] (dashed line), and DNS(KRE) [130] (dot-dashed line). Elec-
trons are restricted to central rapidities |ηe| ≤ 0.8.

accuracy in figures 5.27 – 5.31, based on the polarised and unpolarised cross sections
for decay lepton transverse momentum and invariant mass distributions, presented
in figures 5.15 – 5.18. Apart from our default choice of DSSV polarised parton den-
sities [30, 31], which leads to very small asymmetries throughout, we adopt again
also two alternative sets, GRSV(std) [129] and DNS(KRE) [130], both, unlike DSSV,
characterised by a positive gluon polarisation of moderate size and an almost SU(3)
symmetric sea. We refrain from using outdated models with a large, but strongly
disfavoured gluon polarisation in the x range already probed by RHIC pp and fixed
target data [20, 39, 40, 42, 44, 48–50, 197–199, 204].

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 present our results for the kinematics of the PHENIX and the
STAR detector, respectively. With the exception of the double-spin asymmetry AeLL
for single-inclusive electrons from charm and bottom decays shown in figures 5.27
and 5.28, differences in the results obtained with GRSV(std) and DNS(KRE) parton
distributions are readily explained by the slightly larger ∆g(x) in the GRSV set. For
AeLL the results based on the DNS(KRE) set are strongly affected by cancellations
between the gg subprocess on the one hand, and the qq̄, qg processes on the other hand,
leading to an essentially zero spin asymmetry in the peT range shown. Cancellations
among the different subprocesses contributing with different sign are less pronounced
for the GRSV set, see the lower left panel of figure 5.21, due to a significantly less
negative ∆ū density at x ' 0.1. Cancellations in conjunction with the smallness of
AeLL for all peT make this observable not really suited for studies of the nucleon’s spin
structure.

The double-spin asymmetry AµLL for single-inclusive decay muons at 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2,
presented in figure 5.29, shows a much better correlation of the size of ∆g(x) and AµLL.
As was demonstrated in figure 5.22, cancellations among the different subprocesses
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Figure 5.29: Same as in figure 5.27 but for the single-inclusive muon spectrum at forward
rapidities 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2.
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Figure 5.30: Same as in figure 5.27 but for the invariant mass spectrum for electron-muon
correlations. Electrons and muons are restricted to |ηe| ≤ 0.35 and 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤
2.2, respectively. In addition, we demand peT ≥ 1 GeV.

are less pronounced than for AeLL. For the same value of transverse momentum,
the obtained spin asymmetries are about a factor of two larger for AµLL(pµT ) than
for AeLL(peT ) but still significantly smaller than in projections based on very large
positive, but outdated gluon polarisation like GRSV(max) [129], see, e.g., figure 3 in
reference [18]. Nevertheless, with sufficient statistics accumulated, spin asymmetries
of O(0.5%) should be measurable.

The best suited observables related to heavy flavour hadroproduction in longitudinally
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Figure 5.31: Same as in figure 5.27 but for the invariant mass spectrum for muon-muon cor-
relations. The muons are restricted to forward rapidities 1.2 ≤ |ηµ| ≤ 2.2 and
have to be in opposite hemispheres. In addition, we demand pµT ≥ 1 GeV.

polarised pp collisions at RHIC are double spin asymmetries for invariant mass spectra
of electron-muon and muon-muon correlations shown in figures 5.30 and 5.31, respec-
tively. At small invariant mass, the corresponding cross sections are smaller than for
single-inclusive transverse momentum distributions at similar values of pe,µT , but fall off
much more slowly with increasing invariant mass, cf. figures 5.15 – 5.18. This should
allow for measurements of AeµLL and AµµLL up to meµ,µµ = 10 ÷ 15 GeV where spin
asymmetries can be up to the 1÷ 2 % level for the GRSV(std) and DNS(KRE) parton
densities. In addition, the size of Aeµ,µµLL and ∆g(x) in the relevant range of momentum
fractions x, see below, are nicely correlated. In the absence of shifted vertex detectors
at the RHIC experiments, AµµLL is the observable with the cleanest sample of charm
decays for all mµµ shown in figure 5.31 and irrespective of the set of polarised parton
densities used in the calculations, cf. figure 5.24.

Figure 5.32 clearly illustrates the inadequacy of computing double-spin asymmetries
with LO estimates of heavy flavour cross sections. Depicted is the K-factor, i.e.,
ALL(NLO)/ALL(LO), for all double-spin asymmetries presented in figures 5.27 – 5.31,
computed in each case using the DSSV polarised and CTEQ6 unpolarised parton
densities. Other sets of polarised parton densities yield qualitatively very similar
results. On average, LO estimates for ALL are about a factor of two larger than
corresponding calculations at NLO accuracy and depend, in case of the single-inclusive
observables AeLL and AµLL, strongly on pe,µT . This reflects the difference of K-factors for
the polarised and unpolarised cross sections found in figures 5.15 – 5.18 and invalidates
any approximation based on constant K-factors or the idea that higher order QCD
corrections cancel in ALL.

As was already illustrated in figure 5.20, theoretical uncertainties associated with
the actual choice of the parameters αc,b in the non-perturbative function DQ→HQ(z)
given in equation (2.50) cancel to a large extent in double-spin asymmetries. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case for ambiguities related to the choice of scales µf,r.
As a representative example, we show in figure 5.33 the dependence of the double-
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Figure 5.32: Impact of NLO QCD corrections on the double-spin asymmetries shown in fig-
ures 5.27 – 5.31. Depicted is the K-factor, i.e., ALL(NLO)/ALL(LO), computed
in each case using the DSSV polarised and CTEQ6 unpolarised parton densities.

spin asymmetry AeµLL for electron-muon correlations on variations of µf,r. The shaded
band in the upper panel of figure 5.33 illustrates the uncertainty on AeµLL if µf = µr =
ξ(m2

Q + [(pQT )2 + (pQ̄T )2]/2)1/2 are varied simultaneously in the range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2. The
lower panel gives the relative deviation of AeµLL for ξ = 1/2, 2 with respect to the result
obtained for our default value ξ = 1. The scale uncertainties are quite substantial and
not uniform with the invariant mass meµ. Nevertheless, the asymmetries obtained
with the DSSV parton densities are still much smaller than for sets with larger gluon
polarisations, like DNS(KRE) or GRSV(std), as can be inferred by comparison with
the results given in figure 5.30.

As we have discussed in section 5.3.2, the dependence of unpolarised heavy flavour
cross sections on variations of µf,r is in general more pronounced than in the polarised
case, see figure 5.17 for electron-muon correlations. This can cause sizable ambiguities
also for ratios of cross sections, like double-spin asymmetries. Qualitatively similar
effects as in figure 5.33 are found for the other double-spin asymmetries discussed in
this subsection. We refrain from varying µf and µr independently, which increases the
uncertainties only slightly for the specific observables and kinematics we are interested
in, cf. figure 5.19. We proceed likewise for variations of the heavy quark masses mc,b,
which, in principle, need to be considered as well, see figure 5.19.

Finally, we estimate the range of momentum fractions x at which the (un)polarised
parton densities in equation (2.25) are predominantly probed for the different single-
inclusive and lepton-lepton correlation observables discussed in this section. Fig-
ure 5.34 shows the corresponding cross sections differential in x. In each case, we have
integrated over the angular acceptance for detecting electrons and/or muons with the
PHENIX experiment at RHIC as well as all transverse momenta of the decay leptons.
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Figure 5.33: Impact of variations of the scales µf = µr = ξ(m2
Q+[(pQT )2 +(pQ̄T )2]/2)1/2 on the

double-spin asymmetry AeµLL for electron-muon correlations at NLO accuracy.
The upper panel shows AeµLL computed with the DSSV parton densities for ξ = 1
(solid line) and in the range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2 (shaded band). The lower panel gives
the relative deviation of AeµLL for ξ = 1/2, 2 with respect to the result obtained
for our default value ξ = 1.

As before, an additional cut pe,µT > 1 GeV is imposed for lepton-lepton correlations.
All x distributions are normalised to the respective integrated cross section (∆)σint.

Since small transverse momenta probe also the smallest possible x values, figure 5.34
gives a rough idea of the lowest possible momentum fractions accessible in heavy quark
hadroproduction at RHIC with a c.m.s. energy of

√
S = 200 GeV. As can be seen,

single-inclusive observables, shown in the panels on the left, receive contributions from
x values as low as 10−3, but the majority of events has 〈x〉 ' 0.01. Both, electron-
muon and muon-muon correlations, displayed on the right-hand-side of figure 5.34,
probe on average larger values of x. In particular, the latter observable can be used to
study parton densities at 〈x〉 ' 0.1 or higher. The entire suite of possible observables
related to heavy flavour hadroproduction at RHIC can cover a wide range in x and
has the potential to provide new information on the spin structure of the nucleon and
the application of perturbative QCD in polarised hard scattering processes.

However, heavy flavour production at RHIC cannot compete with the statistical pre-
cision achievable for more abundant probes of the nucleon’s spin structure, like pions
and jets [39, 40, 42, 44, 197–199], which are already used in global fits [30, 31]. Nev-
ertheless, measurements of double-spin asymmetries related to heavy flavour produc-
tion will be crucial for further testing and establishing the all important concept of
factorisation and universality for helicity-dependent scattering processes and parton
densities, respectively. The underlying dynamics of the partonic scattering processes,
i.e., gg → QQ̄ and qq̄ → QQ̄, is significantly different from the multitude of QCD
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Figure 5.34: Typical range of momentum fractions x at which the parton densities in equa-
tion (2.25) are probed for the integrated unpolarised (upper row) and polarised
(lower row) cross sections for leptons from heavy flavour decays at RHIC shown
in figures 5.15 – 5.18. The left panels show the results for the single-inclusive
electron (solid lines) and muon (dashed lines) cross sections. Results for the
electron-muon (dashed lines) and muon-muon (solid lines) correlations are pre-
sented in the right panels.

processes driving the production of light hadrons [131, 200] or jets [132].

5.4 Results for photoproduction using the Monte Carlo
code

Having described studies for hadroproduction in detail in the previous section, we turn
now to photoproduction of heavy quarks.

As described in chapters 2 and 4, photoproduction cross sections are composed of
the direct part and the resolved part. In the direct part, the gluon enters at lead-
ing order directly via the only subprocess, photon-gluon fusion. The subprocess of
photon-(anti)quark fusion, which first contributes at NLO, attains usually only a small
subprocess fraction at NLO, see below. As a consequence, the direct part is largely in-
fluenced by the parton distribution function of the gluon. In kinematic regions, where
the resolved part is small, e.g., at COMPASS energies, the photoproduction of heavy
quarks is, therefore, very sensitive to ∆g.

As discussed in section 4.2, the matrix elements for the resolved part are the same as
for hadroproduction and can be taken from there.
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Figure 5.35: Predictions for the double-spin asymmetry for D meson photoproduction at
COMPASS at NLO accuracy for three different sets of helicity PDFs and in
three bins of ED compared to data. Note that in the bottom panel one of the
data points is outside the range shown for ALL. The points with the error bars
represent the experimental values of the COMPASS collaboration.

5.4.1 Results for COMPASS

The COMPASS experiment situated at the CERN scatters a variable energy muon
beam with 〈Eµ〉 = 160 GeV off a fixed target. Until 2006 this was a 6LiD solid state
target, which was changed in 2007 to a NH3 gas target. We focus on the first case,
where the deuterium acted as the scattering partner of the muon. The resulting centre-
of-mass energy is

√
S ≈ 18 GeV. The spectrometer has an opening angle of 180 mrad.

COMPASS detects the charm quark by hadronic decay channels of the produced D
mesons into kaons and pions.

The COMPASS collaboration has done a leading order analysis, see, e.g. [205, 206] for
details, itself and published the results thereof in [20] and [21]; in the latter, they have
for the first time also published their results for the asymmetries on the level of the D
meson. Details of a NLO analysis, which uses some additional assumptions and was
performed by the COMPASS collaboration itself, can be found in [51, 207, 208]. In
this thesis we will present our results at NLO without these additional assumptions.
As the COMPASS experiment reconstructs the D mesons via their decay channels,
we convolute our partonic results with a fragmentation function for heavy quarks. As
in the charm case for RHIC, see section 5.3 above, we take again the Kartvelishvili-
Likhoded-Petrov form introduced in section 2.8 [54],

DQ→HQ(z) = NQz
αQ(1− z) , (5.2)
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Figure 5.36: Scale dependence of the single-inclusive transverse momentum spectrum of D
mesons at NLO with ED < 30 GeV for the dominant direct photon contribu-
tion in unpolarised (left-hand side) and polarised (right-hand side) muon-
deuterium collisions at COMPASS kinematics; see text. Factorisation and renor-
malisation scales are varied simultaneously in the range µ = ξ(p2

T +m2
c)

1/2, 1/2 ≤
ξ ≤ 2; the solid line refers to ξ = 1. In both panels, the dashed line shows the
result for the sum of direct and resolved photon cross sections for ξ = 1.

where NQ = (αQ + 1)(αQ + 2) to normalise the integral of DQ→HQ(z) to one. Our
default choice is α = 5. Only for studying the hadronisation effects, we will vary α
from 3 to 7.

We start by showing our most important result for COMPASS: In figure 5.35 we
compare our NLO results for ALL obtained with the three polarised parton density
functions DSSV, GRSV(std) and GRSV(min) with the experimental values of COM-
PASS for Aµd→D. The most positive scenario compatible with other experiments uses
the GRSV(std) set, and the most negative one GRSV(min). GRSV(max) has been
excluded for some years and is not used here. The best global fit to ∆g is currently
DSSV. The set GRSV(min), also denoted as GRSV(∆g = −g), is characterised by
a very large and negative gluon density based on setting ∆g(x, µ0) = −g(x, µ0) at
some low bound-state like input scale µ0 [129] for the evolution. We note that cur-
rent data suggest that GRSV(min) is very improbable. As the published values from
[21] are somewhat outdated, we have taken the values of [207, 208], which were also
presented by Franco at the conference CHARM2012 and which have been published
in [51]. A weighted average is performed to combine the results for the three decay
channels D → Kπ, D → Kππ, and D → Kπππ listed there. We adopt the photon
polarisation dilution factors tabulated there to convert the data for ALL given in the
photon-nucleon system into the double-spin asymmetries for muon-nucleon scattering
computed with our Monte Carlo code.

The collinear emission of a quasi-real photon with low virtualityQ and momentum frac-
tion y off a muon with mass mµ is given by the Weizsäcker-Williams (WW) equivalent
photon spectrum [139–143] given in equations (2.39) and (2.40). The upper limit Qmax
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Figure 5.37: The scale uncertainty and the contribution of the resolved part to the unpolarised
(left panel) and to the polarised (right panel) DSSV cross sections for 30 GeV<
ED < 50 GeV.

is determined by experimental conditions. For COMPASS we take Q2
max = 0.5 GeV2

and, in addition, restrict the fraction y of the muon’s momentum taken by the quasi-
real photon to the range 0.1 ≤ y ≤ 0.9.

To estimate the range of validity of the WW approximation (2.40), we follow the studies
performed in the unpolarised case in references [141] and [209] and compare the exact
deep-inelastic cross section [210] and the charm photoproduction cross section,

d∆σQ ≡ 1
2

[
dσQ++ − dσ

Q
+−

]
=

∑
a,b

∫
dxadxb∆f la(xa, µf )∆fpb (xb, µf )S

× d∆σ̂ab(xa, xb, S,mQ, k1, k2, µf , µr) , (5.3)

at LO accuracy for COMPASS kinematics. We find that deviations from the exact
LO result are at the level of 5, 7, and 10% for Q2

max = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 GeV2 in
equation (2.40), respectively. As in the unpolarised case [141, 209, 211], for the WW
approximation to work, the upper limit Q2

max in (2.40) must be set to a value suffi-
ciently smaller than the typical energy scale characterising the production process, in
our case mc.

We also use the cut on z > 0.2 described in [21, 51]. z is here the fraction of the energy
of the virtual photon carried by the D0 meson candidate. COMPASS published their
values in bins in ED and pT . Therefore, we have chosen to show three plots, where in
each plot the cross section differential in the transverse momentum is presented under
the given restrictions on ED and z. I.e., in the left, middle and right plot, the energy of
the produced D meson is only allowed in ED < 30 GeV, 30 GeV < ED < 50 GeV and
ED > 50 GeV, respectively. In all plots, the experimental values with their error bars
are also shown. Unfortunately, especially due to the low branching ratios D → K+X,
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Figure 5.38: The scale uncertainty and the contribution of the resolved part to the unpolarised
(left panel) and to the polarised (right panel) DSSV cross sections for ED > 50
GeV.

the experimental statistical errors turn out to be large. So, for each plot, we have five
experimental data points. Note that in the third plot one data point is out of the plot
range.

As a consequence of the experimental setup, the error bars are usually larger than the
differences in ALL between our three sets used for the parton distributions – although
we have varied them in a wide range (DSSV, GRSV(std), GRSV(min)). We find
that all results are compatible with data within the experimental precision. Clearly,
present experimental uncertainties are too large to discriminate between different spin-
dependent gluon densities. But, if one wants to read tea leaves with our results, one
could perhaps say the following: A positive ∆g (like GRSV(std)) seems to be dis-
favoured by our calculation. The left and the right panel seem to favour GRSV(min),
the middle one DSSV. Altogether this might suggest a negative ∆g in the range in
which the COMPASS experiment is sensitive to it. We will show below that this is
mostly the case for 0.03 < x < 0.2. But more on the impact of the COMPASS re-
sults on ∆g can only be said after an upcoming global PDF analysis including the
COMPASS results.

Next, we want to study by which partonic channels our results are mostly triggered.
Figure 5.36 presents the direct leading order and next-to-leading order calculation
and points out how important the resolved contributions are. It shows also the scale
ambiguity from varying µf,r = ξ(p2

T +m2
c)

1/2 simultaneously in the range 1/2 ≤ ξ ≤ 2
for the dominant direct photon contribution (a = γ) only. The solid lines denote
our default choice of scales, ξ = 1. Since the published COMPASS data [21, 51] are
divided into three bins in the energy ED of the produced D meson, ED < 30 GeV,
30 ≤ ED ≤ 50 GeV, and ED > 50 GeV, we impose the cut ED < 30 GeV in figure 5.36.
Results for the other two bins in ED are very similar and shown in figures 5.37 and
5.38.
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Figure 5.39: Contributions of the individual γg and γq initiated subprocesses to the direct
photoproduction cross section at NLO for ξ = 1 and ED < 30 GeV (solid line).
Also shown is the LO result (dashed line).

In the left panels we present the unpolarised case (CTEQ6) and in the right panels
the polarised case (DSSV). The green bands in figure 5.36 show the scale dependence
of the direct cross sections when we vary the scale factor between ξ = 0.5 and ξ = 2,
where µ = ξ(m2

c + p2
T,c). For ξ = 1 not only the direct result is displayed, but also

the full result consisting of the direct and the resolved part. One can clearly see that
the resolved part only gives a very small contribution, much smaller than the scale
uncertainty. Here, we assume the charm mass to be known exactly. Additionally,
one could introduce an uncertainty resulting from varying the charm mass as we have
done for RHIC (see section 5.3). This would obviously further enlarge the theoretical
uncertainty; also an independent variation of µf and µr would inflate theoretical errors.
In the other two ranges of ED the relative contribution of the resolved part is equal
to or smaller than in the case ED < 30 GeV, see figures 5.37 and 5.38. Because of the
special functional form of the DSSV parton distribution functions, the curve for ξ = 1
is in the polarised case (DSSV) not always between the curves ξ = 0.5 and ξ = 2.
Therefore, we do not show coloured bands, but only the three lines for ξ = 0.5, ξ = 1
and ξ = 2.

As a consequence, for the extraction of the gluon polarisation from open charm pro-
duction, it is a justifiable approximation to neglect the resolved part as it should not
much influence the values of ALL. The additional error is much smaller than scale
uncertainties. Also, in an experimental analysis, the uncertainty introduced by leav-
ing out the resolved part can by far be compensated by the fact that numerical codes
using only the direct part are much less computer-time consuming.

Let us turn to the subprocesses and the impact of a next-to-leading order calculation
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Figure 5.40: As in figure 5.39 but now for the spin-dependent photoproduction cross section
for two different choices of helicity PDFs: DSSV [30] (left-hand side) and
GRSV “standard” [129] (right-hand side).

compared to a leading order one. We focus only on the direct part as we have just
shown that the resolved part is negligible. Figure 5.39 shows this effect for the unpo-
larised case and figure 5.40 for the polarised cross sections using DSSV and GRSV(std)
parton distribution functions. We choose ED < 30 GeV. Results for the other two bins
in ED are very similar and hence not shown. Each of the figures shows the leading
order term, which consists only of the one subprocess γg, and the next-to-leading
order term containing two types of subprocesses: photon-gluon fusion and photon-
(anti)quark scattering. Everywhere, the effects induced by next-to-leading order could
not be ignored. And the changes from adding this order are not always the same. As
expected, the photon-gluon fusion mechanism, which is already present at LO, gives the
main contribution to the unpolarised cross section. The genuine NLO photon-quark
channel yields a negative but small correction. The NLO result for the D meson pro-
duction cross section is roughly a factor of two larger than the corresponding estimate
at LO as can be gathered from comparing the dashed and solid lines in figure 5.39.

One notices that the results in figure 5.40 obtained with the DSSV and GRSV(std) sets
differ in sign and magnitude of the cross section, which is readily explained by the very
different gluon densities in both sets. The positive definite ∆g(x, µf ) of GRSV(std)
leads to a similar decomposition into γg and γq subprocesses as was observed in the
unpolarised case in figure 5.39. Again, the cross section is strongly dominated by
photon-gluon fusion, and the γq channel only yields a small correction. In contrast, the
oscillating ∆g(x, µf ) of the DSSV set of helicity PDFs leads to a negative d∆σD. Since
the DSSV gluon is much smaller in size than the one of GRSV(std), the genuine NLO
photon-quark contribution, which is numerically very similar in both PDF sets, is more
important and yields more than a quarter of the cross section at small pDT . Another
important observation concerns the relevance of NLO corrections which appears to be
very different for the DSSV and GRSV(std) helicity PDFs. This implies that higher
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Figure 5.41: As in figure 5.36, but now for variations of the parameter αc in the fragmentation
function (2.50) for the direct cross section computed with ξ = 1. No cuts on the
D meson or charm quark are imposed; see text. Also shown are the results on
the charm quark level, d(∆)σ/dpcT .

order QCD effects do not cancel in the experimentally relevant double-spin asymmetry,

ALL ≡
d∆σD

dσD
,

defined in (2.49) which we shall discuss in more detail below. Clearly, for a reliable
quantitative analysis of charm photoproduction in terms of polarised PDFs, preferably
as part of a global QCD fit, it is indispensable to properly include NLO corrections.

In other words, if one wants to conclude from the measured cross section, the ∆g value
can be under- or overestimated when only the LO approximation is used. From our
figures one can especially see that it is not possible to give a K-factor for ALL which
is independent from the used set of parton distribution functions. Hence, a full next-
to-leading order analysis of the COMPASS results is very important. A leading order
analysis can only give a very rough estimate and is not suitable for detailed analyses.

In figure 5.41 the effect of the hadronisation is studied. Therefore, the cross section
is shown differential in the transverse momentum of the charm quark and the D
meson. The hadronisation from the charm quark to the D meson is simulated by
the Kartvelishvili-Likhoded-Petrov function in which the parameter α is varied from
3 to 7 as pointed out in section 5.3 concerning our results for RHIC. In this figure
no data from the integrated-out-phase-space-region is excluded – no cuts are imposed
for the D meson in order to allow a better comparability between the charm and the
D meson spectrum which are both presented. The left figure is for the unpolarised
cross sections and the right one for the polarised ones using DSSV. In both cases the
characteristic curves for pT are shifted to smaller momenta through the hadronisation
process. And an additional uncertainty from α is introduced. We show the direct
photon contribution for ξ = 1. Compared to the factorisation scale ambiguities, the
dependence of our results on αc is fairly moderate for both the unpolarised and the
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Figure 5.42: Distribution d(∆)σD/dx in the momentum fraction x probed in the PDFs at
NLO (left-hand side) and LO (right-hand side) accuracy for both the un-
polarised and polarised direct photon contribution, integrated over phase-space
and without imposing cuts. Note that the polarised results are scaled by a factor
of 50 for better visibility.

polarised cross sections. A similar observation was made in the case of hadroproduction
[90], see section 5.3. Since charm quarks lose only very little of their momentum during
hadronisation, i.e., DQ→HQ(z) is peaked at fairly large values of z, see section 2.8, the
convolution

Ed3σ(e)
dp3

=
EQd

3σ(Q)
dp3
Q

⊗DQ→HQ (5.4)

introduces only a rather small shift in the transverse momentum spectrum of the charm
quarks. This can be inferred from the curves labelled d(∆)σ/dpcT in figure 5.41.

The additional uncertainty caused by the fragmentation processes could have been
avoided if micro-vertex detectors could have been used at COMPASS – we also suggest
their use to future experiments if technically feasible and possible with the experimen-
tal setup.

Another interesting question concerns the range of momentum fractions x predomi-
nantly probed in the PDFs by the COMPASS data. Due to the dominance of the
photon-gluon fusion process, charm photoproduction will mainly lead to a constraint
on the gluon distribution, which is the prime motivation for such measurements. The
x distribution in LO and NLO, for both the unpolarised and polarised direct photon
contribution to the cross section is explored in figure 5.42. No cuts are imposed in
this calculation and the D meson spectrum is integrated over the entire phase space.
Note that for the sake of visibility the curves for the polarised case are multiplied by
a factor of 50. As has to be expected from the fact that the PDFs enter the cross
section through a convolution, a broad range of x values is sampled. It turns out,
however, that the mean value of x, where the distribution d(∆)σD/dx is peaked, is
fairly independent not only of the order in perturbation theory, LO or NLO, but to
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Figure 5.43: Upper panel: double spin asymmetry in LO and NLO for D meson photopro-
duction at COMPASS kinematics for the DSSV and GRSV sets of helicity PDFs;
as in figures 5.36 and 5.39 a cut ED < 30 GeV is imposed; lower panel: the
corresponding ratio of the NLO and LO results. The region where ALL changes
sign and the ratio becomes meaningless is indicated by the shaded band.

a large extent also of the chosen set of polarised or unpolarised PDFs. We roughly
estimate the average momentum fraction to be 〈x〉 ' 0.08 with an error of about +0.12

−0.03.

Our results differ from estimates of 〈x〉 by the COMPASS collaboration [51, 207, 208],
where NLO results have been obtained based on some parton shower Monte Carlo to
approximate the phase space for the NLO matrix elements of reference [76], which are
presented in section 4.2 of this thesis. Significant differences between 〈x〉 estimated
in LO and NLO are found in this way. While their LO result for 〈x〉 agrees with our
estimate of about 0.08, their NLO results are 〈x〉 = 0.28+0.19

−0.10 [207, 208] and 〈x〉 = 0.20
[51]. It is not yet clear how these results can be compared to our full NLO calculation.
We also note that once data on photoproduction processes are implemented in global
QCD analyses of helicity PDFs, information on 〈x〉, though useful, is no longer required
or relevant as the fits automatically impose the constraints from data for any given
functional form assumed for the ∆f(x, µf ).

Next, we return to the experimentally measured double-spin asymmetry, defined in
equation (2.49), which was analysed at LO accuracy and under certain simplifying as-
sumptions in terms of the mean gluon polarisation ∆g(〈x〉, µf )/g(〈x〉, µf ) by the COM-
PASS collaboration [21]. NLO estimates are also available with the hybrid method
outlined above [51, 207, 208].

At the start of this section, we have already presented our results for ALL in figure
5.35, where we have, however, adopted the bin size to the bin size of the experimental
values. In figure 5.43 we show ALL for the two sets DSSV and GRSV(std) of helicity
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Figure 5.44: Left Plot: ALL for the eRHIC scenario described in the text for different polarised
parton distribution functions. Right Plot: direct and resolved contribution to
the unpolarised cross section.

PDFs by computing the ratio of the cross sections shown in figures 5.36, 5.39 and 5.40
for ED < 30 GeV. Note that we have presented the results in figure 5.36 with a smaller
bin size than in figure 5.43. To resolve the differences in ALL obtained with the DSSV
and GRSV PDFs, which mainly stem from ∆g, an experimental precision of at least
δALL ' 0.02 needs to be achieved.

We also compare NLO and LO estimates of ALL for both sets of helicity PDFs in
the lower panel of figure 5.43 and find rather different patterns depending on pDT .
At small pDT , the NLO ALL is about a factor of two larger than the LO estimate
for the DSSV set whereas a reduction by roughly the same amount is found with
the GRSV PDFs. This illustrates that any approximations for the spin asymmetry,
either to assume a cancellation of NLO corrections or a constant pattern independent
of the choice of PDFs, are not justified and should not be used for analysing data.
Again, only a global analysis will lead to consistent results. Qualitatively very similar
results have been obtained for other cuts on the energy ED of the observed D meson,
30 ≤ ED ≤ 50 GeV and ED > 50 GeV.

With our method we have established the basic framework to include the open charm
measurement of COMPASS in one of the next global QCD analyses of polarised parton
density functions. Therefore, we refrain here from presenting a special value for ∆g/g.
Anyway, this would only be a rough estimate as this ratio is not constant. Only a
global fit can give a reliable result.

5.4.2 Outlook to a possible future collider: eRHIC

eRHIC [27, 46] is proposed as a successor project of RHIC. At eRHIC, electrons shall be
collided with a 250 GeV proton beam [212] or a correspondingly less energetic beam of
nuclei. For the electrons different energy scenarios (e.g., 4 GeV, 10 GeV and 20 GeV)
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Figure 5.45: The polarised cross section for eRHIC using different models for the polarised
and for the photon parton distributions.

are proposed. We have, therefore, performed a first exploratory study in which we
focus on rapidity differential cross sections and give here the preliminary results. We
show in our plots the cross sections differential in the rapidity of a detected D meson in
the c.m.s. of the incoming particles. It is related to the rapidity in the laboratory frame
by a simple additional constant. We focus on the case of 4 GeV electrons and charm

production. For simplicity we have chosen the scale to be µ2 = m2 + p2T,1+p2T,2
2 in our

plots. pT,1 and pT,2 denote here the transverse momenta of the produced heavy charm
and anticharm, respectively. The electron flies into the positive direction. Furthermore
we choose Q2

max = 0.01 GeV2. On the l.h.s. of figure 5.44 we present the results of our
calculation for the spin asymmetry ALL for four models of polarised parton distribution
functions. For the proton, we use the DSSV and the GRSV(std) models. The polarised
quark and gluon content of the photon is obtained by the GRSVγ sets in its maximum
and minimum scenarios. Already from this figure one can see that the resolved part
comes largely into play at eRHIC. For the unpolarised parton distribution functions,
we have used CTEQ6M. To study the contributions of the direct and resolved part in
more detail, we focused on the direct and resolved part separately. The r.h.s. of figure
5.44 shows the unpolarised contributions. Although generally the resolved contribution
is less important than the direct part, our figure indicates that kinematical regions can
be found in which the resolved part dominates already for the unpolarised case.

Figure 5.45 shows the resolved and the direct contributions to the polarised cross
section using the same models for the parton distributions as in the left part of figure
5.44. Here the importance of the resolved part gets obvious. It is in most kinematic
regions in the order of the direct part. This figure shows also the sensitivity of the
resolved part to the chosen set of GRSVγ . As a consequence, ALL is also sensitive
to the polarised hadronic content of the photon. This might give a possibility of
constraining in future the hadronic component of polarised photons. A calculation
with only the direct part would not be meaningful. Although not shown here, for
higher electron energies as well as for bottom production, our results indicate that the
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resolved part becomes still more important for these scenarios.

Summarising, especially in the polarised case, where we use the DSSV and GRSV(std)
parton density functions, the resolved part turns out to give sizable corrections for
eRHIC, whereas in the COMPASS case the resolved photon part was nearly negligi-
ble over the whole kinematic range. We will not discuss eRHIC any further as not
all experimental details for eRHIC are clear at the moment. More calculations for
eRHIC will come up, when the eRHIC project gets more concrete and when also more
details of the detection possibilities of the charm and/or bottom quarks are clarified:
it could be that the quarks are detected directly with micro-vertex detectors or the
mesons produced during hadronisation can be seen – or, like currently at RHIC and
COMPASS – their decay particles.

Altogether we emphasise again that the smallness of the resolved part at COMPASS
is only due to the relatively small energy of that experiment. At experiments at higher
c.m.s. energies the resolved part cannot be neglected anymore.
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6
Summary and conclusions

Heavy flavour hadroproduction is important for spin physics. The partonic hard scat-
tering processes differ from their counterparts for light hadron and jet production
utilised in global QCD analyses so far. Existing and upcoming measurements of heavy
flavour production, e.g., at CERN-COMPASS and BNL-RHIC further our current un-
derstanding of factorisation in the presence of spin and test the notion of universality
for helicity dependent parton densities.

In this thesis, we have studied heavy quark hadro- and photoproduction in detail
and examined the possibilities of using heavy quark production for the extraction of
the polarised parton distribution functions. All calculations are performed at O(α3

s)
and O(αα2

s) accuracy, respectively, and theoretical uncertainties due to the choice of
scales µf,r and the heavy quark mass mQ have been discussed in detail. Based on our
theoretical results we have presented detailed phenomenological studies for the existing
PHENIX and STAR experiments at BNL-RHIC and the COMPASS experiment at
CERN. Predictions have been made for possible future experiments at a low-energy
antiproton-proton collider at GSI-FAIR, a proton-proton collider at J-PARC and an
upcoming high-energy electron-ion collider (EIC).

The most important results of this thesis can be summarised as follows:

After the introduction we have reviewed the ingredients of a perturbative QCD calcu-
lation and discussed their application to the production of heavy quarks. Especially,
the differences between the hadronisation for heavy and light quarks have been pointed
out, and the phenomenological parametrisations used in our numerical studies have
been introduced.

Next, we have described the necessary steps and ingredients to arrive at a cross sec-
tion for heavy quark production at next-to-leading order accuracy. We have devised
two different methods for the evaluation of the relevant phase-space integrations. For
single-inclusive distributions, such as transverse momentum spectra of a produced
heavy quark, all angular integrals can be performed with largely analytical meth-
ods. However, studies of phenomenologically interesting heavy quark correlations, the
implementation of experimental acceptance cuts as well as the hadronisation of the
produced heavy quarks require control over all final-state partons and hence need a
numerical implementation for phase-space integrations. The development of flexible
parton-level Monte Carlo programs for polarised heavy quark hadro- and photopro-
duction is the main result of this thesis. These programs allow one to compute any
infrared-safe heavy flavour distribution or correlation at NLO accuracy in longitudi-
nally polarised collisions, including experimental acceptance cuts as well as the details
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6 Summary and conclusions

of hadronisation and subsequent decay of the heavy quarks. Details of the computa-
tion of the relevant partonic subprocesses at leading and next-to-leading order both
for hadro- and photoproduction can be found in chapter 4.

Finally, in chapter 5, our various phenomenological results have been presented and
discussed elaborately and compared to the experimental results available at the mo-
ment. A comparison of the results obtained with the analytical and the numerical
methods of phase space integration is presented in section 5.1. In the range of sta-
tistical fluctuations, the analytical and the numerical methods agree very well. As
both program sets have been developed independently of each other, this serves as an
important cross check for the correctness of both implementations.

Eventually, sections 5.2 to 5.4 are devoted to a detailed presentation and discussion
of various phenomenological results obtained with our numerical programs. First we
performed a study of the physics opportunities with open charm production at low
c.m.s. energy p̄p and pp collisions at GSI-FAIR and J-PARC, respectively, including
unpolarised and polarised cross sections and charge and spin asymmetries. The charge
asymmetry vanishes at O(α2

s) and hence is a clear probe of non-trivial QCD dynamics
beyond tree-level. In general, theoretical uncertainties turn out to be significant at
low c.m.s. energies, except for the mass dependence of the charge asymmetries AC
and ∆AC .

Using our Monte Carlo program, we have moreover performed a comprehensive phe-
nomenological study of various observables at RHIC where heavy quarks are identified
through their semi-leptonic decays into electrons or muons. In general, we expect the
double spin asymmetry ALL to be very small – especially if only one of the final heavy
quarks is observed. We find that decay lepton correlations are particularly suited
probes for the spin structure of the nucleon, and experimentally relevant double-spin
asymmetries of about one percent can be expected.

Phenomenological studies of photoproduction of heavy quarks at COMPASS have
shown that the spin asymmetry ALL at NLO differs significantly from LO estimates.
The resolved photon contribution turns out to be negligible at COMPASS.

Our flexible Monte-Carlo code for polarised hadro- and photoproduction of heavy
quarks will be very useful to estimate and eventually analyse various observables for
future experiments such as an electron-ion collider. Some of these studies are poten-
tially relevant for the detector design, i.e., for optimising the sensitivity to detect heavy
flavours in regions of phase space where most of the heavy quarks are produced. A
brief outlook on photoproduction at an EIC has been given at the end of chapter 5.
Here, resolved photons contribute more significantly than at fixed target kinematics.

Avenues for future research are the extension of the Monte Carlo code to electropro-
duction of heavy flavours where the virtuality Q2 of the exchanged photon significantly
complicates the calculations. Results in the polarised case are so far only available at
LO accuracy of QCD. In addition, the inclusion of resummations of potentially large
threshold logarithms to all orders might be relevant for reliable analyses at fixed target
kinematics. Future measurements of heavy quark observables both at colliders and at
fixed target experiments will for sure further our knowledge of the nucleon structure.
In particular, the helicity gluon density and the Monte Carlo program developed in
this thesis will be an important tool in phenomenological studies.
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A
Feynman rules

In this part the Feynman rules for the calculation of matrix elements iM are summed
up [213]. Quark, gluon and ghost lines are represented by solid, curled and dotted
lines, respectively. The colour indices are i, j for quarks and a, b, c, d for gluons and
ghosts. Flavour and spinor indices are not noted explicitly.

For external lines the rules are (the momentum flows in each case from left to right):

incoming lines

u(p, h)

v̄(p, h)

εµ(q, λ)

outgoing lines

ū(p, h)

v(p, h)

ε∗µ(q, λ)

u(p, h) and v(p, h) are the spinors of quarks and antiquarks, respectively, with mo-
mentum p and helicity h; εµ(p, λ) is the polarisation vector of the gluon.

The propagators read

k
i j iδij

/k +m

k2 −m2 + iε

k
a, µ b, ν

−iδab
k2 + iε

[
gµν − (1− ξ)kµkν

k2

]

k
a b

−iδab
k2 + iε
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A Feynman rules

k is the momentum of the appropriate particle; the short notation /k = kµγ
µ is used.

The parameter ξ in the gluon propagator is gauge dependent; in this thesis the Feyn-
man gauge with ξ = 1 is used.

The Lagrangian gives the following rules for the vertices:

a, µ

j

i

−igγµT aij

p
r

qa, λ

b, µ

c, ν

−gfabc[(p− q)νgλµ + (q − r)λgµν + (r − p)µgνλ]

(the momenta p, q and r are outgoing)

p
b, µ

c

a

gfabcpµ

b, µ

a, λ

c, ν

d, σ

−ig2fabef cde(gλνgµσ − gλσgµν)

−ig2facef bde(gλµgνσ − gλσgµν)

−ig2fadef cbe(gλνgµσ − gλµgσν)

Furthermore, for a closed fermion and ghost loop the matrix element has to be multi-
plied by (−1) .

In each closed loop, one integrates over the undetermined momentum with the measure∫
dnk

(2π)n
.

For possible permutations one has to include the appropriate symmetry factor.

To calculate cross sections, |M |2 = MM∗ is needed. Here, one gets products of
projection operators for particles with definite helicity, which can be rewritten by:

u(p, λ)ū(p, λ) =
1
2

(/p+m)(1− γ5λ), (A.1)

v(p, λ)v̄(p, λ) =
1
2

(/p−m)(1 + γ5λ), (A.2)

εµ(q, λ)εν∗(q, λ) =
1
2

[
−gµν +

qµrν + qνrµ

q · r
+ iλεµνσκ

qσrκ
q · r

]
, (A.3)

where r is an arbitrary momentum satisfying r2 = 0 and q ·r 6= 0. Additional Feynman
rules for photons can be found in [52].
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B
Detailed Results of the expansion for

x→ 1 and y → ±1

Here, we give some detailed results for the hadro- and photoproduction of heavy quarks
in the limits mentioned in the title of this appendix. The results for hadro- and
photoproduction are also listed in [71] and in [72], respectively for the unpolarised
case. The polarised case can be obtained by replacing there the unpolarised matrix
elements and splitting functions with their polarised counterparts. For completeness,
some formulas already given in chapters 3 and 4 are repeated.

B.1 Case x→ 1

In the case x→ 1 one encounters the soft limit. The flux factor 1/(2s) is included in
the matrix element. We start with the soft part for hadroproduction:

|[∆]Ms
gg|2R =

1
2s

[∆]E2
εg

6 1
2(N2

C − 1)
[(2CF )2[∆]Dsoft

QED +C2
A[∆]Dsoft

OQ + [∆]Dsoft
KQ ]. (B.1)

Here is

[∆]Dsoft
QED = −2

[
m2

s2
4

+
m2

s2
3

+
2m2 − s
s3s4

]
[∆]BQED, (B.2)

[∆]Dsoft
OQ = 2

[
2m2 − s
s3s4

+
t21 + u2

1

st′u′
+

2m2t1u1

s2

(
1
s2

4

+
1
s2

3

)
+
t21u1

s2

(
1
t′s4

+
1
s3u′

)
+
t1u

2
1

s2

(
1
s4u′

+
1
s3t′

)]
[∆]BQED, (B.3)

[∆]Dsoft
KQ = −2

[
2(m2 − s)
s3s4

(
1 +

t1u1

s2

)
+

2m2t1u1

s2

(
1
s2

4

+
1
s2

3

)
+

t1

(
1
s4u′

+
1
s3t′

)
+ u1

(
1
t′s4

+
1
s3u′

)]
[∆]BQED, (B.4)

|[∆]MLO
gg |2 =

1
2s
g4 1

2(N2
C − 1)

[
2CF − 2CA

t1u1

s2

]
[∆]E2

ε [∆]BQED +O(ε3) (B.5)
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with

BQED =
t1
u1

+
u1

t1
+

4m2s

t1u1

(
1− m2s

t1u1

)
− 2ε

(
s2

t1u1
− 1
)

+ ε2 s2

t1u1
(B.6)

and

∆BQED =
(
t1
u1

+
u1

t1

)(
2m2s

t1u1
− 1
)
. (B.7)

In the qq̄ case we get:

|[∆]Ms
qq̄|2R =

1
2s
g6 CF

4NC
[2CF [∆]Osoft

QED + CA[∆]Osoft
OK ] (B.8)

with

[∆]Osoft
QED = 8

[
s

t′u′
+

2t1
t′s3

+
2t1
u′s4

− 2u1

t′s4
− 2u1

u′s3
+
s− 2m2

s3s4
− m2

s2
3

− m2

s2
4

]
[∆]AQED

(B.9)

and

[∆]Osoft
OK = 8

[
− s

t′u′
− t1
t′s3
− t1
u′s4

+
2u1

t′s4
+

2u1

u′s3
− s− 2m2

s3s4

]
[∆]AQED (B.10)

with

AQED =
t21 + u2

1

s2
+

2m2

s
− ε (B.11)

and

∆AQED = − t
2
1 + u2

1

s2
− 2m2

s
− ε. (B.12)

Now, we will give the soft result for photoproduction. As in LO only photon–gluon
fusion is possible, there is only this process which can get soft:

|[∆]Ms
γg|2R =

1
2s
E2
εg

4e2[2CF [∆]Ssoft
QED + CA[∆]Ssoft

OK ] (B.13)

with

Ssoft
QED =

[
−2m2

(
1
s2

4

+
1
s2

3

)
− 2(2m2 − s)

s3s4

]
[∆]BQED (B.14)

and

Ssoft
OK =

[
2
t′

(
t1
s3

+
u1

s4

)
+

2(2m2 − s)
s3s4

]
[∆]BQED. (B.15)

The integrals used for the integration of the soft phase space are defined by

I(vw) =
∫
dydθ2(1− y2)−1−ε sin−2ε θ24t′u′(vw)

∣∣
x=1

. (B.16)

The results of them are

I

(
2s
t′u′

)
= −8πs

ε
, (B.17)
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I

(
2u7

s4u′

)
= 4πs

(
−1

2
ε log2

(
β + 1
1− β

)
+ log

(
− t1
m2

)
+ log

(
− t1
s

)
−2ε log

(
− 2t1

(1− β)s

)
log
(
− 2t1

(β + 1)s

)
− 2εLi2

(
2t1

(1− β)s
+ 1
)
−

2εLi2

(
2t1

(β + 1)s
+ 1
)
− 1
ε

)
, (B.18)

I

(
2u6

t′s4

)
= 4πs

(
−1

2
ε log2

(
β + 1
1− β

)
+ log

(
− u1

m2

)
+ log

(
−u1

s

)
−2ε log

(
− 2u1

(1− β)s

)
log
(
− 2u1

(β + 1)s

)
− 2εLi2

(
2u1

(1− β)s
+ 1
)

−2εLi2

(
2u1

(β + 1)s
+ 1
)
− 1
ε

)
, (B.19)

I

(
2u1

u′s3

)
= I

(
2u6

t′s4

)
, (B.20)

I

(
t1
t′s3

)
= I

(
2u7

s4u′

)
, (B.21)

I

(
4m2

s2
4

)
= 8πs

ε log
(
β+1
1−β

)
β

+ 1

 , (B.22)

I

(
4m2

s2
3

)
= I

(
4m2

s2
4

)
, (B.23)

I
(

2(s5−2m2)
s4s3

)
= 8πs

β

(
1− 2m2

s

)
s
(

log
(
β+1
1−β

)
+ ε

(
Li2
(

2β
β+1

)
− Li2

(
− 2β

1−β

)))
.

(B.24)
Note that Li2 denotes the dilogarithmic function.

B.2 Case y → ±1

We start again with hadroproduction: The limits y → ±1 give

lim
y→±1

[∆]M (real)(s, tk, uk, q1, q2) = lim
y→±1

[∆]f(x, y = ±1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

=

[∆]f c±1 (x, y = ±1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

+
[∆]f c±2 (x, y = ±1, θ1, θ2)

s2(1− x)2(1− y2)
(B.25)

with

[∆]f c+gg,1(x, y = +1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

= −2g2

u′
[∆]M b

gg(xk1, k2, p1)[∆]P̃gg(x) (B.26)

and

f c+gg,2(x, y = 1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

=
g6

8s(1− ε)2
·

16m2
(
cos2 (θ1)− 1

) (
2(ε− 1) cos2 (θ2) + 1

)
β2
x

(
9 cos2 (θ1)β2

x + 7
)

s2x2(1− y) (cos2 (θ1)β2
x − 1) 2

(B.27)
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and
∆f c+gg,2(x, y = ±1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

= 0. (B.28)

In the polarised case the second part gives zero and the first part shows up with the
same structure. For dσc− one gets the analogous expressions after an interchange of
the momenta, i.e., y has to be changed to −y. Furthermore, one gets

[∆]f (c−)
gq = 8g2s(1− x)[∆]M (b)

qq (k1, xk2, p1)[∆]P̃qg(x), (B.29)

[∆]f (c+)
qg,1 = 8g2s(1− x)[∆]M (b)

gg (xk1, k2, p1)[∆]P̃gq(x) (B.30)

and

f c+qg,2(x, y = 1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

=
g6

18s(1− ε)
·

16m2
(
cos2 (θ1)− 1

) (
2(ε− 1) cos2 (θ2) + 1

)
β2
x

(
9 cos2 (θ1)β2

x + 7
)

s2x2(1− y) (cos2 (θ1)β2
x − 1) 2

(B.31)

and
∆f c±qg,2(x, y = ±1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

= 0. (B.32)

Note that in the polarised case the contribution ∆f c±xx,2 vanishes always. In the qq̄ case
one has:

[∆]f (c+)
qq̄ = 8g2s(1− x)[∆]M (b)

qq̄ (xk1, k2, p1)[∆]P̃qq(x) (B.33)

and

[∆]f (c−)
qq̄ = 8g2s(1− x)[∆]M (b)

qq̄ (k1, xk2, p1)[∆]P̃qq(x) (B.34)

where the splitting functions are given by [117, 201]

Pqq(z) = CF

[
2

[1− z]+
− 1− z − ε(1− z) +

3 + ε

2
δ(1− z)

]
, (B.35)

Pgq(z) = CF
1 + (1− z)2)

z
− εCF z, (B.36)

Pqg(z) =
1
2
[
z2 + (1− z)2

]
− εz(1− z), (B.37)

Pgg(z) = 2CA

[
z

[1− z]+
+

1− z
z

+ z(1− z)
]

+
β0

2
δ(1− z). (B.38)

In the polarised case one has [120, 121]

∆Pqq(z) = CF

[
2

[1− z]+
− 1− z + 3ε(1− z) +

3 + ε

2
δ(1− z)

]
, (B.39)

∆Pqg(z) =
1
2

[2z − 1− 2ε(1− z)] , (B.40)

∆Pgq(z) = CF [2− z + 2ε(1− z)] , (B.41)

∆Pgg(z) = 2CA

[
1

[1− z]+
− 2z + 1 + 2ε(1− z)

]
+
(
β0

2
+
NC
6
ε

)
δ(1− z). (B.42)

Note that for our purposes the usual plus distribution has to be rewritten to the rho
distribution defined in chapter 3. Note that in this notation β0 = β1.
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B.2 Case y → ±1

The singularities remaining after the angle integration over θ1 and θ2 are cured by
mass factorisation.

Now, we turn to photoproduction of heavy quarks. We give only some short additional
remarks as the procedure is very similar to hadroproduction. We note again that non
vanishing-parts of f c±xx,2 only occur in the unpolarised case, e.g.,

f c−γg,2(x, y = −1, θ1, θ2)
s2(1− x)2(1− y2)

=
g4e2

Q

s(1− ε)2
·

(−192(−1 + cos2(θ1))(−1 + cos2(θ2)(2 + ε))m2(4m2 − sx))
(sx2(sx+ cos2(θ1)(4m2 − sx))2(1 + y))

. (B.43)

They can be obtained by an expansion of the full matrix element in y.

Furthermore, we get

f c+γq = 32παeme2
qs(1− x)[∆]P̃qγ(x)[∆]M (b)

qq̄ (xk1, k2, p1) (B.44)

and
f c−γq,1 = 32παss(1− x)[∆]P̃gq(x)[∆]M (b)

γg (k1, xk2, p1); (B.45)

in the unpolarised case only f c−γq,2 does not vanish and is identical to f c−γg,2 after the
multiplication with CF /CA,

where
[∆]Pqγ(x) = [∆]

Nc
2
Pqg(z). (B.46)

Finally, we mention that

∆Pqq(x) = ∆Pq̄q̄(x) = Pqq(x) + PHVBM(x) (B.47)

with [120]

PHVBM(x) = −2CF (n− 4)(1− x). (B.48)

The term with the index HVBM is needed in order to cure the helicity violation
introduced by the HVBM scheme [102, 154].

It occurs at the qqg vertex due to the commuting γ5 parts in the extra n−4 dimensions.
These unphysical remnants of the HVBM scheme can be subtracted with the poles.
With this method, helicitiy conservation can be restored.

Due to helicity conservation, the longitudinally polarised cross section for quark-
antiquark annihilation processes is the negative of its unpolarised counterpart:

σqq̄
∆σqq̄

= −1. (B.49)

Furthermore, we have used

CF =
4
3
, NC = 3, Tf = TRnf =

1
2
nf , β1 =

11
3
NC −

4
3
Tf . (B.50)
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